ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 5. 1910.
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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

URRILL NATIONAL BAN
ELLSWORTH, ME.

-

MONEY

NSW ADVEK riHKMKNTS THIS WEEK.

K

Union Trust Co—Notice of foreclosure.
County Com’ers notice.
Percy Elmer Higgins—Application for ex*
nmination for ndmission to the bur.
Lost-Mink neck fur.
Ellsworth Loan St Building Asso’n—Notice
of foreclosure.
Hancock Co Agricultural Society— Annual

ME88AQE8

the telephone, by our customers. We do a lot
of confidential business in this way,
enabling us to actquickly in the inter-

can

be transmitted to

meeting
In bankruptcy—Allen L Hall.
Wanted—Boy to learn printer’s trade.

us over

ests of our patrons.

We do a commercial banking business with the
best business men in the locality, and
you

we would line to auu

to

me

num-

ber.

Liberal interest

on

4 per cent

counts.

check

ac-

savings.

on

Water motor for sale.
Andrew M Moor, electrical works—Removal.
H B Kstev, steam laundry—Removal.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Stan wood, photographer—Removal.
Bangor, Me:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Beal school of shorthand.
Auburn, Mk:
Dr J F True St Co—True’s Elixir.
Portland, Mk:
Eastern Argus.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICE.
it*

rffect

Uct.

4,

I Hi >9

&DbrTtt«rmniti

P. 8.; Marks Hertz, R. A. C. T. E. Hale,
F. Carroll Burrill, Harvard C. Jordan,
finance committee; A. W. Greely, trustee.
Tbe Ellsworth festival chores will meet
for the first rehearsal of the new year tomorrow evening at Society hall. The book
of miscellaneous music is out, and copies
may be had of Harry L. Crabtree.
H. B. Stanwood has movod his photographic studio from the Campbell St True
building near the bridge to the Hagerthy
building, Main street, in the rooms formerly occupied by Eugene Brann St Co.
The stewards of the Methodist church
will serve supper at the vestry next
Wednesday evening, Jan. 12. The proceeds will be applied on the pastor’s
salary, and a large patronage is especially

WHAT IS

From West—7.13 a m; 4.28 and 6.08 p m.
From East—11.17 a m; 12.05,5.55 and 10.22 p

TOTALLY

TEA

WHERE IS ITS STRENGTH ?
In the character and judgment of the individual*
and the amount of capital in the business.
Apply these elementary principles

MAIL CLOSES AT

m.

P08T0FP1CB.

TIP TOP.

A. I. Saunders and wife
Portland.

are

visiting

in

OF"

Capital,

deal red.

ThaThursday

comes

goodness than
this Golden E’heasant I am offering.

imagine

cannot

from

real tea

more

economical to use, for

little in

a

quantity

der be for

really

Golden Pheasant;
Sold in

fine flavor.

bulk;

then

Lygoma lodge, F. and A. M., will elect
officers to-morrow evening.

that which

The district convention of Odd Fellows
will be held in Ellsworth Friday, Feb. 26.

And it is

The Dirigo club will hold its annual
meeting for the election of officers this

evening.

makes MORE de-

Let YOUR next

licious tea than any other I know of.

or-

The dance and supper, announced for
last evening by Bayside grange at its new

hall, has been postponed
of this week.
its ing

you’ll appreciate
pound.

There will be

^

I

our

EASTERN TRUST * BANKING CO..

new

dancing

class

^
|1

ft
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Mrs. Allison MocDougal, with her little
daughter Alice, of Trenton, has returned
home after spending the holidays here
with her parents, B. M. McFarland and
wife.
Miss Wilia S. Frost returned to her
school at Livermore Falls last Saturday.
She was accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
Jacob Frost, who will spend the winter
with her.
Andrew M. Moore has moved his electrical supply business to the new steam
laundry building on State street, where
an office and show-room have been partitioned off for him.

ft

ft

fj

BANOOR, riAINE.

Annie

Irene chapter, O. E. S., will install offinext Friday evening. There will be
work before the installation and a supper
will follow installation. All officers are
expected to be present at 7.30.

cers

'!

Note These Bargains:

Seeded Raisins
by the

Thirty-six years of
successful banking

|

is

>

l

one

of

our

great-

;

“Bluebell” Corn

straightforward busi-

•

!!

ness

!!

Savings Bank,

16 State

95c per Doz.

MAINE.

by the

case

(25 lbs.)

7 c lb.

Wm. W. Brooks
BOOT and SHOE

C. W. GRINDAL,
Water

St., Ellsworth.

At the regular meeting ot the school
last evening it was voted that
pupils who fail to make up the required
rank in order to pass should not be
granted diplomas at the end of the high
school course.

All kinds of Rubber Work warranted
Main St., Ellsworth
over Staples
Store

NEW

A

RESTAURANT

HALL,

WEDNESDAY, JAN.
I’rivate

new

and

neat H«»niecooking
k.i'linnifi
Vegetables from mj
Board by duy or week Meal tickets
Manny lor city folks when m a hurry,
Convenient for out of town shoppers.
Purs
Spring water served.
liwim

own farm.
ror sale

Wm. H.
Sutler,
Cor. Main and Hancock Sts.,
KUswortb

IN

DANCING
WILL OPEN AT SOCIETY

Ijfusic

Everything

CLA88

lessors

string
Apply for terms

dancing or
given.

instruments

on

C.

In

12.

$266,500

Peters, President,
Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer,

John A.

Leach, of Ellsworth, was
before
Judge Redman in
the Ellsworth
municipal court last
Wednesday, charged with liquor selling. He was held for the April grand
jury, under f200 bonds.

William F. Campbell,
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Arno W. King,
Myer Gallert,
AlbertB. Mace,
Henry W\ Sargent,
Bion M. Pike,

There will be services at the Methodist
Sunday morning at 10.30. Sermon
by the pastor, Rev. W. F. Emery. Subject:
“A Question in Arithmetic.”
Vesper

Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President.
Henry H. Higgins, Asst. Treasurer.

DIRECTORS:
W. A. Havey.
Henry W. Cushman,
L. Elrie Holmes,
John R. Graham,
Edwin G. Merrill,
Eugene Hale,
John A. Peters,
John O. Whitney,

Subject:

Address

by pastor,

“The Value of Time.”"

Mrs. Harvard C. Jordan, chief operator
at Ellsworth’s central telephone office,
attended a meeting ot the chief operators
of the State at the Augusta house, Augusta, last Thursday. Mrs. Jordan delivered one of the papers of the meeting
on the subject, “Practical co-operation.”
Miss Evelyn O. Dupee, who has spent
the past few months in Ellsworth, left
Monday for her home in Chicago. She
vfas accompanied by Miss Clara V. Reidholm, and her consin, Horace M. Worcester. Miss Hiipce has during her stay
here made many friends who will welcome
her return as a permanent or
summer^
resident.
Officers of Blanquefort
commandery,
K. T., have been elected as follows:
John O. Whitney, E. C.; John A. Haynes,
Q.; Harvard C. Jordan, C. G.; William L.
Pierce, S. W., Edgar J. Trussell, J. W.j
T. E. Hale, prelate; E. F. Robinson, treasurer; M. S. Smith, recorder; F. Carroll
Burrill, J. W. Nealley, J. H. Brimmer,
finance committee; Arno W. Ring,trustee.
Sheriff Forrest O. Silsby has dispensed
with the services of a deputy in Ellsworth tor the present, and with the beginning of the new year, Eugene D.
Brann was dropped from the corps ot
deputies. No successor to Mr. Brann has
been appointed, and will not be for the
present, as Sheriff Silsby believes he can,
for the winter at least, handle all the business hen himself.
A steel tank for the storage of gasolene
for sale in this vicinity, is to be encted by
the Standard Oil Co. near the pnsent oil
tank on High street, permission having
been granted by the city government. It
will nst on a concnte foundation, and a
similar foundation will replace the wooden one under the oil tank.
Clifton Woodward, who is the distributing agent here,
will handle the gasolene as well as the oil.

RAILROAD PROJECT,

LAKEWOOD.

Proposed Maine Central Extension
up Union River Valley.
An interesting railroad project which
would mean much in the development
ot eastern
Maine and especially to
the Union river valley .and the up-river
region of Hancock county, has reached a
point where an engineer for the Maine
Central railroad is non’ looking over the
proposed route.
Qentlemen in this vicinity have succeeded in interesting the Maine Central
management in the project, and Morris
McDonald, vice-president and general
manager, made a special trip down here
recently for conference with these gentle-

Alexander B. Moore is at work for Mra.
Ruth Tate.

men.

Alfred Garland ia employed by W. S.
Moore.
Granville Tate is at work for Mrs. Grace

Barron, of West Ellsworth.
Winnie Garland is at work with hie
the Green Lake fish hatchery.

team at

Master Harry Allen has returnad to
Ellsworth after a visit of a few days here.
COMING EVENTS
ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday Jan. 12,
—Supper.

I

That he

I

at

Methodist vestry

Wednesday, Jan. 12, at Baptist vestry—
Twelfth night social, by Three C class of
Baptist Sunday school.

impressed with the feasiproject is indicated by the
fact that this week he sent Civil Engineer
Boucher, of the Maine Central, down here
to go over the proposed route, and with
.a party of up-river guides
he is now
bound through the woods of the upper
reaches of Hancock county, from Great
bility of

was

the

Tuesday, Jan. 18, at* board of trade
rooms, Hancock hall—Meeting of Hancock county league of postmasters.

Friday, Feb. 26, at Ellsworth— District
Pond northward and eastward to Grand convention of Odd Fellows.
lake. On his report as to topography of
Friday evening, Feb. 26, at Paul Severe
the county will largely depend future
hall, Mechanic’s building, Boston—Ellssteps in the project.
worth reunion.
The project, as tentatively proposed, is to
tap the Mt. Desert branch of the Maine
2bbertiacranu».
Central at Ellsworth or Ellsworth Falls,
and follow a route up the west side of the
Union river valley through Mariaville,
Amherst, Aurora and Great Pond, and
thence across country, touching Alligator
and Nicatous lakes to Grand lake, and
thence ultimately to a connection with
Have remodeled the store formerly
the St. Croix branch at Princeton, or
occupied by Eugene Braun & Co.,
swinging northward to a connection with
and have moved in.
the Vanceboro branch of the Maine Central.
Such a road would open up a vast undeI will continue to make all the
veloped country, and an unexcelled sportpopular grades of photographs at
To
the
headwaters
of
the
the
same price with better satisfacing region.
tion than at the old place.
Union river it would pass through thriving communities and some of the most desirable farming land in Hancock county.
Also will carry a full line of
Beyond it would tap extensive forests of
hard wood, and an almost virgin bunting
Columbia
section now practically inaccessible to vis2 and 4 minute cylinder records, fit
iting sportsmen.
any machine, at

Donaqua lodge, K. of P., has elected
officers as follows: Charles J. Brown,
chancellor commander; Joseph T. Silvy,
Officers of Acadia Royal Arch chapter vice-chancellor; John A. Lord, prelate;
have been elected as follows:
Harry E. William E. Whiting, keeper ot records
Rowe, E. H. P.; F. Carroll Burrill, king; and seals; Embert C. Osgood, master of
North Ellsworth Farmers’ Club.
George B. Stuart; scribe; A. W. Greely, excbecquer; Frank E. Moon, master at
The annual meeting of the North EllsAsa
C.
master
of
HerHarM.
S.
arms;
Flood,
work;
Smith, secretary;
treasurer;
worth farmers’ club was held at Agriculvard C. Jordan, C. of H.; Thomas E. Hale, man Scammons, inner guard; George C.
tural hall, North Ellsworth, Saturday
Pierson, outer guard; C. J. Brown, reThe following officers
were
evening.
presentative to grand lodge; Embert C. elected: H. Fremont
flitgttiwnaiwN
Maddocks, presiOsgood, alternate; M. Y. McGown, trusL. DeWitt, secretary; James
tee. Officers will be installed Wednesday dent; George
A. McGown, treasurer; Francis McGown
followed
Jan.
a
evening,
by banquet.
12,
and Asa C. Flood, directors.
The Three C class of the Baptist church
The meeting became enthusiastic in disis planning to give a “twelfth night
cussing plans for next year’s fair. The
social” in the vestry on the twelfth night
club is now negotiating for additional land
of January. There will be a program of south of its
present grounds, with the obtwelve numbers, to begin at twelve minject of moving the race track farther
utes after S o’clock. Cooked food and
south. This would improve the track,
home-made candy will be for sale. The
and at the same time give room outside
feature of the evening will be the presenthe track, near the hall, for all the “fakirs”
tation of the Confectionery family of
and stands, and the agricultural exhibitwelve daughters, and a prize is offer d
tion. This would obviate the necessity of
to the one who gets in the first correct list
of names. The admission will be twelve crossing back and forth across the track at
cents; half sizes (children under twelve great risk, though the society has been
years) half price. Every twelfth person fortunate in having had no serious acciwill be admitted free.
dents in consequence.
The Ellsworth steam laundry, HolliB B.
It is proposed also to build in the near
Estey, proprietor, has moved to its new future a grand stand with exhibition hall
location on State street—the old Masonic below. A baseball
ground within the track
building purchased and rebuilt by Mr. enclosure is also to be built. Work was
Estey. The work of moving the laundry, started on it last fall, and it will be comv
with steam power plant and machinery,
pleted in the early summer.
the
Is
has been considerable, and necessitates
Rex all Cherry Juice
the cutting out of laundry work this
most economical insurance against
North Ellsworth Telephone Co.
week. But the work of installing the
The annual meeting' of the stockholders
coughs you can get. One large
in the new building is being pushed
plant
a
whole
insure
family
will
of
the North Ellsworth Telephone Co.
bottle
and everything will be in running order
was held
at
in a few days, with better
Agricultural hall, North
and
against coughs, colds and grippe
equipment
facilities for handling the business than Ellsworth, Saturday evening.
for a whole year. Cheap insurance
ever,
a new drying-room is being inAt a meeting of the board of directors,
isn’t it The first dose—just one
stalled, among other improvements.
H. Fremont Maddocks was elected presiteaspoonful will relieve your cough
dent and manager; Charles A. Dews,
Business Notices.
four doses will stop your cough
and Eugene H. Moore, treasThe semi-annual mark-down sale of the secretary,
and a twenty-five cent bottle will
urer.
Reliable Clothing Co., which began last Monbreak up the worst cold you ever
The financial report showed the comday, is going merrily on. It will last twelve
had and we guarantee it like all the
days longer. Some unusual bargains are be- pany to be in a prosperous condition, free
are
if
that
in
you
Rexall Remedies
from debt and with money in the treasing offered.
* not
The venerable but virile Eastern Argus, of ury.
perfectly satisfied all you have
Portland, valiant expounder of democratic
to do is return the bottle and get
principles, makes its customary New Year Schooner Maud Seward Condemned.
9
your money.
bow to readers in this section through our
The Dear Isle schooner Maud Seward,
Rexall Cherry Juice Cough
advertising columns.
w’hich went ashore at Vineyard Haven in
tart
and
Syrup is pleasant to take,
The importance of attending an old estab- the Christmas gale, has been
condemned,
lished school when seeking stenographic in- and is
tasty and children like it.
being stripped. A portion of htr
is well explained in the illustrated
struction
$1.00.
50c.,
25c.,
bottle,
Per
cargo of coal will be saved.
booklet recently issued by the Beal school of
shorthand, of Bangor, and intending stuE. Q.
dents in stenography would do well to send
The merchant who does not advertise in
{or a copy of this booklet. An advertisement adull season makes it more
Cor. opp. Post Office.
profitable far
of the Beul school appears in another column
those who do advertise.
THE REXALL STORB.
of this paper.

Removal

Graphophones

35c and 50c.
Double-disc records, music

on

both

sides,

65c.
*

see me, or send for catand lists.

Call and

alogues

Stanwood Studio,
Block,
St.,
Main

Dlrigo

j

Ellswotth.

One style Tooth Brush cannot fit
everyone.

The
TOOTH

BRUSH.

The brush that holds its bristles.
It comes in four distinct styles.
Select the one that fits your mouth.
Examine the KLEAINWELL CASE
on our counter. Thumb the brushes
all you want to; select your style,
and receive your brush In a sealed
box.

PARCHER PHARMACY,
ELLSWORTH. ME.
ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry and Bath

•NO

PAY,

NO

Rooms.

WA8HRI.'

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
Ellsworth, Me,
Estey Building. State St.,

ELECTRICAL SSUT
Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
on Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully diva*.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Estey Building. State St.,
Ellsworth.
AND

Estimates

A

GROWING

PLANT

MAKES
Year’s

A INIew
Greeting
that will last the year through. You will find
choice ones at the

MOORE, Druggist,

MONAGHAN,
U—NO—HIM.
E.

Fred A. Chandler,
Barney B. Havey,
Lucilius A. Emery,
Elias P. Lawrence,
Henry H. Gray,
Frank O. Nash,
Elmer P. Spofford.

church

1

to

100,000

Total,

—

REPAIRING

$100,000
66,5oo

....

INSURANCE

Prunes

• i a.|.».i.».|.a i ai a i e

ELL8WORTH.

iCOUGH

St,

I! ELLSWORTH,
I

Tomatoes

methods.

I: Hancock Co.

ease,

7c lb.

est assets, and your
guarantee of honest,

J|
•

dance at Society hall

returned to
Brewer, where she is teaching. Miss
Lyon, who has been Miss Cushman’s guest
here, has returned to her home in Bangor.

Branches at Old Town and Machias.

i| YOUR
| PROTECTION
<

even-

Miss Julia Cushman has

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

*

Friday

Phillips, with daughter
Rubie, spent the holidays with her son,
Charles A. Phillips, at Auburn. They returned home Saturday.

Postoffice Sq.

Savings'Department not only have unsurpassed
protection for their funds, but are allowed a constant and liberal
interest-earning on their deposits. We are carrying hundreds of
savings accounts with out-of-town people; ought to have YOURS.
Ask us to tell you how our banking-by-mail methods provide for the
easy and absolutely safe.care of money.
Patrons of

to

will meet for the first time next Wednesday evening, Jan. 12.
Mrs.

We’ll Help your Cash Grow!

a

Saturday evening. The

50c per

J. A. HAYNES,

with Mrs.

Q. F: Newman this week.

get the finest tea flavor when you properly brew
splendid Golden Pheasant Oolong: Tea. You
You

my

club will meet

1

otfcer test to tho

any

Surplus and Undivided Profits,
Stockholders’ Liability,

board

service at 3 o’clock.

Mrs. P. H. Vose, of Bangor, is the guest
of Mrs. J. A. Peters.

or

UNION TRUST COMPANY,

g

arraigned

Going W est—10.45, 11.30, a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.80 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postofflce open on Sunday
from 9 to 10 a m.

A BANK?

A group of individuals authorized by law to deal in
money and credits.

Harrison

MAILS RECEIVED.

No. 1.

{

1

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone 4X

KIMT&D BT"AUNT

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Jan. 9. 1910.
Comment

by

Rev.

Sherman

mind of one who has himself found
Christ. Having been found, we should
become seekers. If a man who had
been lost when he was a child should
live in a community where a child was
lost, we can readily understand how
deeply interested in the search for the
child he would be. Having once been
lost, but found, we should be deeply
Interested in seeking souls that are
■till lost. Moreover, Christ’s example
Inspires us to this work. He died to
draw others unto Him that they might
be saved. “I. if I be lifted up from
the earth, will draw all men unto me.”
"The Son of Man came to seek and
Still further. Christ’s
save the lost.”
supreme mission to His church is to
bring the unsaved to Him. The Holy
Spirit could convert all men without
man’s help, but God has graciously
given us a part in this great work of

walking the selfsame road;
easing another's load.

for the selection. Now you
belong to the Mutuals.
Aunt Madge.
Thanks

The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

good

COUNTY NEW>
^iiAutonal

Count% ffeus

Miss Alice Black, after spending the
at home, has returned to Au-

has

As

heaven

to

earth

come

Wishing you all

Kev. F. R. Champlin, of Rhode Island,
received a call to the Congregational
churches of Holden and Dedham, and
has entered upon his duties as pastor.

down.

Miss Aimee Miller, of Dedham, and
Charles L Dole, of Holden, were married
Saturday, Jan. 1, at the home of the
bride’s parents, Warren Miller and wife,
in the presence of the immediate relatives
and friends, by Rev. F. R. Champlin. A
reception was given in Holden in the
evening which was largely attended. Mr.
Dole have a large circle of
and Mrs.
friends who showed their esteem by the
many useful and valuable gifts presented.
They will make their home in Brewer.
B.
Jan. 3.

Merry Christmas,

a

I

“A flower unblown, a book unread,
A tree with fruit unharvested.
That is what the New Year is to me, and I
am sending you this to tell you that I am
hoping that you will find ouly that which is
! delightful in your own “book unread”. I
! hope that I shall see or hear from you often,
but if not, I shall still be your friend and I
shall be glad to remember you are mine.
well

How

these

of

messages

re-

friendship that come and
the printed cards express the senti-

membranoe and
go on
ments of

For the
many expressions of good will and kind! ness which have come to me in this boli: day season from the many nieces, I wish

| to
j

|

hearts

our

for

the

familiar

having

a

is

names

reunion,

us.

through

return thanks

To sit down and look them

the

over

j

like

country are brought together when a
pretty calendar from North Yakima,
Wash., is placed next to views of Southwest Harbor, while various and many in- ;
our

terveuing places

are

represented

Superintendent
quarterly conference and

381,

SULLIVAN.

in the

collection.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Friend»:
I wish to thank you all, through the colfor the many cards 1 received at
umn,
Thanksgiving time, and the words of cheer
written on them. Such words count much
to me, and I felt I had many things to be
thankful for, even in mj affliction. Sometimes oar blessings ontstreach ou- sorrows,
and that helps us to banish them from oar
minds, and that is a releif 1 think.
It was a great surprise to me to have sach
a large card party.
Fifty-seven! And some
were from my old friends of years ags; and
how much I appreciated a few word from
them. Many new ones joined, by the invitation of other dear f rienda, so it was really an
interesting party. Quite a few did not give
me any address, bat all were welcome, and I
hope to know them better some future time.
I think the poem, “Calm,” in the column a
few weeks ago, was beautiful, and so are
£. A. O.
many others. With love to all.

will

364,
grange

HIGHLAND,

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

will meet Jan. B at toe home of Bev. Alfred Bishop, whose wife la to become a
member.

NEWS.

It

SEDGWICK.

Isaac Morphy had a bad ill torn last
week, but la better now.
Mrs. 8. A. Reed spent Satorday and
Sunday with ber slater, Mrs. Zolma 8.
Clark, at Clark’s point.

Mrs. F. M. Parsons and little daughter
have returned from a visit In Rockland.
Mrs. L. W. Guptill went to Sutton Tuesto visit her daughter, Mr* L. W. Rice.

day

J. H. Lancaster

Tne drams at the K. of P. hall Dec. 22,
The friends of Mrs.
pleased to lorn that her health is much under Mrs. Battle Thurston’s manageimproved.
ment, was a success. Proceeds flf).
The children gave Harry D. Clark a surAt a special meeting of Columbia chapter, O. E. 8., Friday evening, the degrees prise party New Year's eve. They enwere conferred on one candidate.
joyed the evening with games. Candy and
Miss Katie M. Jones, of Newport, who peanuts were passed.
has been employed the past year at E. P.
John Reed and family, who have been
Clapp’s, was married Saturday evening living at McKinley, have moved back to
All their friends are
to Cleaves Clapp, of West Brooklin. The their home here.
E.
ceremony was performed by Rev.
glad to welcome them home.
Sanderson, at the parsonage.
The children held their sewing circle at
the home at Mrs. Allen Pierce, her rister,
ROYAL ARCH INSTALLATION.
Grace Nice, being a member. They are
The installation of ofBoers in Minne*
working to pay tor a Janitor for tbo
I waukon chapter, H. A. M., took place church.
| Tuesday evening, Dec. 28, with Past High Jan. 3.
Thelma.
j Priest F. 8. Herrick as installing master,
Charles L. Babson as grand chaplain and
SUNSET.
Arthur H. Sargent as grand captain of the
On Christmas eve there wu a Christmas
host.
The officers are: Theodore A. Smith, tree in the achoolhonae.
high priest; Alanson Mayo, king; Uncoin
Elmer Dow has been visiting his grand*
Sibley, scribe; Dr. F. 8. Herrick,chaplain; parents, Pearl Stinson and wife.
J. W. Paris, treasurer; R. W. Smith, aecAllen Sellers, while chopping wood for
; retary; J. H. Hooper, captain of the host; S. M.
Small, cut his knee badly.
Isaac Mayo, principal sojourner: Charles
William Coolen and wife have gone to
arch
Ralph
W.
captain;
Pert, royal
the holidays.
C. Swan’s Island to spend
; Willey, master of third veil; R.
8.
Dec. 29.
F.
Jsecond
of
master
veil;
Bridges,
Lane, master of first veil; L. W. Uuptill,
When a man has not a good reason
for doing a thing, be has a very good
sentinel.
After the ceremony. Past High Priest reason for letting it alone.— Scott.
J. H. Hooper was presented with a beautiELLS WORTH MARKETS.
ful jewel. Supper was served by the
Public Improvement society, after which
The quotations below give the range of
the following program was presented:
in Ellsworth.
I Overture.. BrooksvilJe band retail prices
are

|

_

j
:

Reading.Mrs Nellie M Robbins

Selection.Band
Binging, two selections.Ladles’ quartette
f Mrs T A Smith, first soprano; Mrs A S
Cole, second soprano; Mrs F H Smith,
first alto; Mrs H A Small, second alto]
Reading.Mrs T D Husband

represented
Selection.Band
Halcyon
Highland grange by two visitors Friday I Reading.Mrs F J Sargent
of
short
Dec.
31.
A
Song—“Sweet By and By”
program
evening,
(with band accompaniment)
j1 readings, recitation and conundrums was Grand finale
Band
There
Dr. M. A. Ward well was in Bangor rendered in a pleasing manner.
H.
Jan. 3.
At
Monday, where he accompanied Alva were twenty-five members present.
Clement to the hospital for an operation the next meeting, Jan. 7, officers will be
CABTINE.
for appendicitis. Mr. Clement's friends installed.
hope for a speedy recovery.
Rev. Mr. end Mrs. Patterson are spendRAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOK8VILLE.
William Wardwell, an aged and respectThe newly-elected officers of Rainbow ing a few days in Bangor.
ed citizen, died at his home here Jan. 3,
Miss Hortense Richardson returned to
grange are as follows: Mrs. Angie Cousafter a long illness. He is survived by two ins,
master; Brooks Cousins, overseer; her school in Milo Saturday.
daughters- Mrs. Reuben Perkins and Miss Bessie Gray, lecturer; Ellery R. Herrick,
Charles Noyes is home for his annual
Mrs. Horace
Lowena, and one sister
asaistanl
steward; Vinton C. Gray,
vacation. All are glad to see him.
The family has the sincere
Hutchins.
Willie
N.
Laura
steward;
Gray, chaplain;
A. P. Adams and wife left Friday for
sympathy of all.
Howard, treasurer; Mae A. Herrick, sec- Boston for the remainder of the winter.
Jan. 3.
Wood locke.
Willis
Minnit
Snow, gatekeeper;
retary;
The Misses Stover, who have been here
Clement, Ceres; Clara Snow, Pomona:
EASTBROOK.
Geneva Conner, Flora; Fannie Gray, ladj for the holidays, returned to their work
Saturday.
El wood DeMeyer will leave this week assistant steward,
Gene Gilbert, who has been home two
for Hebron, to attend school.
N ICO LIN, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
weeks, returned Monday to his work at
Lead Mountain tent, No 118, K. O. T. M.,
Nicolin grange met Jan. 1, with twen- the Castine house.
installed officers Saturday evening, Jan. 1.
members and three visitors presArthur Patterson, who has been home
While the installation was not public, ty-(oar
ent. Two Bisters were instructed in th<
for the holidays, returned to bis work at
each member had the privilege of inviting
first
and
second
Another
comdegrees.
the University of Maine Saturday.
two visitors, so there were forty-five ;
mittee was appointed to investigate a suitJohn Hooper, who has spent the past
gathered at the hall. J he officers were | able lot (or
a
or
to
01
building
hall,
buy
installed by Sir Knight Past Commandei
week with his mother, Mrs. Lissie HoopThe lecture]
to lease Agricultural hall.
Edwin F. Bartlett. After the installation
er, returned to his school in Auburn Sat(ent. gave an interesting program o j
all xepaired to the banquet hall and par- pro
! urday.
and
music
conundrums.
Thi
took of a baked bean supper served by the readings,
Several teams have been kept busy the
worthy master gave an interesting report
tent, after which music and a social time
past week hauling lumber for the new
o( the State grange. Offlcers will be inwere enjoyed.
dormitory. Great headway is being made
stalled Jan. 18 by State Uaster Stetson.
Jan. 3.
Gem.
on this building, each day showing great
advancement.
HARVEST HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
EDEN.
Harvest Home grange held a profltabli
Miss Beth Jellison, teacher in the
Miss Harriet Bridges left for her heme meeting Jan. 1, v-ith a good attendance
model school, has been confined to her
in Sedgwick Monday.
and visitors lrom
Alamoosook grange room the past week. During her Illness
S. Hansen and wife returned to Wal- Alter business the first and second degreei her school has been in charge of Miss
were given one candidate.
The officer! Beulah Kenneaton, of the normal school.
tham, Mass., last week.
A. B. Leland and daughter Sylvia, ol will be installed at the next regular meetThe New Year’s ball Friday night was a
Bar Harbor, were guests of Mrs. F. A ing. The master spoke interestingly o
great success. Quite a number masked,
the
Btate
which
be
attended.
The
grange,
Wood one day last week.
and all seemed to have a fine time. Carl
lecturer pro Ira. presented a fine pro gran Wardwell
got the first prize for the most
Irving G. Bouillard, formerly of thii ol
reading, speaking, songs and conuu ridiculous costume, and Orval Vague the
place but now of Boston, was in town drums.
second for the most original one.
calling on friends recently.
a

Methodist
Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 12.
cordially invited.

ing service at

parts of i

Haskell

District
hold

column,

something

JOHN DORITY,

health.

and read

and the remote

Meeting of Hancock
Sedgwick grange,

John Dority grange held its regular
meeting Dec. 31. The first and second begrees were conferred on two candidates
and one projwsal for membership was received. A program of songs and recitations was rendered and an enjoyable evening was spent. At the next meeting the
third and fourth degrees will be conferred
and Mr. Emery will install officers.
The newly-elected officers are: George
A. Hatch, master; Cora Stover, overseer;
Ruth Bragdon, lecturer; Freeman Bragdon, steward; lamont Johnson, assistant
PENOBSCOT.
Minnie Hatch, chaplain; F. A.
Miss Laura Bowden, of Belfast, is visit- steward;
Mrs Julia E. Noyes,
treasurer;
Noyes,
and
Willard
Bowden
ing her parents,
Johnson, gatekeeper;
secretary; Seth
wife.
| Mina Urann, Ceres; Winifred Noyes, PoMrs. Annette Littlefield returned Frimona; Rebecca Doyle, felon; Doris Hatch,
day from Portland, much improved in lady assistant steward.

N. L. H.

A card of remembrance from “Nell”, of
Sebago Lake, brings this message of the
New Year:

j

—

CAOTINE, 260.
The newly-elected officers of Castine
Norris L. Heath,
grange are as follows:
master; John E. Dority, overseer; J. Y.
Perkins, lecturer; E. E. Leach, steward;
Mial Perkins, assistant steward; J. Wesley
Bowden, chaplain; E. C. Bowden, treasurer; Emma A. Bowden, secretary; Maxwell Leach, gatekeeper; Eldora Clement,
Ceres; Ada Leach, Pomona; Carrie Leach,
Flora; Gladys Redman, lady assistant
steward.

holidays

Blessings unspoken this year be thine!
Each day in its rainbow night entwine
New gems in thy joy-wreathed crown;
May each in the smile of Him be bright.
Who is changeless Love and unfading Light,
Till the glory seen to thy traribed sight

21

Pomona grange with
North Sedgwick.

DEDHAM.

gusta.
Miss Bernice McLaughlin has gone to
Florida, where she has employment for
the winter.

___

DATBB.

Miss Marcia Burrill has gone to Brewer
to spend a few days with relatives.

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Bitters:
I have nothing better to send you this
morning than one of Havergal’s New Year
Wishes.

reason.

Friday, Jan.

po#**

see

rOUNTY

grangers.

among

Thi« colamn is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock connty.

K. smile is the hinge on which it swings,
&nd God’s own messenger, a heart that sings.
—Selected by "A Friend.**

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thb American,
Ellsworth. Me.

the

preach-

was

at

church
All are

_

Country prod nr*.
Batter.

per*... 40#45
3114.16
Dairy
Jttvoig
Oleomargarine...

Creamery

K«».

30335

Fresh laid, per don
Poultry.
Chickens.*..
Fowl.

20 a25

Huy.
Best

is a so
loose, per ton.
Baled..M«»

straw.
Loose
Baled..

s#n

15

Vegetables.
18 Onions, *
09 Squash. tt>
03 C arrots, lb
110 Cabbage, lb
20
Fruit.
23*60 Lemons do*

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, *
B«*et«,

Le ttuce, head
Cel ry, i-unch

Oranges, do*

f3
tt
02
02

35 ff $0

Oroe*rlea.

—

■“Friend after friend degMtrta;
Who has not lost a friend?
There is no union of hearts
That finds not here an end.” £. A. Q.

Coflee—per a
16 #25
Rio,
33
Mocha,
33
Java,
*—
Tea—per
4ft #65
Javan,
90 #66
Oolong,
Sugar—per *—
Granulated,
w
fellow, C
08il<»
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal
86
Havana,

»>
na
Rice, per *
a #?»
Vinegar, esl
ov
wheat,
*0
Oatmeal, per ft
<4
Buckwheat, pkp
i4Graham,
Rye meal.

Cracked

Granulated

id*-*

Oil—per galKerosene,

60

Porto Rico.

■Mt* and KroTiaiona.

Beef, ft:
Steak,

18 <85
12 «‘2ft
tO lift

Romu,

Corned,
Tongues,

Pork, ft.
Chop,

17gU

Veal:
Steak,

lari,
Saucage, lb

1?»>8

Romu,

t>>

ft

lift t*

®
5

Salt

2ft 8*28

Lamb

?

Ham. per

Shoulder,
Bacon,

Iftu

*

WH S

Limb,
12«S6
Tongue*, each
Fresh Fish.
06 Clam*,

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters, qt

S

qt
Scallop- qt

06

12ftl8

£

Smelt*. »

%
fiO Shrimp*, qt
to hear from Meb once
Floor, Qrmio aod F*«*
more.
Feared she was too taken np with ike
Flour—per bbl—
OaU, bu
West to think of “down East." Well, Ah, or
6 25 *7 ?0 Shorts—baa— 1 40ft I
Corn, 100ft bag 14 <g M Mix. feed, oh* 1 ft 'ft 1
Are, of Marlboro, thank yon for the interest
Corn meal.ba* 14
I 30 Middling*.bag. 60 *1
yon take in my poor epistles. Did I not meet
Cracked corn, 14'&l 50
yon and your John when Carrie Nation was
at Ellsworth?
LAW BKOAIOINQ WEIGHTS AMD MKAMITBESBy the way, I am an admirer of Carrie
A bushel of Liverpool salt ***ail weigh tuft
Nation and her hatchet. Keep mine I bought
poun
te, aod a bushel of Turk** Island salt whall
of her ever in sight, wishing there were more
weigh 71 pound*.
Carrie Nation’s, yet j would hardly dare to
Tne standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
[
be one. Lack courage.
; In good order an At for shipping. Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
Yea, Alexia, I got your card and slip;
The h andard weight of s bushel of beans In
thanks for the same. I think the .words of
Jan.
3.
order and At forsblpptng, Is eu poundJan. 3.
G.
good
V.
EAST BLUEHILL, 262.
the speaker tru£.
or wheat, beets, rutabaga
turnips and peae,
East Bluehill grange held its regulai
pound*; of corn, fl6 pounds; of onion* 6-',
Christmas has come and gone; what an !
WEST TREMONT.
Size of Bullseye.
bounds; of carrots, hngi'sh turnips, r>e and
ideal day it was. We were well remembered
meeting Saturday evening, Jan. 1. The
Indian meal, flt pounds; of parsnips, 4ft pounds.
“A bullseye is a bullseye,” is an express- officers were installed in a
The West Tremont improvement society of
creditable manby friends. I began early last summer to prebarley and buckwheat, 4* pounds; of oats
ion frequently used ia connection with ner
pare mittens, stockings, slippers, etc., and
by Past Master Nellie M. Wood, as- met with Mrs. Dennis Norwood Dee. 29. 3- pound*, or even measure as oy lun^'m-nt.
I
;_
___
rifle
bat
those
unfamiliar
the
usual
routine
with
got
all off two weeks ahead,
shooting,
! sisted by Fannie Candage and E. E. Couwith orders that no bandies were to be
military rifle practice as at present con- ary. The installation was public to chilopened till Christmas. Then I had time to ducted hare little conception of what ia dren under
(ourteen years ot age.
The
,
take in some others, as we always think at
ment by a bullseye on the regulation tarfollowing program was carried out: Inthe last, wish I had more time; I would reThe
at
whieh
the
gets.
ranges
shooting strumental music, Olive Carter and Della
member others.”
now tabes place are 200, 330, 500, 600,
800, Thompson; song, Margaret Wardwell;
New Year will soon be here, even before
000
and
For
these ranges ;
1,000 yards.
you see this, so here is a Happy New Year
recitation, Mr. Sinclair; song, Bertha
three
are
to ail, even to the new ones who are to come
targets
employed.
Howard and Mildred Bisaett; violin solo,
The first is target A, which is used at t
in.
Homer Clark; song, Dora Hutchings and
Thanks, L. E. Y., for yoar nice letter and at 200 and 300 yards. It is six feet tall and
Walter Carter.
Supper was served to
card. Stronger grows the tie that hinds. four feet in
width, with a bullseye in the about 100.
How much comfort and strength we get from centre
a way to construct
inches
in
diameter. This is
eight
these little exchanges of ideas and sympasurrounded by a circle twenty-six inches
MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
thies. Sister B. and I are near neighbors
in diameter.. Another circle is forty-six
one common
The regular meeting of Mountain View
now, as we are in speaking distance. Her
voice reminds me of the happy past. I often inches in diameter. The bullseye counts grange wag held Dee. 31, with about 100
Are, a shot in the inner circle four, in the patrons present. The third and fourth
hear the voice of Brother T., too. Can talk
to
with them even when the storms are raging outer circle three and on the remainder of degrees were conferred on four sisters
and
outside.
three brothers, after which a bountiful
j the target two.
What will the new year bring forth?
The B target, which is used at 500 and harvest feast was served.
At the next
L. M. Y. Stevens predicts great gains for 600
yards, is six feet square. It has a regular meeting officers will be installed.
temperance. God grant that she may prophtwenty-inch bullseye, and the first circle A clam stew will be served.
esy far oetter than she now thinks. She has
is thirty-seven inches and the second
truly given her life to the work. Hww she
with Smokeless
has aged since I first knew her, yet she stands circle flfty-tnree inches in diameter. The
HAIXTTON, 346, NOBTH BLUEHILL.
value of the spots is the same as on the
as erect as ever and speaks with far greater
Halcyon grange held its regular meetforce. Long may she live and work.
A target.
was
ing Baturday, Jan. 1, with about fifty paThe C target is used at 800, 900 and
Dell.
1,000 | trons present. At the next meeting offlyards. This ia rectangular in shape, be- ; cers will be installed and a
If we coaid all follow Dell’s Example in
!
harvest suping six feet high and twelve feet long. per served, to which
Penobscot grange is
for
beginning our gifts
Christmas It is divided into
three sections by vertical invited.
months beforehand, we should avoid the
lines three feet from each end. In the
rash and harry of the season and also the
center is a thirty-six inch
PAMOLA, 365, HANCOCK.
bullseye surregrets that many dear friends to whom rounded
Pamela grange held its regular
by a fifty-four inch circle. A
we would gladly send some
meeting
gift must be Bhot in the bullseye counts
five, between Jan. 1. After business two candidates
left out or receive only some
slight re- the bullseye and the rim of the circle 4, were instructed in the first and
heat
which insure* a
second
demembrance.
anywhere outside of the circle, but
with the wick turned up as
as it will
grees. At the next meeting officers will
A new niece has sent the lines here within the six foot square 3, and at either
the
without
a
Reverse
go,
shred of smoke.
end of the target
installed. Supper will be served.
but outside of the be
given. They will be line for us to read
no odor.
turn the wick
square the shot counts two points.
Jnlien Emerv, of Salisbury
will
be
Cove,
and heed through the year of 1910;
The
lock*
Dear M. 5.1.:

Well,

am

glad

we are

oS i

|

&bt>ntuumniu.

|

Smokeless

1

j

_

I
|
I

Until science discovered
smokeless Device, and make it
completely
heaters had
great fault—smoke.

the Automatic
all oil

dependable;

With the advent of the Automatic Smokeless
the

practical application

Device,

and Us

PERFECTION

Mrs.}

Oil Heater

[(Equipped

HEADINGS.

Device])

the smoke problem
solved.

_

successfully

The Perfection OH Heater is tho

only heater equipped

Spiritual Communion.

of Unbelief.
^ Age
In tins c v and aye of the world
many pee k do not believe In sound
doctrine or salv itfon from s|n, therefore It is a great temptation for the
pastors to preach those things which
they like to hear.—Her. E. G. Crj-er,
Aurora, 111.

Hopeful.11

communications, and ltssucoess depends largely
Comon the support given it in this respectmunications must be signed, but the name of

Iaa. Hi. 1-7; Iv, 1-7; Ps. lxxxvll; Dan.
xil. 1-3; Prov. xi, 30; Matt xxvlil,
19. 20: Luke xv, 1-10; Acts 11. 36-41;
It, 81-33; Jas. v, 19. 20.

While we may not enter Into physical communication with the loved
ones In story, there la a myatieal communion of saints in which souls beyond the horizon and souls on earth
may enter Into fellowship with each
other, u spiritual communion dependent upon the emotions of the soul,
which will make us brave, patient and
eager to bo worthy of those who hare
(gone on before.—Rev. Madison C. Peters, Baptist. New York.

are

own

Stretch out hand to those at your side,
Lead them to Heaven's door, open wide.

The purposes of mu-, column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual
benefit* and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

H.

Bringing others to Christ is the most
the
Important subject that can concern

BIBLE

Hundreds
Lose your

MADGI"

“Helpful and

[U If otto:

Doyle, D. D.

leading souls to Christ.
There is no question, therefore, as to
who should do this work. It may be
answered in one word—Christians. But
not all Christians can do It by personal work, as did Andrew and Philip.
Some Christians have the tactfulness
to lead others to Christ, but many
others have not. It is well to emphasize personal work, but not too much.
Many are thus made to feci a duty
resting upon them to speak to others
When they are. totally unfit and do
Where there is
more harm than good.
no responsibility.
no ability there is
We need today to emphasize the
church as the supreme place where
men are led to Christ.
Fulpit preaching should lie and is the supreme
under
the
blessing of the spirit
power
of God for the conversion of sinners.
If we think that the personal conversation of perhaps one absolutely unfitted for such a work is superior to
the message of the pulpit we are vastly mistaken. Tet this is the tendency
of today. Personal work Is overemphasized. and many plunge in who
should be the last people in the world
to speak to any one else upon such a
subject. If all such would lead others
to the church and attend the church
faithfully themselves better results
would be obtained.
"Under this topic Andrew and Philip
are the usual illustrations selected.
But all men are not Andrews and Philips. An Oxford Bible with a few passages marked in it does not make a
soul winner. It is a great pity tuat
Acts ii is not more frequently taken as
an illustration of leading others to
Christ.
There Teter in one sermon
led 3.000 to Christ. But' today hai>d
to hand work is emphasized.
It is,
therefore, reaaily understood why fewer converts are made directly through
preaching. Men think that some one
must see them and talk with them,
and these some ones very often fail to
accomplish the purpose desired. But
it is still true that many Christiana
are competent to lead others to Christ.
Yet more emphasis today should be
placed upon the church and preaching
as the supreme place and method of
leading sonls to Christ. If they are
emphasized and Christians are faithfully at church and bring others with
them, then the way is open for a kind
word or Invitation If the service and
sermon have been Impressive.
One
personal word then or a ciasp of the
hand may bring another to Christ and
to a public confession of Him. Nothing can ever supplant the means of
grace established in the boose of God
for the leading of others to Christ
One thing all can do—pray. Prayer
reaches the throne of grace, and hece
the most humble and timid, the most
unfit and blundering, may have an effective part in saving souls if there
be a passion for souls within them.
Couple fervent prayer with a consistent Christian life and loyalty to the
church of God and you will find in the
long run that you will win more souls
for Christ than many who flourish a
flexible back Oxford Bible and think
that they must approach every man
they meet upon the subject of their
soul's eternal wielfare. Above all, love
those whom you would lead to Christ.
A true love for their soul* will make
your influence powerful, though you
never si>eak a word, but when you
must speak do it at the right time and
place and in the sweet spirit of the
Master, who never condemned the sinner whom He desired to save.
You
are to ‘■lead*’ others to Christ, not
“drive" them.
Many may be led;
none can be driven.
Practice tact,
patience, long suffering and faith, and
God
bless
may
you in bringing many
■ouls to Christ.

happy thoughts and the gloom forget

a

Topic.—Bringing others to Christ. Who
ahould do it? How is It done?—john 1.
B-61.

rhink

itintual benctit (Hatnmn

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

with this

Automatic

Smokeless Device

j

steady, full-glowing
high

motion,

SU1LB AND SING.

j

Smile little,
Shorten the

sister; when all seems wrong,
long day with a song.

}

Show your light in the darkened place,
And see it reflect in another face.

|

It’s

j

as

easy to

sing

as

it is to

fret;

The truest help we can offer to an
afflicted man is, not to take bis burden
from him, but to call out his best
strength
that he may be able to bear the burden.
—Phillips Brooks.

Attorney (much baffled by the answers
an Irish witness)
Well, you are a nice
a fellow, you are!
The Wittness—
an’
I’d
3hure,
say the same of you, sir,
I
am
on
only
nsy oath.
of

sort of

Simple Remedy for LaGr.ppe
LaGrippe coughs are dangerous, as they
frequently develop into pneumonia. Foley’s
Hooey and Tar not only stops the cough, but
heals and strengthens the lungs so that no serious results need be

feared.

The genuine

Foley’s Honey and Tar contains no harmful
drugs and is in a yellow package. G, A. Pab-

Pneumonia Ftlhusi a Cold
but never follows the use of Foley's
Ifoney ar
rar, which stops the cough, heals the luoi
ina expels the cold from
your system. G. 1
ARCH ER.

ARBUTUS, 460, SURRY.
Arbutus grange held its regular session
Friday evening, Dec. 31, with twenty-four
members and visitors from East Bluehili
present. After regular business the master gave a report of his visit to
the State
grange, and the lecturer presented a short
program with selections on the
graphophone. Miss Wardwell, of East Bluehili,
favored with music, and was
heartily encored. At the next me
ting, Jan. 7, officers will be installed by Mrs. M.
E. Binneken, and supper will be served.

down—there's

smokeless device automatically
and prevents the upward movement of the
wick beyond the proper exposure. That
is the secret. This snlendid result gives

installing officer.

icaucrsmp

10

me

reriection.

have

all the heat you want—when you want It—and
the J“P“« of smoke or odor.
Itra J°fU Tlntialt'7Wlthout
4 q,'arts of OI'l. which
permits a glowing heat for 9 hour*
Bra™ -t u* ut
damper top-cool handle. Cleaned in a minute,
Th.
the Perfection is
beautifully finished in Nickel or japan.
Every Dealer Everywhere. If X->t At Voen, Write (or
Deecriptlve Circular
to the Nearest
Agency of the
may

now

STANDARD Oil. COMPANY’
(Incor no rated

A

SEAC0A8T

CHRISTMAS.

•eooant

of

sickness,

passed before
him.

atNTA CLAUS

VI8IT8 THB ROOKY

MAINE SHORE.

MI8WONARY M’DONHOW SSACOAffT
to DWELLAL0 cabbim chkr
ERS ALONG THB COAST.

(From the Rotors Globs. J

a

and several day*
message could be got to

Holding religions meetings, helping es-

tablish or improve
schools, improving
the infrequent mail deliveries of
the outlying settlements, circulating books from
the mission library,
distributing clothing
among the needy, these also are among
the duties of the
missionary, in whose

(.George E. Welsh, Id Foretl and Stream.J
The moet picturesque woodsmen of this
continent are the email army of forest
cruisers who make a living in the back
counties of Uaine at occupations that
are as odd as they are sometimes profitable. The hunter who spends a few brief
weeks in the great woods sometimes
stumbles over one of the camps of these
restless forest rangers, but if he is permitted to get a glimpse of the men at home
the chances are that he cannot draw any
information from them concerning their
work. They are the least communicative
of all the forest inhabitants, and they
fear that too many people will rob them
of their spoils and crowd them out of
their favorite haunts.
The wood scavengers follow on the trail
of the lumber camps or penetrate the
dense wilderness to ply their trade. They
make a living off the leavings of the lumbermen, or preceding them, gather the
products of the woods without injuring
the trees. There is a standing quarrel between the two. The lumber Jacks and the
employees of the pulp mills look upon the
roamers as idle, shiftless fellows ready to
steal good timber whenever they have a
chance, so they are watched suspiciously
On the other hand, the scavengers, or at
east some of them, consider the lumber
mills as destructive to their trork, and
they are not slow to resent it.
The oddest of these men are the gum
pickers. They are the pioneer woodsmen
of Maine, or at least come close after tne
trappers. They range the primitive forests in advance of the lumbermen and
openly decry the destruction of the big
trees. For when Maine’s spruce trees are
all cut down there will no longer be any
gum pickers, and the tribe will be automatically extinguished. But to-day they
are quite numerous and make a good living at their trade.
Spruce gum brings all the way from fl
to ft.50 per pound, and the pickers may
“Spruce
gather several pounds a day.
Gum Bill,” an old picker of the Moosehead
region, frequently in the season clears
from eight to ten dollars a day, and he
has averaged as hign as fifteen and even
But that was in the
twenty dollars.
palmy days of gum picking when the supply was more liberal than to-day.
■‘Spruce Gum Bill” invented another
way to increase his profits, which has
since been adopted by a good many
others. It was a forcing process that made
the trick. Selecting som good part of th
woods away from any habitation, he
would mark his trees and wound them
with his ax and chisel. Returning to the
tree a year later he would find an abundant crop of gum oozing from the cuts.
The gum is formed by the Bap oozing from
any cut, wound or crack in the bark, and
if not made too deep or big the vitality of
the tree is not seriously affected.
The gum picker is the most travelled
of all the Maine woodsmen. He ranges
even farther than the trapper, and not infrequently he circles about over a hundred
miles of trail. When he crosses the path
of another picker who has invaded his
district there is apt to be an ugly interview, for each picker is jealous of his own
particular field of operation.
The camp of the gum picker is ever on

200-mile-long

seacoast parishes are fiftystations, with a total population of
bleak 6,000 people, in 1,026 families.
two

K yoa wen a child living on ■
off the coast of Maine,
and rooky island
where the sarf crashes and roars on the
all winter long and the wind
icy shore
j,o»le dismally every night around the
be excused If yon were
house, yon might
doubtful about Santa Clans finding you
and leaving something in your stocking.
Christmas is apt to be a cheerless day, so
in such a place.
(>r ss the weather goes,
K the wind lashes the sea into fury, ns it
does so often in winter, no boat can land
of the island will
or pat off end the people
face from the outside
see no friendly
world. If the weather is calm and the air
frosty, tbe icy vapor that rises from th«
all view from the
sea like a fog shuts off
island’s shores.
do the chance of a Merry Christmas in
such a place is not a bright one to the island child, unless a thoughtful father or
mother or boom other friend has interceded with Sants Claus in his behalf well
in advance of Christmaa day.
Although Santa Claus is a brave navigator of tbe air he must know in advsnce
what is wanted on bleak and soa-girt
islands. It is a happy circumstance tor

MINISTER, PILOT, engineer.
In order to run the
Morning Star, Hev.
Mr. MacDonald was
obliged under the
law to qualify as an engineer and
pilot, so
the mission’s business is
conducted by an
ordained minister, a licensed
pilot and an
engineer, all in one. To assist him in
running the boat he secured the services
of Roy Stewart, of
Corea, a bright young
man, who is a competent engineer and
especially welcome because he Is one ot
the mission boys.
Mr. MacDonald is a graduate of the

Farmington normal school, Coburn classical Institute of Waterville, Bowdoin college and Andover theological seminary.
He was for a year engaged in social settlement work In connection with
Berkeley
temple in Boelon, served one year in home
worn
in
the
state
of
missionary
Washington, and has rendered ten years’ pastoral
service
in Maine, organising three
churches and building structures at Seal
Harbor, Otter Creek and Outer Long Island. He is married and has three children.
Mr.
MacDonald is practically the
all concerned, therefore, when he secures
a trusty
agent to visit the islands and originator of the seaco&st mission. For
several
years, while a student in college,
find out what is wanted.
he
taught in vacation on the coast of
That Santa Claus has such an* agent in
Maine.
He became deeply
concerned
Maine, many a child on the outlying
with the problems which confront the
islands of tbe State has occasion tc know.
ouier dwellers of the
coast, isolated from
The agent is generally known along the
their kind by physical
conditions, or
cuast an "the missionary”. His name is
whose duties as keepers of the
danger
A. P. MacDonald, and bis title is held
on
the rocky islands prevent
representative of tbe Sea Coast mission- signals
their giving to their families and
enjoying
ary society.
for themselves the intellectual and religAiiKNT or SANTA CLAUS.
ious privileges which are enjoyed by the
Key. Mr. MscDonald, as agent of Sants great mass of people.
It happens that
Mr.
Claus, sees to it that on Christmas day the
MacDonald’s
little boys and girls of the eastern Maine brother, Rev. A. M. MacDonald, is pasislands each gets a nice present. The mis- tor of the Congregational church at
sionary society has a way of ordering t he Bar Harbor, which is attended
by
presents from Santa Clans, and on Christ- wealthy summer residents. They are
mas morning they reach the little persons
interested in the movement and are
for whom they are intended.
generous contributors to it. Dr. Lyman
Thus a good many little hearts on the Abbott was one of the first to take a trip
wild rocky islands where the sea dashes with the missionary among the islands.
Kev. A. M. MacDonald is now presisteadily on the shore are made glad by a
dent of the society, Dr. D. W. Bunker and
bright little gift from the mainland.
The gift may have been some days on D. G. Hall, vice-presidents; Rev. A. P.
the way; it may have reached the island MacDonald, secretary, and Thomas Searls,
a month before Christmas, to be taken treasurer, while the directors are Rev. A.
care of by father or mother; but the main
F. Scbauffler, of New York; Bishop Alex
thing for the little folks to know is that Mackay Smith, of Philadelphia; Prof. W.
rough weather and Infrequent mails have J. Moulton, of Bangor, Edward J. Phelps,
not kept Santa Clans from remembering of Chicago, and D. C. Blair, of New York.
them.
Among life members, by reason of acOn some of the islands visited by the tive interest and munificent gifts, are
coast missionary, winter mail is had only Mrs. John S. Kennedy, Mrs. D. C. Blair,
at intervals of a week, two weeks or a | Mrs. Gardiner Sherman,
Mrs. W. W.
! Seely, of New York; Mrs. James Mifflin
month.
In such placet plans for Christmas cheer and Mrs. Charles P. Turner, of Philadelare made by the missionary in the fall, phia; Mrs. H. H. Kimball, of Bos on;
and presents are forwarded in ample Mrs. Margaret Shepard, of New York;
time to reach their destination before Miss Anna Blanchard, of Northeast HarChristmas day.
bor; Mrs. L. H. Wood, of Salisbury Cove;
The little people of the islands know and Prof Henry VanDyke, of Princeton.
It is hoped by Mr. MacDonald to exthat, and every boat that comes from the
main is watched when it lands by eager teud the work of the mission to include
young eyes. One would think, therefore, in its scope 16,000 people.
that to land without detection a rockingGLADNESS FROM GIFTS.
horse or a cart with four wheels, would be
difficult. But the things are landed, and
“Our coast Sunday schools now number
the secret is kept until Christmas morn- 650 children, and every Christmas we reing, when the presents appear in or beside member each child with some small gift,”
the stockings of the little folks for whom says Mr. MacDonald. “You have little
; idea bow much a simple gift gladdens the
they an intended.
Of course not many get carts or rocking- life of a child on an isolated island.
horses.
The presents an more often Many of the children I will not see until
smaller, and of a useful character. Mit- next May. By that time one would think
miud would lose all
tens, little petticoats, pain of pants for that the child
stout little boys, and nice hoods for little thought of Christmas gifts; but not so.
girls, an the kind of things that please They come to me, bringing their dolls,
i books, games, mittens and such gifts to
people on the islands.
Santa Claus’ agent knows that, and express their gratitude to me as the
passes the word for useful presents. A missionary.
good many people in Maine, ana in other
“This Christmas work is but part of
states, too, an in sympathy with his work, our activities. We visit public schools.
and help pass the word along.
On one trip we had the State superintendent of public schools and had State
Tan MUSIONABT’S WOBK.
schools organized, at Malaga island, at
Everybody on the coast, nearly, knows
island and
Mr. MacDonald and his missionary boat, Muscongus island, at Eagle
We settled school
at Marshall’s island.
the Morning Star.
A stanchly- built
in Friendship, St. George and
launch, equipped with a gasoline engine troubles
better
advantages
and boused over with a comfortable cabin, Mil bridge, securing
is tno Morning Star. Some men, fond of for the children. We encouraged the
of a new schooihouse at Outer
comfort, would not pick her out for win- building
the time we are
ter cruising on the Maine coast; but Mr. Long island, and all
teachers for the island schools.
furnishing
for
MacDonald doesn’t cruise
pleasure,
“Some sixteen boys and girls have reand be Hods the Morning Star well
ceived hospital treatment through the
adapted to his work.
mission. We have a Christian brotherMaking his headquarters at Bar Harbor,
he cruises along 200 miles of coast each hood numbering at present thirty-'our
Christians of different
month, 100 miles each way from his home members, uuiting
denominations on an island, so that the
port.
ordinances of the church can be obniwu
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“Hits the

"Of the various qualities of flour obtained from the same wheat, the lower
grades are those most contaminated
with grease, dirt, and objectionable
bacteria; the freedom of flour from
these, increases with its purity."
PmoF. Wm. Jaoo.
the well-known JBngheh ohemiet.
The parity of William Tell flour is
due to the costly equipment and exceptional care to keep the grain and
floor clean.
The wheat Is stored in hermetically
Mated tank* at the big mills of Ansted
& Bark Co.
Before grinding, it is cleaned six
time*.
Neither grain nor floor ever touches
anything bat the bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof machinery. Even
the flour bags are sewed up by

are

the most

a

I'se For Sour Milk.
Most housewives do not know that
Evon oysters
sour milk is a preservative.
will keep in it lor some time. A piece of
beef steak will be found to be perfectly
fresh after an immersion of four or five

41 North Market

William Tell
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

STRICTLY

ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME

/Triple

Knives
stamped

I

last longer through harder

service than any other because they have a round
bolster, which does away
with sharp comers (where
blade is loined to handle)
where wear is constant and
This is but one
hardest
ol many notable features ol

Patent and Infringement Practice
Write or oorae to us at
Mlath Stme, opp. United

■U

Exclusively.

Patmk
D. C.

States

WASHINGTON,

OSes,!

RAW FURS WANTED
We have

special orders to fill early for MINK,
MARTEN. OTTER. MUSKRAT, WILD CAT,
FOX, AND SKUNK.
'♦•nd for pr ce-list. Full market prices for all

knives, which give lasting
service and satisfaction.
Numerous patterns are
offered in this famous Silver Plate that Wean.''
Sold by leading dealers
everywhere. Send for catalogue “C-L" showing all
designs.

kinds of furs.
Metcalfs Fox

Decoy, $1.00 per bottl* delivered
CO.. ALSTKAD, N. H

tf. O. METCALF &

CAMDEN WOOLENS

MERIOCH BMTMMA C8.
(International Silver
Co., Successor.)

Gents’ Suitings
sold direc' from the mills out*
put. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.
Agents Wanted in Entry Town to Soil these Goods

Ladies’ and

F. A. Packard,
Mgr. Retail
Box 35, Camden, Me.

Dept.

Pauper Notice,
contracted with the City of Ellafor those who
h to support and
HAVING
need assistance during the next five
care

wo

may
I
year* and are legal residents of Ellsworth,
forbid all persons trusting them on my acaccomand
room
of
as
is
there
count,
plenty
od'Hons to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Drcmmby
house.

brane resulting from Catarrh and drive?
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
rM•
50 Warren Street. New York.

|

Subscribe for Thk AincrucAtf

I

HERE IS THE PROOF
That the best
and

body-building
strengthening tonic for

Delicate Children
IS-

Virol
“My 9 year old daughter was
weak, pale, and had no appetite. 1
gave her Vinol, and she began to
thrive at once. She gained rapidly
in weight, color and strength.**
Mrs. W. H. GILMORE, Durand, Mich.
—

My two children, who were puny I
and ailing:, rapidly gained flesh and ■
strength when 1 began to give them I
Vinol. I proved that Vinol is a splen- ■
did tonic for delicate children.”— I
Mrs. C. ALLEN, New Bedford, Mass. 1

Vinol builds up healthy flesh and makes thin little limbs round
and plump. Children love to take it.
We return people’s money without qne .ifen U Vinol
does not accomplish all we claim lor It. Try It. please.

GEO. A. PARCHER, Druggist, Ellsworth.
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The uuuseiiuid Remedy

famed for 09 years. Quickly
relieves scalds, burns, sprains,
inflammation, muscular rheumatism, cuts and like troubles.

{

Taken internally on sugar or in
sweetened water, Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment will check influenza and colds,
bronchitis and bowel disorders; it is most effective for croup,
cholera morbus and many other aches and pains where instant
treatment is necessary.

slightest way affecting
putting any additional strain upon it, and

four home should never he without It.

all this is to be done while business is
going on below just as usual.
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure any ease
kidney or bladder trouble that is not beyond the reach of medicine. It invigorates
the entire system and strengthens the kidneys so they eliminate the impurities from'
the blood.
Backache, rheumatism, kidney
and bladder troubles are all cured by this
great medicine, ;■«. a. Pakcheb.

Free adVice, how to obtaia patents, trade muk%
copyright* tto, |N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct with Washington saves time, I
money and often the patent.

CASNOW

iwmeQis bus:

k

COMMISSION.

PATENTS

Plated

a

St., Boston, Mass

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.

Market reports, tags, shipping certificates,
stencils, ’-tc., furnished free.

two.

WHEN RUBBERS BECOME NECESSARY

|

HYDE, WHEELER CO.
can

sus-

PRODUOB.

FARM

having—

picious of all woodsmen in this reigon,
and to be found camping in the vicinity
of one of their traps is tantamount to the
admission of a crime. The trappers lose
some game out of their
traps, and they
naturally accuse the gum pickers, hunters
and lumberjacks of the theft.
Hard
words, blows and sometimes the shot from
a rifle usually settle these difficulties. The
safest way when fifty miles back in the
woods is to avoid everybody eise’s trail
and hunting ground and sometimes that
means tramping
twenty miles around a
square which somebody eiBe has designated as his particular domain, and holds
by right of occupancy.

CUSTOMERS WANT YOUR

APPi.CS, VEALS, EQQ8 and

William Tell comes to you from
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on

more

And your shoes pinch, shake into your shoes
Allen's Foot-Base, the antiseptic powder for
the feet. It cures painful, swol en, smarting,
sweating feet, and takes the sting out of corns
and bunions. Just the thing for patent leather shoes, dancing parties and for Breaking in
New shoes. Many people cannot wear heavy
shaking
stockings comfortably without
Allen’s Foot-Base into the shoe. Sold everywhere, 26c. 8ample FREE. Address, Allen 8.
Don't accept any
Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.

substitute.'

CAN’T SUPPLY OUR REMAND
OUB

machinery.

they do run across strangers they are suspicious, and they know that they are held
in suspicion.
The old forest trappers

Mark"!

Purest Flour

showing

served.”

months.
Prof. Elie MetchnikoS, of the Pasteur
institute, Paris explains that the sugar
in the milk encourages the growth of
certain germs which form lactic acid.
This acid destroys the germs of putrefaction. For this reason sour milk and
hospital.
buttermilk are often beneBcial in ailmenSome of the islands on Mr. MacDonald’s
tary disorders which are accompanied by
route are so far offshore, and the sea
bacterial infection.
about them is so rough, that he cannot
| Sweet milk will not not serve because
visit them in the
winter, except, perhaps,1 the sugar is promptly assimilated and the
on occasions of
really One weather.
friendly germs are without sustenance.
To such as these he
goes in summer, I On the other hand, the casein of the
and makes note of the needs of the
people | milk remains, and in it the bacilla
living there.
Then In the fail presents
of decay multiply. It is they which
arrive to cheer the
family in Christmas cause the class of symptoms known as
when
time,
they are most likely to be
lonely because they know everybody on biliousness.__
the main is having such a
good time.
Advertisers in THE AMERICAN ore
In the winter months the
missionary capturing the trade
gives most of his time to the larger settlements on or near the mainland. Some of
Never can tell when you’ll mash a finger or
these places are almost cut off from
ready suffer a cut, bruise, burn or scald. Be precommunication with the outside world.
Dr. Thomas’ Electric Oil Instantly re|
This was shown on one occasion when the pared. the
lieves
pain—quickly cures the wound.
missionary was wanted at home, on —Advt.

It

a

|

any native. For him there is no life each
as that be lives now.
It is as free and independent as that of the tramp and aa remunerative as any he coaid engage in.
The best Maine gam eomes from old
trees far in the interior. The gam formed
in one season on trees that have been parposely wounded la not nearly so good as
that which has been formed slowly In the
heart of the forest where sun, wind and
storms have hardened, purified
and
warmed it. This gum is found in big
nuggets of the purest gold or as red as the
campers’ fire, and it can be chiseled off
half a pound at a time.
For the man who knows his forest by
heart there is always the passible chance
of making finds that add to the excitement of the quest. There is the record of
one
big spruce tree yielding twenty
pounds of pure red gum, netting the
picker fSp, for it brought the highest market price. On one side the bark bad been
riven by lightning, and the sap had exuded and formed in globules from the base
to the upper branches. Another find
made by an old gum picker waa in Penobscot. The tree had split in a notch twenty
feet from the ground, and in this space the
gum bad been collecting for years until a
mass so big that it could not be forced into a peck measure was obtained.
The expert gum picker has his side
lines, too. He is an expert with the rifle,
and when he kills game for his food he
does not overlook the fact that the skins
may be of value. So frequently a gum
picker will corral a lot of good furs for
the market. But only the pelts of animals
which bring a good price are gathered,
for otherwise it pays better to load up the
big moose sled with gum.
Another by-product that these men are
on the lookout for is birch bark of a rare
kind. The big birches which yield bark
free from knots and holes are scarce. The
trees are pretty well cut down and only
the small second growth ones are found.
These do not yield satisfactory bark for a
great many of the industries. Frequently
it is necessary for the searchers to travel a
hundred miles to find one birch that will
yield the right kind of bark for a canoe
hull. Naturally the gum picker who has
an eye to the value of
Dy-producta does
not let such a tree pass.
Oum picking is a lonely trade, and one
not followed by those socially inclined.
Once started off on an extended expedition, the two pickers may not run across
another soul for weeks at a time. When

rarely
place
Tbe camp is pitched
KIT I E It Y TO CAKIBOU
on or under tbe snow, and sometimes it is
sheltered by rocks or (alien trees. The
In accordance with the action ot the
outfit consists ot a few simple cooking
utensils, flour, beans, molasses and coffee, grand chapter, Royal Arch Masons,
climbers, snowshoes, an ax, a chisel and a chapters of instruction will be held at
sled. Witb this outfit two men can spend Rojkland, Friday, Jan. 21, at 3 o’clock,
months in the woods and the cost of liv- and at Houlton, Tuesday, March 8, at 2.30
ing will not be over fifty cents a week. o’clock.
There is small game in the woods for reMaine was more fortunate in 1900 than
plenishing their larder with fresh meat, in 1908, in point of fires, according to the
and as they travel far and wide they must official returns of the Maine insurance debe prepared to live independent of civilpartment. The total fire loss in Maine for
ization.
the year up to Dec. 1, reckoning only
The kings of the gum pickers disdain to those fires in which the loss was $10,000 or
take notice of the small scraps and chip- upward, was $1,608,000, while in eleven
pings found on tbe trees near the edge of months of the year 1908 it was $2,889,000,
the woods. Those are for the amateurs,
a decrease this year of $1,281,000.
the women and the children. For them
Remarking, “If I were going to shoot
as
and
warts
the big
large
protuberances
myself, this is how I would do it,” Arthur
as a turkey’s egg.
High up on the trunks Smith, aged eighteen, son of Joseph Smith,
and
of
bulbs
ot the trees the
gum grow,
of Rockland, placed a revolver against his
sharp eyes soon detect their presence. A neck Monday and pulled the trigger. He
of
is
much
a
not
tree with a single piece
was instantly killed.
It is not known
find, but a sturdy old spruce that exudes whether the tragedy was accidental or
wounds
the gum from a dozen or more
not. The sole witness was a housemaid
may yield several dollars’ worth of the
employed by Edward H. Clarry, at whose
material.
home in Union the shooting took place.
The pickers are by nature expert climbThe total valuation of the cities, towns
ers; they must be or they would not make
as certified to the board
much money. With their climbers they and plantations,
by the municipal assessors for the year
can walk up the highest and straightest
1909, is $374,025,322, an increase of $9,126,spruce tree that ever grew, and with their
over the amount returned in 1908, acchisels they cut off tbe gum nuggets and 608,
All day they work cording to the annual report of the board
climb down again.
filed. The average
their way along, studying each tree, of State assessors, just
annual increase during the past en years
climbing and cutting and cleaning their
has been $8,633,353. The total amount of
gum. When night comes they go into
taxes assessed upon property is $8,098,775
fire
and
cook
their
build
their
camp,
and upon polls $527,435. The average rate
simple meal. Around the camp fire they
of taxation in the cities, towns and plansmoke and chat until slumber claims
tations is $21.65 upon each $1,000 valuathem. When morning comes they are off
tion. The average rate in 1907 was $22.08
their
take
not
too
but
They
early.
again,
The average
and in 1908 it was $20.83.
time, and do not reckon every hour as
assessed upon each poll is $2.70.
wasted. They enjoy the beautiful scenery amount
and inhale the pine-laden ozone of the
high altitudes. It is a healthful and
Difficult Building.
happy outdoor life.
To superimpose an eight-story office
most
successful
ot
the
One
gum pickers building upon a nine-story structure is
was a former New York clerk who went to
the latest difficult engineering feat in the
a
broken-down
Maine to repair
body. In building world. It is announced to take
and
he
found
health
the Maine woods
place in New York, where so many
happiness, but he had to pay for existence. astonishing things have been accomsucceeded
so
He took to gum picking and
plished in the building industry during
well that he stuck to it. He has learned the
past few years.
the wayB of the woods and knows where
It will mean practically erecting a skythe best spruce gum growB. He starts out
scraper on an aera 200 by 150 feet upon
with a companion early in the fall and immense steel stilts more
than nine
makes a wide detour through the most un- stories in height, and putting this over
frequented parts of the forest.
without in the
structure
the present
When he returns to civilization in the
its foundations or
tbe

ms

Mr. Donald is
watch
chance tor a week or two. When a tine
day comes he is ready, and a cheering
visit to some lightkeeper’s or fisherman's
family, perhaps where there is sickness,
is the result o( his patience.
One of the hardest things about living
on an outlying island is the impossiDility
ot getting a doctor in case of need. While
the coast missionary cannot practice
medicine, be takes many a prescription
from the main to island invalids, and
wherever a child is found in need of
aurgioal treatment, the Morning Star
conveys the little sufferer to the nearest
roots

aSbfrttBrmmt*

early spring bis big Bled is piled high with
bags of gam. And such gam! It is the
Lcm Gum, but Higher Prices Make purest toaad anywhere and clear amber.
This man is as strong, hale and hearty as
Work Remunerative.
MAINE WOODS GUMMKR8.

I
1

of

PARSONS' PILLS
Brace up the lirer
and make it do
proper work.

its
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GOSSIP.

The report of the State assessor* Just
filed shows the valuation of real and
personal property in Hancock county to
be $18,747,883, an increase of $217,782 over
*
last year.
_

One smart little fellow in Tremont, who
had earned a little money, surprised his
parents recently when the merchant delivered a barrel of flour which the little
fellow had ordered and paid for.

Oapt. E. A. Richardson, of Deer Isle, in
New Year’s letter in the Deer Isle Jfessenger, refers thus briefly to the loss of
his schooner, the Medford, at Key West,
Fla., a few months ago:
a

The Messenger, in its kindness and courtesy, hoped for some story of a shipwrecked
Business communications should be addressed
mariner** experience. Bat one can easier
to. and all checks and money orders made pay.
able to Tn Hancock Count r Publishing write of happier things, and better tell of
Maine.
Oo., Ellsworth.
pleasant wanderings and more joyous and
successful returns. After a lifetime of sailing in safety over blue seas, it is not easy to

This week’s edition of The accept a fate so strange as being torn from a
dock and being blown away to sink at sea;
Ancrlcu is 2,400 copies.
to

Average

3,396

tor the yew of 1909,

see a

valued home go down with all one’s

keepsakes and treasures, the harvestings of
all, all scattered in the hollows of
years,
coral reefs, to be but play thin r* for Ashes and
—

ever-restless sea.
But following all trials and disaster, some
bright rays of light may come. In all the
years that had gone, the coming and going of
one who had safely wandered far and always
returned in health, the greetings of his fellows naturally may have seemed mors casual
than cordial. But when trial of endurance
came, and it were known that he might never
have come again, the greetings were more
earnest; the hand-clasp stronger, the eye
softer, the tone more kind and the words of
welcome seemed more sincere. Nothing can be
more pleasing, or touch the heart more profoundly, than such greetings from friends—
and from so many whom one had not previously supposed were interested in his life
or welfare.
It is with pleasure that I take this chance to
tell of my appreciation, and to wish my
friends all a very, very happy New Year!
an
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How Tariff Act la Working.

When Preeident Taft in hie tamed
Winona speech list September said
that the Payne tariff law was the best
tariff law eyer enacted by a republican Congress, a of that this would be
demonstrated In the working of the

not, even some of his admirers
thought he was extravagant in bis
use of language.
Apparently the

President had expert statistical ad
vice before he made his speeob, for
the figures are now at hand which
seem to support all Mr. Taft’s enthusiastic comment on the Payne law.
In the debates in Congress last year
REV. 8. L. HANSCOM DEAD.
democratic orators predicted that the
adoption of the Payne schedules Former Poetor ot Methodist Church
at Bor Harbor.
would be followed by a great loss to
Rev. Sylvan os L. Hansoom, a former
this country of Its share of the world’s
ot the Methodist church at Bar
business. It was predicted that the pastor
Harbor and well known throughout
rates would prove so excessive that
Hancock county through his campaign as
there would be a material falling off an
independent candidate for sheriff, died
in imports, and hat the revenues and at the home of his son, Bev. Benjamin D.
commerce of the nation would suffer. Hanscom, at Mars Hill, last Wednesday.
According to a statement just made Death came suddenly from a third shock
public by the bureau of statistics, the of paralysis. He had been in poor health
imports for 1909 were larger than in for two years.
Mr. Hanscom was born in East Machias
any previous year In this country’s
Jan. 3,1845. He enlisted from that town
history.
They exceeded in value in Co.
F, First Maine cavalry, near the
over
the

960,000,000

imports

for

1907,

Which heretofore has been regarded
as the banner year of American commerce.
Not only were the imports
greater last year than ever before,
bnt the statistics sh jw that more foreign artioles entered American ports
free of duty in 1909 than in any pre-

vious year.
Articles Imported free were of the
Value of 9700,000,000 as against 9636,-

close of the

war.

Hs was ordained to the

ministry in 1888, and began his work as
pastor of the Methodist church at Deer
Isle. He became one of the most success
tul and prominent members of the East
Maine conference, and served in succession in Cutler, Lubec, Vassal boro, Clinton, Newcastle Boothbay Harbor, Thomas ton and Belfast.
He went to Birmingham, Ala., for a year, and upon his return
to Maine was appointed to the pastorate
of the church in Bar Harbor, where he
served eight years. This waa hie last

high water mark up to
figures compiled by the charge.
In all
-experts show that foreign articles of
the value of 91,475,000,000 reached the is well
000,000

1900.

the
The

shores of the United States last year.
all of the important coun-

Practioally

tries of the world shared in the ln-oreasod imports, an increase being
shewn at every principal port in the
d States.
10

exports last year were approximately of the value of 91,760,000,000, a
slight decrease over the preceding
year. Over half of these exports
under went a process of manufacture
before leaving the United States, and
-thas both American capital and labor
shared in the fruits of this oommeroe.
The year 1909 will also be remembered as the greatest in our history
for trade with our non-oontiguous
territories
such as
Alaska, the

Philippines, Hawaii and Porto Rico.
This
non-contiguous trade aggregated about 9173,000,000 of which978,4)00,900 consisted of exports.
DEER ISLE.
The

year bell in
largely attended.
Mrs. Frank Greenlaw,
new

qnite ill,

town ball
who has

was

been
GREEN LAKE.

is much

improved.
A. O. Gross left Monday for Boston. He

will be

the Helds where he labored he
remembered and the news of
his death was reoeived with profound
regret by thousands ot his former parishioners. He had high ideala of good citisenship, and was an ardent temperanoe
advocate and believer in prohibition.
In 1808 Mr. Hanscom plunged into a
canvass
for sheriff on a prohibition
ticket, making a triangular oontest with
the nominees of the regular parties. He
made an aggressive and earnest campaign.
The vote for sheriff showed on the face
of the returns a small plurality for Mr.
Whitcomb, but Mr. Hanscom claimed to
be elected by about 800 plurality, alleging
that many returns thrown out as defective
were intended for him, also that the returns from two wards in Ellsworth were
illegal and should be thrown out. Mr.
Hansoom contested the election.
The governor and council declined to
grant the petition to issue election papers
to Mr. Hanscom, and Mr. Whitcomb was
declared elected.
Mr. Hansoom is survived by four sons,
all in the ministry—Bev. Warren A.
Hanscom, of Osstine; Bev. Albert H.
Hanscom, of Houlton; Bev. Benjamin D.
Hansoom, of Mars Hill, and Bev. Frank I.
Hanscom, of Creston, Iowa.

absent several weeks.

Hollia Higgins, who has been employed
Bangor, returned home quite ill Satur-

in

Miss Grace Greene is qnite ill of pneumonia at Mrs. Frank A, Grow’.

day,
There

was

good ice- boating

D. D. G. M., M. D. Joyce paid his official
Sunday, and quite
visit to the Brooklin masonic lodge Thurs-

day.
Marine lodge will hold its annual meeting Tuesday evening for the election of
officers.

Sylvan us Haskell, who has been on a few
weeks’ visit to friends at Winter Harbor,
is home.
Harbor View chapter, O. E. S., will hold
a public installation at Masonic hall Jan.
12. P. M. Nellie Haskell will be the installing officer.

a

on the lake
number enjoyed the

sport.
Monday Al. Higgins W6nt to Phillipa
lake

with his

crew

to

cut

ice

for the

cottagers.
Walter Dunham, of Ellsworth Falls,
and Bennie Higgins are working for the
Eastern Manufacturing Co.
There is good sledding, and the teama
doing good work. M. Quinn hae five
teamsters. Mrs. Braley, of Trenton, is
cook.
are

‘‘The simple test which candidates tor
enumerators' places will undergo February 5 does not take away the supervisors’
right under the ceneus law to designate
suitable persons lor such positions,” said
Supervisor of Census Elmer P. Spofford at
his office at Deer Isle the other dsy.
“It is designed to mid the supervisors in
the exercise of that discretion and to enable the census director intelligently to
use the power ol approval of the supervisors’ designations conferred upon him
by law.
“It la very well understood that President Taft, Secretary Nagel, and Census
Director Durand all hold the supervisors
responsible for the enumeration. There Is
our first and
no doubt, therefore, that
most important duty is tbs selection of
honest, capable sad active persons to
make tbs count.
“The census will be taken, not by the
census bureau officers or the supervisors,
but by the enumerators. They are the
ones who come in oontaot with the people
and get the facta. Unices every tingle
enumerator does his whole and proper
duty, there cannot be. a oorrect census.
There cannot be anything of greeter scientific value to this oountry than accurate
statistics as the basis of a study of the existing conditions regarding our population, agriculture, manufactures, and mines
and quarries.

Ifejer bottle._
Family Pills

for

constipation.

1803

York.

A Truthful Sign.
Mr. Longear—By the way, did yon
ever know that large ears are a sign
| of generosity? Miss Beentl-of coarse,
Mr. Longear. They are a sign that
nature has been generous.
The Spelling Class.
Teacher—Spell coincidence. Willie.
Willie—I can't spell It. bat I can tell
what It means. Teacher—Well. then,
what does it mean? Willie—Twine.—

Judge.
He who relies on posterity to do him
Jnotice will not feel the pain of disapI pointment— Puck.

1

wo

The Aifu for over rentary tti endeavored to tell the nowa of the dry in * conreadable manner. IU friend* throarbout tbe northern Haw Borland State* an
thoannd* beer are of it* terrier*, ogrreaelv* method* in placing baton it* reader.
Democratic principle*. It ha* the fall Aeeociatod Preae eervioe nod cover* the local
Held.
It yon want a good ap-to-drt* newepapar the Argna fllla the bill.
cise

TERMS:
Daily Argue In Cumberland County on all rural delivery route* outride of aity of
Portland, gMO par your, etrlctly in advance.
Outaide of Cumberland County In any part of the Stria, PJO per year, in advance.
Tbe Weekly Argna, INCLUDING THE SATURDAY EDITION of the DailyOn* oopy, on* year, ft JO in advance. Club* of flvu, ft JO In rdvanoe.

Eastern
M

Argus Publishing Co..

Exchange Street,.Portland, Me.

ribbon, please.—Illustrated Bits.

Franklin and the Balloon.
When the balloon was flrst discovered some one said to Franklin. “What
will ever come of It?" Franklin pointed to a baby In Its cradle and said,
“And what will ever come of that?”

|

DAILY AND WEEKLY

j

was

TUhs I

In which nozloua chemicals nave been
washed; ducks cheerfully swallow
snails and choke themarlves In the
No; animals, like children,
process.
need watching.
4
Recently numerous cases of poisoning In ducks, which followed the consumption of cabbage leaves, hare attracted much attention. A few hours
after feeding poisoning has manifested itself by loss of appetite, great
weakness, tottering steps and someProm time Immemorial
times death.
ducks hare thrived on cabbage leaves.
The poultry farmers were greatly pussled.
Then It was discovered that various
caterpillars were concealed In the cabbage leaves; hence these tears. But
the point Is that, far from Instinctively detecting any danger and behaving
accordingly, the ducks consumed great
quantities of the leaves with much apparent relish.—London Answers.

THE EA8TERN ARQU8
FOR 1910

Pleasure and •aerMa*.
Only lnMm Informrtiwi.
An alert little flve-ysarold was vteHThe average New York boy la not a
tng a city park with her mother tor wonder of wit and wladom. bat moot
the first time.
She had noticed tbs of thorn know a good thing whan they
beautiful red and white swan boats as oao It
Also tho contrary. Not long
they passed through In the morning, i ago om of them aaw a olgn In front
and her mother bad promised they of a Sixth arena* place. “Boy Wantshould come back after the shopping ed.”
He waa looking for aonothing
There
was done and have a ride.
of that kind and walked In.
unless
Ail persons,
qannimuj onShortly after dinner they stood on waa nobody In eight and be atood gagqualified, an entitled to apply to take tke
ing. Preeently the proprietor, a moat
teat. Only tboee under eighteen yean ol tbe bridge over the lagoon watching
the boats below and listening to tbe grouchy person, appeared.
age and onr eeventy and tboee who
induce
“What do yon want here?" ha Inhave not beoome citizens of the United cry of the barker as be tried to
the passing crowds to patronise his quired with acant courtesy.
States, an barred. Otherwise, all parawan boats.
“Welt” replied the boy. disturbed by
sons, regardless of sex and political afBliBut when her mother started toward the man’s manner and hesitating, “do
ations, an eligible It is left to my ]ndg- I
declared
little Elsie
yon want a boy hereT”
ment whether it is wise to appoint women tbe boat tending
did not want
“That’s wbat the sign says, don’t
in my district. They can do the work, I very vigorously that she
mother
as her
urged It?” snapped the man.
hare no donbt, especially in certain parts to go at all and.
forth In tears.
“Tap.” responded the boy, getting
of the district. Then wen a good many her. broke
This sodden fear was so different his second wind.
employed all over the country in the
her
from her former eagerness that
Then we want a boy.”
twelfth census.
could not understand It nntil
“Aw right” grinned the boy. back*
“The time for closing the consideration mother
mas'a call.
Ing away. “Too git one. Ton can’t
of applications Is January 26. Those re- she noticed tbe boat
Come
hare me,” and be wiggled his Angela
oeived after that date will hare to be I He was crying: “Coro* along!
Ride clear round tbe pond.
tt the mao and went out quickly^—
ignored. Applications should be ad- along! cents for ladles and
gents! New York Herald.
dressed in writing to me at this oftte Only ti
thrown In!"
and not to the census director. I will Children
Tlrs THtmitlvu Getting Ready.
send inquinra the necessary form and
Applas n Oman*.
Washington Irving fell* a story of a
instructions concerning it. Afterward I
In parts at Boglsod many quaint suman who tried to jump over a bUL
will send those on the list, prior to the
still ceoter round tbe apple.
He went back so far to get bis start
test, a set of directions for filling out the perstitions
on strings and twirled betor the great leap and ran so bard that
test papers. This will enable ereryone Apples bong
tall off In tbe
lie was completely exhausted when be
to come well prepared. Nothljg coaid fore tbe lire are said to
of tbe varlcame to the bill and had to lie down
be fairer or better calculated to insure a order that tbe marriages
An apple
oos owners will proceed.
ind rest Then be got np and walked
satisfactory applicant passing tbs test.
Is supover the hlU.
A great many people
‘■The test itself need not deter anyone. eaten before a looking glass
to glee a new of tbe Inquirer's
exhaust themselves getting ready to
Any person with common sense and a posed
lo their work. They arc always precommon-school education can pass It. future has band, wbo will be seen peepFeel safeparing. They spend their lives getAll it consists of is giving the candidates ing over milady’s sboulder.
taken from an apple, tossed three
dag ready ^ do something which they
sample population and agricultural sched- ly
times round tbe bead and thrown to
never do.
It Is an excellent thing to
ules, upon which are to be written in thaS
tbe ground unbroken forms tbe Hist
keep Improving oneself, to keep growproper columns the required details,
lover’s name.
A
ing, hot there most be a time to begin
which are found in printed descriptions, letter of a future
more serithe great work of life. I know a man
in narrative form, of typical families and more recent though hardly
of warbo is almost forty years old who has
farms supposed to be In a district. There ous, custom necessitates a bowl
a number of
lot yet decided what be is going to
will be some instances requiring the ex- ter In which are floating
must drop forks Into
lo.. He has graduated from college
ercise of judgment to decide whether a ipplee. llotbers
tbe bowl from a distance of about four , wd taken a number of postgraduate
given entry should be made under one
an
tbs
tbe
fork
feet.
If
apple
pierces
worses, but all along general lines.
column heading or another. You can see
feat la believed to protect tbe performBe has not yet begun to specialise,
how simple and elementary it is.
<
cold.—Loner's
children
from
catching
rbls man fully believes be Is going to
“The test will be held all over the
ion
Scraps.
lo great things yet.* I bops he may.—
country and in every supervisor’s district
iucceas Magastne.
February 6. There will be several places
Early English Soars.
in each district for taking it. One place
In 1870 a report was drculatad that
The Paper They Were Written On.
would be insufficient.. It would not bold
The average author would probably
all the candidates. As supervisor, I shall ’'certain galleys, with a multitude of
off tbe
laugh at the statement that at one
have the direction of all, and the teet ex- ermed men therein, were lying
was
time In the world’s history manuamination at each, no matter under what foreland of Tbaneb” and an order
watch
scripts, simply as such. Irrespective of
official agency it is held, wrill be that sols at once Issued that “every night
between tbe Tower of
the nature of the test were Immenseand simple one prescribed by the census ■hall be kept
London and Billingsgate, with forty ly valuable. In ancient times manudirector.
arms and sixty archers.” ns
■crlpts were important articles from a
“I am given nntil February 22 to rata men at
was kept In tbe following orcommercial point of view. They were
the papers in a very simple way, and to watch
der: ‘“Tuesday, tbe drapers and tbe
excessively scarce and were preserved
gain an idea of the qualifications of those
tbe mercers and
with the utmost cars. Even the usurrated as having passed. Next I will for- tailors; Wednesday,
the apothecaries; Thursday, tbe flsbers were glad to lend money on them
ward the papers of the suocessful candimongers and tbe butchers; Friday, tbe
when the owners were obliged to offer
dates, with my recommendations or desigpewterers and tbe vintners; Saturday, them In pawn. It la related In an
nations, to the census director. He will, tbe
goldsmiths and tbe aaddlers; Sun- ancient tome that a student of Pavla,
if satisfied that suitable persons have been
day, tbe Ironmongers, tbe armorers and who was reduced by his debaucheries,
selected, give bis consent to their appoint- tbe
cutlers; Monday, tbe tawera. tbe raised a new fortune by leaving In
ment, and they will be commissioned.
the bowyers and tbe girpawn a manuscript of a body of law.
The middle or latter part of March should spurriers,
dle rs."
Even In 161S pirate vessels
and a grammarian who was ruined by
see everything settled, and the selected
were captured off tbe Kentish coast
a Ore rebuilt his bouse with two email
and commissioned enumerators will be
between Broadatalrs and Margate.—
volumes of Cicero through the ready
sent more circulars and books of instrucLondon Chronicle.
aid of the pawnbroker.
tions relative to the interpretation or
meaning of the queetions on the two
Tbe Label Language.
Highest Cross In the World.
schedules.
“Tbere’s a language In hotel labels,
The highest cross In the world to
“April 16 the census army will move
tbe same as in stamps or flowers,”
Mid to be that which caps the loftiest
lorward in the enumeration.
said a courier. “All over Europe tbe
peak of the Bars mountains. The
“Certainly the federal census-taking
hotel porters paste tbe hotel labels on
cross is in reality a tower, and it comis as necessary and as honorable as Jury
In
a
that
such
tbe
trunks
way
your
mands a magnificent view of the counduty, and, as all good and useful citizens
towns
will
know
In
future
try around. The height of the tower
do not hestitste to respond to the call for porters
what sort of a tipper you are.
is 120 feet and it stands on a mounsuch duty, I therefore ask the same high“Dp at tbe top of the trunk tbe label tain 1,731 feet above the sea level. A
grade citizenship to come forward and
are
In
midtbe
means
generous.
you
stair of 200 steps leads to the top of
help me have the census taken accurately ; dle It means
you’re a middling sort the cross, bat there Is an elevator of
and expeditiously.
means
no
low
It
are
Down
you
very
which people may avail themselves
“As President Taft has said, the pay is
who for any reason wish to avoid ths
not large, but the work is worth doing good.”
long climb.
well, and some day we shall all feel proud
to Holp.
Willing
in the consciousness that we had a part, |
“Ma, what are the folks to our
Grateful.
however humble, in taking this census.”
church get tin' up a subscription fer?”
Young Lady-Give ms ona yard of
“To send our mlnlater on a vacation
—why. haven’t 1 seen yon before?
NORTH BLLHVUBTH
to Europe.”
Draper's Assistant—Oh. Uand. have
“Won’t there be no church services
yon forgotten me? 1 saved yonr life
Evelyn DeWitt ipent Bunday with rela- while he’s gone?”
at the seaside last summer,
young
tives in Bangor.
“No. dear.”
Lady (warmly)—Why. of coarse yoa
“Ma, I got S1.2S In my bank. Can I did. Then
Robert Sweeney has moved into the A1 j
yoa may give me two yards
bed McGown house.
give that r—Cleveland Leader.
of the

Saturday Mrs. Harry Chapman, Mias
Elmer DeWitt out his toot badly while
obliged Carrie Chapman and guests returned to splitting wood recently.
U leave his schooner in Boston and come
Bangor, after spending two weeks at their
Otis DeWitt, ol Tracy Station, N. B.,
home on account of ill health, is some- cottage.
spent the past week with his ancle, Lywhat improved.
Amos Hardy, Harlow Friend and Gapt. man DeWitt.
George W. Small, who has spent several Horace F. Lord got a good catch of
En«ene belaud and wife, of Bar Harbor,
weeks with his son, Oapt. Forrest Small,
pickerel, sixty-two good-sized fish, at
spent New Year's with Mrs. Island’*
at Everett, Mass., arrived home Saturday,
Hoeky pond recently.
mother, Mrs. Francis McGown.
and is quite ill at the home of his daughMonday Mrs. Bert Spencer, of West
Artelle McGown, station agent at North
ter, Mrs. E. Allen Greene.
returned
to
her
Beboia,
home, after
is spending his vacation with
The Christmas ooacert, postponed from spending three days with her parents, Bangeley,
his parents, Howard McGown and wile.
last Sunday on account of the storm, was Arthur Moore and wife.
Mrs. Elviae Ellis left Monday tor New
bald im the First Congregational church
York to spend the winter. Mrs. Elvira
Bow’s Th’sT
Sunday evening and was a success in every
We Oder One Hundred Dollars Howard for Learie, who has been stopping with her,
way.
ease of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Emery Fatten.
Rex.
Jan. A
Heirs Catarrh Cure. P. J. UHBNBY A Co!
Chester A. Maddocka, who spent ChristToledo. O..
Hie, tbs undersigned, ban known F. J. mas with his
Howard was only twenty months older
parents, H. F. Haddocks and
Cheney for the last U years, and belters him
than the baby. He had somehow come to perfectly honorable In all business transac- wile, has returned to Borden town, N. J.,
realise that Bwoed, who was creeping, tions and Saaneially able to carry ont any where he has an excellent position as
obligations made by.his firm
wae mors likely to he in mischief when
teacher in a military academy. He was
Wauuire, Kianav A Manra,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
he
to
his
One
called
mother
day
qaiat.
Hall’s Catarrh Ours is token internally, act- accompanied on his return by his sister,
with a gnat deal of anxiety in his little ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur- Bath G. Maddocka, who will visit her
of the system. Testimonials sent tree.
vetss. “Mamma, I hear Bemad keeping faces
sister, Miss Addie Maddocka, in New
Fries
Bold by all Druggists.
Cspt. Henry P. Smith, who

|

Interview Given Ont by Supervisor
E. P. Spofford.

ma&fTtiaranita.

Animal* and Instinct.
It la a mistake to Imagine that animal* are prerented by Instinct from
sating Injurious food. A chicken will
(rink paint; a cow partaken of water

w*.to W
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Spttial Ifatua.
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barbortax mr arUo. altca Orcnui from
||» data, aa rwill pay ao bills ooatraetod by
Jun M. OaooTT.
I Balllraa, Ms.. Dae. U, 1
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NOT1CB.
LL ptnen Mdtaf ordsra draws on Ike
traoourer at tha town or Tramont,
-Jm. dUed prior to March tt, in, ora hereby noil fled topraeeut tke uaw tor p»nn
oo or bolon Fob. 1, MM, o* Interact
otter thot dot*.
B. B. Boon,
Tt oo rotor of Tramont.

WuTooom

NOTICB.

***•■ tbot Percy Elmer
login., at Bllevortb. Mato*, bo* node
application to the otot* Board ot Bor examiners for examination tor admission to the
Bor or lbs next session ot tbs Board to be
held at Ban (or on the Brat Tnssday at February. MIS.
dona B. Mxdioxm.
'*

H

Secretory ot

the Board.

ANNUAL BUTIRO.
TH* annual meeting ot tbs stockboldsre of
JL tbaHnuoock Ooanty Agrcallaral Honetly will be held at Merrill * Hinckley’s
■lore at Blashlll, oa Wadneaday. Jaa 11. ISIS,
at ro'clock p. m.. to set noon the tollowtat
business, to wit: To bear tbs report e._
ot the
"cretsry, to best the report ot the treasurer,
to si set a board ot directors, and to transact
onyother business locally brossbt before said
■

--—

—

tta-ta£SU5
RtmCB OF TBI ANNUAL MBNT1NO
OF UNION BIVBB TELEPHONE OO.
KTOTICE Is hereby (Iren that the annaal

i-N

meetlnc ot

the stockholders ot this

company will be held at tbs office ot the Clark
at Aurora, on
Monday, the sesenteenth day
nf January, me, at {o'clock
p. m. lor lb* purpose ot election » board ot directors and reOtlrinc and acting upon the reports of tbs of■oars, and for the transaction ot snob other
business as may proparly oome before tha
I this nth

day at December, IMS.
Csouls P. 8HAST,

Clerk.

UXSWOBTH LOAN AMD BUILDING
association.
annaal meeting ot the Blleworth
rpHB
X and
Association will

lesn
be held on
Building
January n, ltir. at TJX o’clock, p. m., at the
olllce of the aeeoclntlon In the Pint National
Bank Ralldtug, Blleworth. Mains, tor the following ont. Fort
the election of a board ot re yen dlt.
*■

For the election’of an auditor.
wuanviniii ui
of SOJ
other DDI1*
bustV". the transaction
any OlDer
(hat may proparlyeome before said meetW Taplsv, Secretary.
Ileworth, Me., January t, iriO.

to

Jw

e.

_O.
NOriCB TO

3,H?.
[lb*
ot

STOCK MOL ORBS.
“■««» «»*ting of the Btockholdcri
Union Trust Company ot Blleworth

held at the office of the
company ii
oo
Jan. ii,
dSB.
M 1
turmtBj,
1IIAat
Pureday, a_at_a_
11, |9W,
rrJ. I In 'xl
fl’nlMk
Iks alteswoww
o’clock in
the
afUrnoon, for the tmnenctioi
of tht following buiinggg:
1: To choose a bowT ot directors ot Ur
company for the enaning year.
»» exeeutlrr board of the cor
P*ration for the ensuing year.
see If the stockholders will sot* t<
amend the by- laws so as to vuswarnw
the num
change
n*P
riirnpfnea
-t. t.
”_a
At
her nf
of directors
necessary to he present at dl
to wmhiibw
meeting ~
constitute e quorum.
4: To tnnsact any other business that
meeting
messing.
—itedat Blleworth this thirteenth day
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To the creditors of Alien L. Boll, of Sorrento,
of Hnneook end dtetriet afore-

*■}*•
said, e

bankrupt:

Ones to hereby (iren that on the Mth
December, a. d. IMS, the sold
Bell was duly
adjudicated

m

-----

SPECIAL NOTICE

—

sw will
be held at ni ode*, in
ara***-**
«S«‘«ors
Ellsworth. Maine, on the lttb
of Jean-

•<“

<Uy

d. Mis, at 1 o'clock in the afternoon,
»fT.
at which time the said creditors may attend,
pros* their claims, appoint a trust**, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other business a* may
properly come before said meet
William b. Warns*,
Safer** in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth. Ms.. Jan. t, lilt.
»■

Of Importance to the People of Bileworth.
G. A. Parcber desiree to announce
to the readers of the American that
he has been able to secure the age nay

for Parisian Sage, the marvelous dandraff cure and delightful hair dressing.
G. A. Parcher is glad to state that
Parisian Sage ia a rigidly guaranteed
bftlr

invlgormtor.

_

SMKniaoBfms.

It ourea dandruff in two weeks by
killing the dandruff microbes; it
stops falling hair, itching scalp and
splitting hair, or money back.
It is a moat pleasant hair dressing,
especially for ladies, as it causes the
hair to grow in thickly and makes It
luxuriant and lustrous. The price is
TBM AMERICAN'S advertisers or*
only SO cents a large bottle, at G. A. UUi*g down the prieo-baro into the fMU
Parcher’s.
Of bargains.

MERCHANTS’ ASSOCIATION

CITY MEETING
Tvr0 MEETINGS HELD WITHIN
the past week.
nil DM»*«nnnrr—oa«o<nUHO*
mn TAJIK TO wa n*JHDlOLUB OF AOOOUirm.
IN

Two meetings of tbs idly government
a
within tbo pool wook
MT« boon bold
last Friday evening and
special moot Inn
At
Ihe regular meeting Monday evening.
the
th, special mooting Friday owning
Simon ton
jnjl board was present, Mayor
—

presiding.

W. T. Thomas, of Portland, repreeenttbo Standard OU Co., presented a po-

ing

parmiaaton

lition for

to oroot a steal tank

for the atoraga of gasolene on High street,
Tbo tank will
near the present oil tank.
be eight feet In diameter and thirty feet
as laths kerosene
long, and will be aaad,
oil tank, for tbs storing of gasolene for
mis in Ibis locality. Tbo petition was

granted.
Resignation

of Wallace Raymond as
drirer of one of tbs boss teams was ia/jeived and accepted. Edward B. Card
was elected to OU tbs vacancy.
*

Adjourned.

_

At the regular mooting Monday opening
Mayor Simontoa, AML Betey, Hagan,
Hamilton and Small were present. BoUa
Of eoconnts were pa need aa follow*:
■ou. or

fund.

Aoeoom
Nmm».

n.

no.

Slnuoa C Pallor,
Edward U Drniamey,
Cbarlee W Eaton.
Michael J Drummer,
Poor,
Electric light, B H A 0 B Power Co.
Police,

UM
9 00
180 71

Water.
M

too
12 85
198 50
151 48

Uupp money,
**
Simeon C Puller,
Beet Me In Hospital,
Iaeaae,
M
Heine
Welleoc Raymond,
Pin dept.
Win H Pemroy,
Senator Hole Hone Co,
N B Tel * Tel Co,
Martin B Jellieon,
Wallace Raymond,
Joka P Bid ridge,
Acetla I Joy,
Soptof Kb). P A A Killain,
High Mhool. John P Bldridte,
Brneet D Otlee,
AM Pranks,
C C Camber,
8c boo].
Barry L Plo,

45 00
440
400
tsu
400
4100
71ft
7110
lift
40ft
500
MOO
500
100
500
1410
507
500
10 00
14 75
14 00
100
500
42 05
075
107
85 00
50 00
15 00
800
155
8 75
1100

IbjutdQilu,
Welter Jordan,
Harvard Jordan,
Bcboolhouee, John P Bldrtdge.
Text book aapWlaetta B Joy.
Milton Bradley Co.
B B Springer,
Library,
Mn H H Bniraon,
Mary A Hodgkine,
A B end John LaUem,
John P Md ridge.
Contingent, Thomaa B Bale,
Dr P ¥ Staunton,
Arietta B Joy,
LW Jordan.
C«kn Maeon,
Fred Moore,
Dr B W Oegood,
John PBIdrldge,
B B * O B Power Co,
LFOUoe,
Total

•MM 17

eraser

oommibsiowss’s

aoui.

Hlfhwsys.

Hal n

Hldewalks.

M«
VIM M

TUC1IU' BA LAST BOLL.
Common schools.
|M 00
M AS
High school.
Grand

total.

MAO U

turn it

Tbt rnport ol City Auditor T. B. Hale,
printed in full elsewhere, was approved
and ordered placed on Ole.
It wee voted to deduct fMO from the
•treat lighting bill for lights out during
September, October, November and December.
Aid. Small and Hagan, aa a special committee to arrange for a eetilement of the
John B. W la well back taxes and tax deeds,
recommended settlement for fZ75.
The dtp clerk was Instructed by vote to
hold the city order in favor of the Bar
Harbor ft Onion River Power Co. for
|1,000, pending a settlement for taxes due
the city of Ellsworth from said company.

Adjourned.

Getting Busy

on

“MISS FEARLESS * CO.”

Several Interesting

Proposition*.
A special meeting ol the Ellsworth merchant!’ association was held
Monday even-

in*;

some

interesting propositions

were

disc lined, and some decisive action was
taken.
The flrst matter taken op was in
regard
holding a food flair here, opening prob-

to

ably on Tuesday, Feb.. 22, and continuing
through the week. There will he booths
for the exhibition of food stuffs by manufacturers as well as by local dealers, together with general exhibits. Talks on
domestic sclenos, cooking, etc., will also
be arranged for.
C. X. Staples, H. W. Morang and Boy C.
Haines was appointed a committee on
food fair.
Mayor Simonton uggaated a plan by
which the merchants’ association might
secure th* reopening of the Union shoe
factory, the plan contemplating the leasing of the factory by local capital, and offering the asm* free of rent to some shoe
manufacturer, together with further Inducement* which eould be assured in the
way of low rates tor power, water, lights
and tax**.
C. L. Morang, F. F. Simonton, W. A. Alexander, C. H. Inland and E. G. Moore
★ere appointed a committee to report on
the matter at the annual meeting.
C. H. Inland called attention to the advantages of Leonard lake as a Ashing resort if it could be properly stocked with
Ash, and was appointed s committee of one
to see what arrangements to this end could
be made.
The fact that the government is looking
for a rearing station for trout in connection with the hatchery st Green lake was
brought out, and Mayor Simonton was appointed a committee of one to urge upon
the United States Ash commission the selection of Card’s brook for such station.
The building of a potato house in Ellsworth was another proposition broached,
and referred to W. A. Alexander as a committee of one for Investigation.
The annual meeting of the association
will be held Monday evening, Jan. 17, for
which an interesting program is being arranged. There will be a “smoker” and
punch will be served. Officera will be
sleeted for the ensuing year.
At this meeting the oommittee on shoe
factory is expected to submit a dednite
proposition, and this and other topics of
interest will be discussed.
Christmas Concert.
The Christmas concert by the Baptist
Sunday school, which was postponed on
account of the storm, Dec. 28, was given
last Sunday night to a congregation which
nearly Ailed the auditorium. The music
was rendered by the Junior choir assisted
by Mrs. Charles O. Worms 11, Mrs. EUery
E. Flclcett, Charles A. Beal and the chorister. The program was aa follows:
Opening Chorus—Shine on, O Star.Choir
Scripture and Prayer
neviHiMUUi

cunavuiM om v/wuie,

Iola Leighton
ReciUtion, The Dt^ster.Hazel Novella
Bong, A Utile Child.Mary A Morriaon
A Christmas Acrostic.nine boys and girls
Two-part song with unison chorus.
The Holy Night.Choir
Recitation, Why Santa Claus is Happy.
Gerald Leighton
ReciUtion, Happy the Day.Bertha Bstey
Giles
Divide.Gertrude
ReciUtion,
Song, The Christmas Bells.8 G C Class
ReciUtion, Christmas on the Moor,
Olive Morrison
Song with obligato chorus, Bethlehem. Choir
in
the
East,
ReciUtion, The SUr
Frank Anderson
ReciUtion, The Stocking We Mustn’t
Forget.Winnie Falls

Dialogue, GifU to be Thankful for,
Ruth Tate and Annie Cousins
Lullaby, Guard the Redeemer’s Rest....Choir
ReciUtion, A Christmas Carol,
Elsie Morrison
Song. Little Snowflakes.Helen Sinclair

ReciUtion, A Beautiful Thought,
Marian Hodgkins
Recitation, The Wondrous Story. .Paul Killam
Song, Haste to Meet Him......Choir

Exercise, Caught Napping,
Helen Sinclair, Winnie Falls, Althea
Phmroy and Olive Morrison
ReciUtion, The Judgment of Time,
Julia Estey
Choir
Unison song, Portals of Light..
Benediction
___

CITY AUDITOR'S REPORT.
(After charging off roll* and order* passed December 8,1909.)
Total Warrants Bat unAppropri- Sundry
derdrawn.
Bund.
credits. drawn.
tion.
credits.
Contingent. *8,000 00
*963 07 *6,983 07 {6,006 67 f1,936 40
5,831 90
094
Highway. 4,000 00
4,005 94
202 07
Sidewalk. 1.600 00
1,297 93
1,600 00
67 24
432 76
500 00
000 00
Bridge
Rock crashing.
70 00
1,550 01
1,070 00
1,000 00
State read
754 00
4,805 82
1,996 12
1,242 12
600 08
838
City poor. 3,000 00
3.568 38
2,958 30
33 94
983 58
Insane. 1,000 00
1702
1,017 52

City achoola.
High school.
Text* book.
Schooihooae ....
Supt. of schools
Police.
Pin department ....

City library

Interest ....
CUy water.
Electric light

Pwrpt. care
West side

road..’

4,50000
2^00 00

3,806 93

000 00
00000
00000
1,200 00
2,000 00
800 00
3,000 00

631

900 91

33 37
045 30

2,00000
012 20
54 00

WOO

1,20000
2,633 37
1,346 30
3.00000
2.000 00
2^77 20
113 00

1,50000

00

Hose...,.' 250 00
OrerUyingi. 1,390 08
'totals,
*42^0808
Total credits.
total warrants drawn.

606 31
000 00
027 21

27 21

2^0506
1,500

8,306 93
3,280 91

725

1

*51,200 09
4a,«Bi 30

13

*61,26109

464 16
404 15

897 95

2,310 75
1,000 00
1,876 72
60
1,443 09
40

104 98

.

167 41
2,238 72

Total,
January 3,1909.

01
70

1,225

(2^9113
*90,908 86
TBKUUBO’B REPORT.
Paid since last report
* 494 33
cash on hand,
6,004 92

...

*6,499 20

Total,

Mrs. Harriet Hastings left Saturday lor
Chicago, where she will spend the winter
with Hiss Evelyn O. Dupee.
Prin. John A. Scott, wife and daughter
Priscilla have returned to Honson, after
passing the holidays with relatives here.
Hiss Margaret Koch conducted services
here In the church Sunday morning and
evening, which were enjoyed by a large
audiences.

George Hamilton -left on Tuesday night
for Mew Bedford, Hass., where he has
employment in a sail-making establishment with his brother Ralph.
Master Walter Armstrong has returned
from a visit to his parents in Rochester,
N. H., and will spend the winter with
his grandparents, Elias B. Armstrong and
wife.
WEST BROOKSVILLJ2.
The annual church business meeting
will be held in the chapel Monday, Jan.
10.
Fare ham
Herman Tepley and lean
cutting fire wood (or Cept. Thomaa

are

Tepley.
There were, in 1900, twenty-four births,
twelve marriages and eighteen deathe in
this town.
Charles Farnham and George Davis are
chopping twenty cords of fire wood for
James S. Douglass.
Edward and Edith Skelton are at home
for the holidays—the former from Bowdoin, the latter from Colby.
Seth Blodgett has been appointed janitor of the Congregational church in place
of Domingo Smith, resigned.
Gov. Brooks lodge, I. O. O. F., and Cecelia Rebekah lodge will hold a joint installation at their hall on Thursday evening, Jan 6.
Schooner Victory, Cept. Henry Yonng,
arrived from Rockland and will go
Into winter quarters at Negro island after
has

landing her freight.
Capt. Benjamin Arey has purchased the

Mrs. Herman P. Tapley gave a party
New Year’s eve in honor of the birthday
of her sister, Mrs. Ivan Farnham. Thirtyfive were present. Refreshments were
served.
There will be a horse-ferry boat on beBrooksville and North Castine next
Rulus Dodge is now redecking
season.
the boat, which will be towed by a motor
boat. Dudley Sellers will have charge.
Tombon.
Jan. 3.
tween

NORTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Susan Cunningham is

very ill of

erysipelas.
Oscar Dyke, of Upper Dam, is visiting
P. J. Grindle’s.
Josiah Carter, of West Surry, has been

Philadelphia Ledger.

A Famous Quotation.
▲ atory about Keats la quoted by
the lata Sir Benjamin Ward KJcbardaon In bia “Uvea” of dlaciplea of
Aeaculapiua. Mr. Stephens. a friend
of tbe doctor, once told bim that one
evening at twilight when be and
Keata were Bitting together In tbelr
etudent days, Stepbena at bla medical
booka, Keata engroaaed In bia dreaming. Keata called out to bla friend
that be bad compoeed a new line—"A
thing of beauty la a constant Joy.”
"What think yon of that Stephens?”
“It baa the true ring, but la wanting
In aome way,” replies tbe latter as be
dips once more into bla medical studies.
An Interval of alienee, and again tbe
"
poet ‘A thing of beauty la a Joy forever.’ What think you of that Ste-

pbenal”

“That It will live forever.”
A happy prophecy Indeed!

The Foeasta on tha Niger.
Tbe Insects of Africa are expert disease carriers, and they come In such
numbers on tbe Niger that one hardly
dares to use one’s lamp or go too near
These
a light of any sort at night.
forests on tbe Niger are deadly places
for all their haunting attraction and
take a big toll both of European and
native life. Yet the drat three days on
tbe Niger, with all Its mud and Its
smell and Its mangrove flies and its
frogs and Its crickets, are enough to
give tbe newcomer an Inkling of the
drawing power, the fascination, of
what la probably the most unhealthy
country In tbe world.—W. B. Thompson In Blackwood's.
a Slander.
suit for slander brought In
an Ohio town one of tbe parties was
asked by the presiding magistrate:
"Is It true, as alleged, that you declared that Thomas Mulklns bad stolen

Dodging

During

surveying.
Jennie Wescott spent

in town

a

few days last

week in South Brooksville.

*4,679 44

There will be a social dance at the
grange hall Friday evening, Jan. 7.
Ward Wescott was .called to Auburn
Friday by the serious illness of his wife.

William E. Wescott and wife are em4,879 44 ployed in the straw factory at Upton, Maas.
The academy student* have returned to
*9,047 73
the school after spending the holidays at

*13,72717

Bat. uncol.
to date.

home.

Jan.?.

*0,67382
1,812 47
12,088 35
*24,517 73
*1,877 94
62131

D.
__

WEST SURRY.
M. G. Saunders is In very poor health
John Oliver and wife, of East Buckaport, were guests of Mr. Oliver’s daughter, Mrs. I. E. Lufkin, one day last week.
/

Robins were teen and heard singing
New Year’s day, and a large flock of wild
geese was seen flying over on* day last

(6,499 26 week.
T. E. Ha lb, Auditor.

Jan. 3.

L.

a

your pocketbook?”
“Tour honor,” responded the man,
I merely
"l did not go so far as that.
said that If Mulklns had not assisted
me In looking for the pocketbook I
might have found it”—Chicago Rec-

stu-

oniy help

nographers; but
good positions

to

The School for Results.

good stehelp them

INVESTIGATE!

also.

Catalogue Fret

rcnanur^r

struction given at Bangor
Commercial School, in same
building, on floor below

BANGKJB, MAINE.

fire:

insurance

in oompanies of established reputation I
O.

W.

INSURANCE

TAPLtV,

can

offer yon at the lowest rates.
Mm.

Ellsworth,

/

REAIi

—

ESTATE

INVESTMENTS

—

Real Estate and Insurance
C.W. & F. L. MASON
FOR SALE
Tie Eselogton Farm, situated oii the Surry Hoad about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 M story
bouse with ell, 10 finished rooms, larse barn, well fitted. Wood shed, carriage bouse, hennery,
all In good repair About 60 acres o( land, large part of which is in good condition for cultivation.
Cuts ten tons of bay which could be easily doubled. Large wood lot. Would make A beautiful
summer borne. Pleasantly situated and has flue shore privilege on sheltered cove, at tbe outlet of
Union river. A rare bargain. Price upon application.
THE

fiional

M.

QUANT

CO.,

Before and After.
a' frivolous, fashionable
young woman with beaux galore, but
ODe man with only a small income
seemed to be tbe favorite.
"Ton’ll have to work bard before
you win that girl,” said bis mother.
“And a good deal harder after you
win her," answered bis fatber, who
knew wbat be was talking about
She

was

His Poems.

"May I offer you this little gift Fraulain Kate?”
“Excuse me—i never take presents
from men."
"But it Is only a copy of my book of

ELLSWORTH.

GENERAL INSURANCE.

BORN.

REAL ESTATE.

BOOTS and SHOES

ARGENTI—At Stonington, Dec 27, to Mr and
Mrs Attilio Arsenti,a daughter.
BARTER—At Isle aa Hsut, Dec 80, to, Mr and
Mrs Guy E Barter, a son.
BUTLERp-At Tremont, Dec 15, to Mr and Mrs
William Butler, a daughter.
GARLAND—At Ellsworth, Dec 80, to Mr and
Mrs Benjamin C Garland, a son.
8ELLER8-At Brooklin, Dec 28, to Mr and
Mrs Byron. H Sellers, a son.
[Maurice

I have opened a department tor the tale of Boota,
Bhues and KubDera In eouneoOon with mi Harness. Trank,
Kobe and Blanket butlnpee.
I have aeleeted the

SIMP80N—At Stonington, Dec 24, to Mr and
Mrs Charles E Simpson, a son. [Milton. |
SOPER—At Bucksport, Dec 29, to Mr and
Mrs Walter R Soper, a daughter.

for a

Brockton
none

■

leading line. There
better.

perience

aa a

are
ex-

and

My jreara of
manufacturer of

for Men.
Buya and
fnoee
Youths will enable nr to aa

MARRIED.
BLAKE—BRIDGES—At Brooklin, Deo 28, by
Rev Ernest E Small, Mrs Belle C Blake to
Eldorus B Bridges, both of Brooklin.
GROVER—M'KAY—At Bar Harbor, Dec 22,
by Rev C F McKoy, Mrs Minnie Grover to
Robert McKay, both of Bar Harbor.
HIGGINS-MARSHALL-At Bar Harbor. Dec
25, by Rev Stephen H Green, Miss Bessie W
of Bar Harbor, to William B Marshall. of St John, N B.
LORI NG-LANG LEY-At McKinley, Dec 25.
by Rev Ernest A Trites, Miss Jennie Loring,
of McKinley, to Leman H Langley, of Manset.
MILLER—DOLE—At Dedham, Jan 1, by Rev
F R Champlin, Miss Amy Miller, of Dedham, to Charles I Dole, of Holden.
SAWYER—STANLEY-At Bear Island light
station, Dec 27, by Rev Ernest A Trites,
Miss Leah J Sawyer, of Tremont, to Lewis G
Stanley, of Cranberry Isles.
8TIN80N-CALLEY-At Stonington, Dec 25,
by Rev J P Simon ton. Miss Hazel V Stinson
to Elmer W Galley, both of 8tonington.

BO TS

PACKARD SHOE,

Llewellyn.]

lecttbe beat values and de-

pendable gooda.
Lowest prices on all grades.

SHOES

J. A. M’GOWN,
42 and 43 Main St

Higgins,

DIED.
BLAI8DELL—At Surry, Dec 81, Henry H
Blaisdell, aged 67 years, 2 months.
BICKFORD—At
Winter
Harbor, Jan 2,
Nathan 8 Bickford, aged 91 years.
BUCK—At Orland, Jan 8, Frank Buck, aged 82
years, 8 months.
DORR—At Brewer, Jan 2, Mrs Marietta P
Dorr, of Penobscot, aged 65 years, 9 months.
ELLIS—At Mt Desert, Jan 1, Levi S Ellis,
aged 84 years, 9 months.
GRAY—At South Brooksville, Dec 28, Viola 8
Haskell, wife of Decatur Gray, aged 89
years, 7 months, 8 days.
GRINDLE-At Orland, Dec 21, Mrs Margaret
E Grindle, aged 88 years, 9 months, 15 days.
HAN8COM—At Amherst, Dec 22, Seth O
Hanscom, aged 72 years, 17 days.
MOORE—At Gouldsboro, Dec 80, Bryant E
Moore, aged 62 years.
RICE—At Sutton (Cranberry Isles), Dec 28,
Mrs Caroline M Rice, aged 81 years, 9
months.
ROSS-At Seattle, Wash, Jan 1, William M
Ross, formerly of Bucksport, aged 61 years.
TAINTER-At Brooklin, Dec 28, Sarah J, wife
of Samuel Tainter. aged 57 years, 7 months,
16 days.
WARD WELL—At Penobscot. Jan 3, William
J Wardwell, aged 56 years, 7 months.
WATSON—At North Sullivan, Dec 81, Mrs
Mattie L Watson, aged 37 years, 11 months.
WORCESTER—At Caribou, Dec 31, Henry
Poole Worcester, aged 2 months.

UtrfirrtiBnnmts.

ABOUT HYOMEI

ord-Herald.

at

10

not

Alibi: |th*

77

543 00

..

Balanoe on hand last report,
"•onired since last report.

2,800

63

*42^21 36 *13,727 17

OOLUKTTOa'S AOOOCNT8.
Col. since
UneoUeeted last
last report.

Totals.

480

3584
12300
302 06
322 02
520 07
3,600 00
1,000 00
1,000 48
72 90
66 91
257 25

Accounts undrawn.
Acots. orerdrswn.

*9,047 73

1907

{1,325 96

55

TAX

Tan.

1,482

Bat overdrawn.

We

dents to become

—

Brooksville, Ialesboro and Belfast steamboat route, and made bis first round trip
with the Anna Bell Friday, Dec. 31.

80

670 06

25726

1,39008
01

6,824
2,392

Bterfa III. and tha Wigmakara.
Wbeo George
III. ascended tbe
throne of England bis wealthy subjects were beginning to leave off wigs
The three-act comedy, “Mias Fearlem A and to appear tn ttudr own balr, “If
Co,” «u presented at Hanooek hall last they had any." As Ac sovereign was
himself one of tbe offenders, the perFriday evening by a local cast, under the
uke makers, who feared a serious low
ol
circle.
the
Bebekah
auspices
sewing
of trade, prepared a petition in whfch
The hall eras well filled.
they prayed his majesty to be graIf special praise is to be bestowed, it Is ciously pleased to "shave bis bead” for
tbe good of distressed workmen and
undoubtedly due to Miss Atkins, whose•
wear a wig, as bis father had dona beof
a
maiden
nerves
with
portrayal
lady
fore him.
was especially good; to Mlm Bonsey as
When tbe petitioners walked to the
Sarah Jans Lovejoy, and Mlm Stevens as
royal palace, however. It was noticed
Kata O’Connor. To the others
the that
they wore no wigs themselves.
Miasm Holmes, Mlm Lord, Mlm Brown As this seemed unfair to the onlookand Mlm Neal ley— fell the mom diin- ers
they seized several of tbe leading
cult task of trying to “act natural”,
processionists and cut their balr with
and they am deserving of great credit
any Implement that came most readily
for the work done. Tbe full cast of to
bao0.
characters follows:
From this Incident arose s boat of
Miss Margaret Hanley, an heiress,
curious caricatures. The wooden leg
Margaret a Holmes makers were said to have sepsctsl
Miss Hophenls Addison, her chaperone,
claims on tbe king's consideration, inEvelyn Atkins asmuch as tbe conclusion of peace had
Miss Sarah Jane LotsJoy, from the Lost
them of a profitable source
Nation.Helen Boaeey deprived
of employment: hence tbe suggestion
Kate O'Connor, Miss Healey’s servant,
should not only wear
Althea Stevens that bis majesty
a wooden leg himself, but enjoin the
Miss Barbara Livingstone,) Mias
Mias Bettis Cameron.
{ Henley’s
people to follow bis laudable example.
Miss Marion Reynolds,
) guests,
Edith Lord, Ethel Brown, Hasel Holmes
As Others tee Us.
“Just Little,’’ the ghost.Helen Neallsy
“The man who can pick out the best
“Silent Slaters”
Miss
picture of himself Is a rare bird.” said
After the play them was a dance, with a photographer. “Even an author, who
music by Monaghan’s orchestra, and the la reputedly a poor judge of bis own
old year was danced out and the new work, exercises vast wisdom In selectyear danced in.
ing his best book compared with the
The committee in charge, of which person who tries to choose his best
Mm. J. F. Eldridge, president of the photograph.
Every famous man or
sewing circle, was chairman, ably assisted woman who baa been photographed
by Mrs. L. F. Qiles and Mlm Helen Bon- repeatedly has his or her favorite picsey, may well feel flattered at the success ture. Usually It la tbe worst in the
which crowned their efforts. The play collection. It shows him or her with
and dance which followed netted some |H. an unnatural expremion, sitting or
standing In an unnatural attitude.
Tbe Inability to judge of bis beat picELLSWORTH FALLS.
ture must be due to tbe average man’s
Robert Gerry, who bee been telling in Ignorance of bow he really looks, or
health for the paat two years, la critically perhaps It can be partly attributed to
ill.
a desire to look other than be does. A
Leroy Haalain and wife are home for the stout man will swear that tbe photowinter, and have began housekeeping on graph moat nearly like him Is the one
that makes him look thin, a thin man
Hill street.
the one that makes him look stout the
Eagene Cirlisle has gone to Cherryfleld
tbe jollieet picture,
for the winter, wnere he has employment solemn man selects
tbe jovial man the most cadaverous.—
with his team.
Amateur Performance at Hancocx
Hall Friday Evening.

A Bottle Costs Only 50 Cents—A Complete Outfit Including Inhaler

$1.00.
When Q. A. Parcher states most
emphatically that he will guarantee
Hyomei to cure catarrh or give you
your money bach, what is your answer?
Are you satisfied with your condition, or do you want to rid yourself
forever of vile catarrh, with its humiliating symptoms, such as hawking, spitting, blowing and bad breath?
Hyomei is a simple, antiseptic
medicine, that yqu breath through a
small pocket inhaler over the parts
affected by catarrh.
It is made of Australian eucalyptus
mixed with other germ-killing and

BOOTS and SHOES.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether It’s

a

nace—if it is

a

range

or a

fur-

"Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Hade by the Wood Bishop Co*
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth

MILLINERY
Call and

see the latest styles In PALL
and WINTER millinery at

Mrs. L. S. Blaiodell’s,
Ellsworth.

PINE HILL CONCRETE

High St.,

CO,

Makers of all kinds of

CONCRETE BUILDING MATERIAL
W. A.

Bonsey, Prop’r.

Ellsworth,

...

Maine.

^DO YOU KNOW BEANS?
/

8WASEY BEANPOTS and
I crocks are the best.
Our
name is on every one. Accept
^no substitutes
KWASRV
BEANPOTSare on sale at all first-class stores.
K. IWMKY ft

CO.,

DRUGS

Portland, Main*

AT CUT RATES

^ W ~~
Send for cntelome of
Potent Medicine*. Toilet Article* end Rubber Good*

THEARA HILTON &

CO., Portlad.Mi.

$toftssumal Card*.

J)R.

C.

E.

HOLT,
BANGOR,

membrane-soothing antiseptics.
Get a complete outfit to-day. It DENTIST.
only oosts *1 00, and contains everyIt was something valuable."—FUegende thing necessary to oure any ordinary
H. SCOTT,
case of catarrh.
Extra bottles, if
Blatter.
60o.
needed,
AND
Hyomei is the best remedy in the
GENKRAL CLERICAL WORK.
The Plaoa For It
world
for
sore throat,
and
the
Onion
Sate
Agentol
*
was
advised
Trust
coughs
Scotswoman
An old
by
Co., of
Dtpo.it
Portland, Me., for furnuhlug Probate
and bronchitis. It gives
her minister to take anuff to keep her- oolds, croup
and Buret, Bonda.
wonderful relief in two minutes. For
She
self awake during tbe sermon.
sale by druggists everywhere and by °or
answered briskly. "Why din ns ye put G. A. Parcher. Send for free
‘SiMr*
sample
monf*
anuff
In
tbe
tbe
sermon,
bottle and booklet. Booth’s Hyomei
HARRY C. MASON,
Go., Buffalo, N. T.
poems.”

"In that case I will accept I thought

ALICE
TYPKWBmNU^TACCODNTING

The Shake.
"Wbat did you say last night when
lack asked you to marry hlmT”
"I shook my head.”
"Sideways or up and down?”—Boston Transcript
Tbere Is no piety In keepings unjust promise.—German Proverb.

DR.

MtONA
Cures Indigestion

DENTIST,
MAIN

STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

Over Bijou Theatre.

It relieves stomach misery, sour stamp
Sintoon ounce* of per'ormano. to
aoh, belching, and cures all stomach dis—try
ease or money back.
Large box of tab- pound of promise in the advertUemont,
lets 60 cents. Druggists in all towns, of THE AMERICAN.

ton, studying surgery, spent ■ few days at
home, returning Jan. 3. Earl Springer returned with him to seek employment.
KJan. 3.

A * mkrican has subscribers at 10*i
the 217 post-offices in Hancock county
All the otner papers in the (Jaunty com
..ined do not reach so many. The American is not the. only paper printed i*
Bancoi county, and has neverclaimed tc
_

r*

NORTH SULLIVAN.

.,

that

number of our townsmen
the woods for the winter.
A

prop
only paper
be,
Orly be called a Cocnty paper; all Iht
rest arc merely local papers. The circulabut it is the

can

guests

proving.
Robertson

where he has been

came

Mrs. Edna Norris left Saturday to vlsi
relatives at Ellsworth.

;

in towi

employed,

to

Pettee.

winter term of high school wil I
reopen Monday, Jan. 10, after a tw ,
The

weeks’ vacation.

Mrs. George McKay left Monday for Ha
Bangor,
Harbor to visit her son George McKay, jr. ■
spend the
and other relatives.

im-

John Merchant returned to bis work

a ;

Friends are pleased to
Sullivan Friday, after spending
twi
proved condition of Mrs. Bradbury Smith, weeks with his
parents.
of West Sullivan, who has been very ill.
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell, of Arlington
Friends here of George P. Smith, of
Miss Vida Springer left for the Univerare in town for a few weeks, guest ;
to see him in Mass.,
were
Ellsworth,
pleased
of Everett Upham and wife.
«ity of Maine Saturday.
town last week. He has nearly recovered
Ernest Torrey and wife, and Mrs
£dgar Gay, with span of horses, went to from a severe attack of rheumatism.
Milo Monday for employment.
Dennis Coombs, who have been visitin|
Saturday morning the community was relatives at
Steuben, returned Monday.
Mrs. Lucretia Downing returned to her saddened
by the news of the death of
home in East Sullivan Thursday.
The many friends of Rev. Gideon May<
Martha Bunker, wife of Allan Watson,
Reuel Small, of Caribou, was the guest which occurred Friday night at 11 o’clock, are pleased to learn that be is pleasantly
Of Henry Worcester and wife Friday.
after an illness of one week, of pneu- situated in bis new pastorate at Franklin
Mrs. Aldana Frasier, who has been visWilliam Lowrie is able to ride out, and monia. On Christmas eve she had a
it is hoped he may soon be independent Christmas tree for the children in the iting her parents, Chaney Saddler and
of a crutch.
home, and was taken ill right away. Ail wife, of Ellsworth, returned home Tueswithout avail. day.
A pleasant gathering Christmas was the that could be was done,
Mrs. Watson was one the community
Miss Marion Tracy returned to Hebron
family dinner party at the hospitable
could ill afford to lose. She was a kind
home of George IT. Dyer and wife.
Saturday, after spending a two weeks’ vaand true wife and mother, and the sym- cation with her
parents, B. E. Tracy and
A smart man for his years is Josiah
| pathy of the community goes out to the wife.
Banker, tax collector, who usually walks husband and four
children, the youngest
the rounds and makes good time on the
Guy Farrar, of Old Town, and Ralph
| sixteen months old, also to the parents, Moore, of Waltham, Mass., spent Christroad.
| sisters and brother. Funeral services mas week with relatives here and at ProsThe winter term of high school com- were held at the home
Sunday afternoon,
menced Monday.
Principal Foss and Rev. C. A. Purdy speaking comforting pect Harbor.
j
will
the
Dyer cottage, words to the bereaved ones. The Pythian j Nathan S. Bickford, a respected citisen
family
occupy
of this town, died Sunday at the advanced
Point road.
Sisters, also the Daughters of Poca- j
The ladies’ aid society presented Sidney hontas, of which the deceased was a age of ninety-one years. Funeral was
Butler with a Morris chair as a slight member, were well represented. Beauti- held at the home Tuesday, Rev. Mr. Drew
recognition of his faithfnl services as ful flowers from both societies, and from i officiating.
other friends bore silent messages of love.
janitor of the Methodist church.
j The annual installation, concert and
“The Concert of Nations” echoes reveal The bearers were Clarence and Sidney j ball of Grindstone lodge, X. O. O. F., will
the antiquity of parts of costumes—a bon- Havey, Edmund Dockham and James take place at the town hall Friday evening, Jan. 7. Kelley’s orchestra, of Bar
net, coat, ruffled shirt and shawl were Havey.
M.
Harbor, will furnish music.
well np towards the eighty-year mark.
; Jan. 3.
The embroidery club met with Mrs. J.
WEST FRANKLIN.
PRIZE SPEAKING.
W. Blaisdell Friday evening and reorganThe prize speaking exhibition of the
Carl Butler is hauling pulp wood to the
ized, extending its session into the dawn- cars for
sophomore class of the high school took
shipment.
ing of 1910. After the games a smoker
Martin Clark is in the woods chopping place Monday evening. The large audiwas enjoyed by the gentlemen.
Cake and
ence was enthusiastic in praise of the exfor S. S. Scammon.
ice-cream were served.
know

the

Mrs. H. F. Collins returned to Bangor

! cellence of
every part on the program.
Frank Bradbury is loading a car with
The first prize was won by Miss Mina
stone at East brook crossing.
HigginB; second by Miss Marcia Weston.
Mrs. Eunice Blaisdell bas been h*»re vis- The
program:
her
Mrs.
C.
E. Smith.
iting
sister,

The many friends of Harry Worcester
and wife, of Caribon, sympathize with
them in the loss of their infant son, from
heart failure. They arrived with the body
Saturday evening. Services were held
Sunday afternoon, Rev. C. E. Bromley

officiating.
Jan. 3.

B.

Music

S. S. Scammon has a small crew of
the east branch sawing pulp wood.

men

at

few days
| theThe
inhabitants

cold weather started
hustling for Are wood.
of

Frank Bragdcn, with his team, has
gone into the woods for John Blaisdell.

EAST FRANKLIN.

Oarrie, daughter of Mrs. Annie BlaisJohn L. Clark is catching pickerel on
dell, is quite ill.
the ponds here and shipping them to Bosof
Bartlett
Oassie, daughter
Stover and
ton.
wife, is quite ill.
Emery Smith and John W. Hardison
Mrs. Harry Wentworth is with Mrs.
are chopping on the Cross lots for G. S.
ErastnB Banker for a few weeks.
Hardison.

George H. Ratter is qaite ill with sciatic
rheumatism and a complication of diseases.

The question of electric lights, the
power to be furnished from Ellsworth, is

Music
My Brother Jim.Ephraim Drew
The Mistletoe Bough. Flossie Hancock
The Drummer Boy.Lena Joy
The Old Bchoolhouse.Rebie Webber
Music
How We Hunted a Mouse.Mina Higgins
Little Blossom...Olive Tracy
The Edelweiss.Hilda Sm&llidge
Bingen on the Rhine.Hazel Weston
The Swan Song.Marcia Weston
Oh, Why Should the Spirit of Mortal be
Proud.Clyde Morrison
Curfew Must Not Ring To-Night,
Grace Myrick
The Psalm -»f Life.Clara Morrison
Bijah's Story.Lizzie Merchant
Music
Grandpa’s Aversion of Slang.. Merton Wescott
Music

January 1 a reception was held at the again in the air. Agents are here
looking
Baptist church for Rev. Gideon Mayo and over t he situation.
family.
Jan. 4.
Ch’e’eb.
Mrs. Alberta Hooper and daughter Lila
Mae visited Mrs. Hooper’s aunt, Mrs. M.
GOULDSBORO.
Jan. 3.
E.
N. Ashe, at West Sullivan recently.
Mrs. Lacy Tracy is quit© ill.
SOUTHWEST
HARBOR.
Saturday evening, Jan. 1, the young
Miss Sara Delzell, of Sullivan, is visiting
The high tide of Dec. 26 did some damfriends of Earl Springer gave him a sur- friends here.
age to the small boats on the beach.
prise party and had a very enjoyable time.
obituaby.
Mrs. Maud Trask spent her three weeks’
.Carroll Blaisdell, son of T. M. Blaisdell
Bryant E. Moore, of Goaldsboro, died vacation at
and wife, who i9 attending school in Boshome, returning to her school
Dec.
Thursday,
30, aged sixty-two years. at West Eden Jan. 3.

was

Opt. Wra. Only ia 111.
A. R. Campbell ia shipping lobsters

taining by her sister, Mrs. R. D. Guptill,
Cards and games
a general favorite hew.
filled the evening. “A Trip to Paris” and

New York.

initiation in the “Boot and Shoe
club” kept the party in a merry mood,

sawmill

Chapin Bros., of Camden,

Funeral services were held here in
Union church Saturday afternoon for
Bryant E. Moore, of Gouldsboro, Rev.
George W. M. Keyes officiating. He passed
his youth and all his life in his native
town, acquiriug the sterling qualities of
New England life and thought. Though
saddened by the
we cannot help being
death of such a man, thew is the feeling
that he has done his part nob^y in the
world. The widow and bereaved children
have the sympathy of friends here.
C.
Jan. 3.

on

are

pebli

a

tree in

Neville and Morri* Power* bare rethrow
from yachting, and are at Mr*. Hoe*
Barbour’*.

REACH.

assisted in enter-

an

from

holidays.

reported in

were

dence is
pany. The hostess

WINTER HARBOR.

home*, and on Friday evening
the bell.

COUNTY NEWS

Thursday. Twenty-two
present. The Coombs resiwell arranged lor a large com-

dinner

o’clock

<*•'

was

attack of rheumatic fever.
Mrs. N. H. Williams has been ill,
threatened with pneumonia, but is im-

FRANKLIN.
are

Om»t A tfti*

Beulah

Robert

of mumps

to

her recent

COUNTY NEWS.
cases

going

Aidhliowii

Dallas Ashe, of Qouldsboro,
a few days last week, calling upon friends
May Wooster, who has
Mrs. Fannie Sargent, of Bar Harbor, 1
been very ill, is rapidly improving.
her
Eugen
daughter, Mrs.
Miss Ethel Bunker is improving from visiting
Mies

The American, barring the Bat
te
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers t rinted
<» Hancock county.

Several
town.

are

CGUNT\ XEWs
Xt»

tc

erecting

E. W. Hardy and hi* t*ro son*, Frank
lin and Cecil, arrived borne New Year’
from New York.
Jan.
3._• H.

■

Fisb creek.

Capt. James Robbins baa hauled np the
schooner Christabel.

ISLES FORD.
Mr*. Katherine Gilley is employed
James Sprague’s.

a
Moody Eaton has hauled up his boat,
Flossie Mayo, for the winter.
! Harvey Mayo and father were at hoax
Mrs. Laura Damon, of Rock port, ia slato spend Christmas.
Ellen
Mrs.
ber
mother,
Billings.
tting
John E. Banker moved his family t<
Fred Stoddard and wife are receiving
Groat Cranberry island last week.
congratulations on the birth of a son—
Augustas Spodord has moved his (amllj
Robert Eugene.
into the new boose of Herbert Spofford.
of
Port
Davis
and
Clyde,
wife,
Sydney
Mr. Lindall, of Bar Harbor, showec
spent Christ mss with Mrs. Davis’ parents,
moving picture* in the school bouse flvi
and
wtfe.
Levi Knight
last week.
Mattie O. Knight, who la teaching in evening*
MT. DESERT.
Misa Emma Jordan is at home tor Uu
the high school at Dizlleld, spent ber vaMBMOMAL RESOLUTIONS.
winter. After taking • buslneea course ai
cation of two weeks with her parents.
To the oJHcera and member* of Ml. Deeert lodge,
a Bangor college, she has been employed
Edward Powers and wife, of Little Deer
No. 140, F. and A. M.:
as stenographer and typewriter.
Tour committee on resolutions present the Isle, were the guests of Mrs. Powers’
Maynard Jordan returned to Northeast
following:
mother, Mrs. Mary Eaton, Saturday end
Harbor this week to attend school. Hi
ITterNii, Ood hath in Bis Infinite wisdom Sunday.

the

_

fit to take from among ns Brothers John
W. Richardson, Charles H. Frasier ahd David
B. Alley, and,
IHfcereas, Brothers Richardson, Frailer and
Alley were three of our most esteemed members, be it therefore
Reeolved, That in the death of these brothers, this lodge loses three of its most faithful
members, the family of each of the deceased
is bereft of a kind husband and father, and
the 8tate is deprived of three upright citisens.
Heenived, That our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days, that
these resolutions be inscribed in the records
of onr lodge, that copies be sent to the families of the deceased, and that a copy be forwarded to The Ellsworth American for
M. L. Allrn,
publication.
Lyman H. Homes,
Committee.
seen

has been at home with his parents

L.

Dec. 30.

enjoy-

ing the Christmas and New Year holidays
SOUND.
Cards have been received annoonclns
Elisabeth Taylor, ot Beech UU1, la the marriage, Dec. 27, of Lewis O. Stanley,
of Great Cranberry, and
Mias Leal
visiting Mrs. John Carter.
Miea Helen Murphy, of Seal Cove, la Sawyer, of Bear island. Both are well
known and esteemed, and have the good
visiting Miss Arliene Morphy.
wishes of aU.
School opens
Monday, Jan. 3, Mies
There was preaching in the church
Emily Phillips, of Northeast Harbor,
Sunday evening by Rev. A. P. MacDonald.
teacher.
Mr. MacDonald was called to the islands
the funeral Sunday morning of Mrs.
Caroline Rice, of Sutton’s Island. Mr*.
Rice was an aged woman, although active
until late years. She wts a “motherly”
woman, loved by all who knew her.
S.
Jan. 3.

Robert Higgins and family spent Christarith Mr. Higgins’ parents, E. M.
Higgins and wife.

to

mas

Charles Tracy and family, of Seal Harbor, spent Christmas with Mrs. Tracy’s
parents, E. M. Higgins and wife.
Sidney Higgins and family spent ChristThe following resolutions have been mas with Mrs.
SALISBURY COVE.
Higgins’ parents, H. H.
Mt.
No.
Desert
20,
by
adopted
chapter,
Young and wife, at Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Amelia Richards and daughtei
O. E. S.
There was a Christmas tree in St. James, Marie are guests at 8. N. Rich’s.
Whereat, Death has recently taken from
chapel Dec. 28. All the little ones were
Miss Addie 8. Hart, of East Holden, has
us
two
Bra.
Corson
members,
among
Joseph
remembered and enjoyed
themselvee returned for the winter term of school in
and Sister Nellie E. Richardson, therefore
Rev.
of
Mr.
Northeast
HarLee,
this district.
Resolved, That we hereby testify of their greatly.
bor, gave

faithfulness, devotion and many other good
qualities, and that it is with intense sadnese
that we realize that they are gone from ns for
all time.
Resolved,

was

a

short Christmas service which

Jan.

HALL QUARRY.
A daughter was born to William Morris
and wife Dec. 28.

WEST TRENTON.

Miss Helen Seavey spent Christmas
with her aunt, Mrs. Sarah Yonng, at
Southwest Harbor.

our

the
Ellis.

same

teachers

—

Rev. A. W. borliner and wife

receiv-

Jan. 3.

a

R.
_

BART LETTS ISLAND.

George Dully and wife, of Seaville, spent
Christmas at George Ray’s.
The school here begins Jan. 3, with Miss
Lennie Stanley, of Center, teacher.
Guy Leonard, who spent Christmas at
home, returned to West Eden Tuesday.
Elsie Robbins, who has been home the
past week, has returned to Someeville to
resume teaching.

Misses Tweedie and

past few months.
Miss Carrie Babbidge, who came home
from Portland to spend Christmas, left
last Thursday to spend the New Year
with her sister, Mrs. Charles Murphy, in

Mrs. Mary Remick left Monday for
Boston to visit her son, E. B. Remick.

are

congratulations on the birth of
daughter-Phyllis Mildred.

the

John Davis has moved his family to Bar
where he has employment.

Harbor,

wife and children
week with .rela-

the

ing

George Richardson has returned from
Stonington, where he has been working

H. H. Hopkins went to Bangor Saturday
spend Sunday with his family.

Johnson,
spending

tives In East Sullivan.

Frank R. Moore and wife, of Ellsworth,
spent Christmas with J. H. Macomber.
School reopened this morning, with

Howard Cousins left Monday for Palm
Beach, Fla.
to

have been

H.

1.

charter be draped in
mourning thirty days, and these resolutions
entered on our records, printed In Thb Ellsworth American, End a copy sent to the
families of the deceased.
R. L. G kindle,
Edith Hysom,
Mary B. Bombs.
Committee.

That

Chester

greatly enjoyed.

L.

Jan. 3.
LAMOINE.

Hazel and Joseph Hodgkins have reEvergreen hall Saturday Augusta.
turned to Hebron academy.
evening, given by the King’s Daughters,
Miss Bernice Macomber is home from
Mrs. Vida Newey, of, Winterport, is
was a success in every way.
Bridgewater, Mass., to spend the holidays
a week with her aunt, Mrs.
and
wife
have
Augustus Hopkins
gone with her parents, J. H. Macomber and apending
Lydia Hodgkins.
to Somerville, Mass., to spend the winter wife.
Misses Olive Coolidge and ^Clara Hodgwith their son, Duncan Mathews.
Jan. 3.
Briah.
kins returned Saturday to their schools
Mrs. Eva Hopkins, with her children,
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
in Blaine and Beverly, Mass.
has gone to Bangor, where her daughter
Carl Stanley is visiting his uncle, Ralph
Florence will have medical treatment.
Mrs. Mary H. 'ootidge left Saturday
for late View, where she will spend a few
After a vacation of two weeks the school Buckminster, in Sedgwick.
Among the sick are Mrs. Moody Gray, weeks with her brother, HiramiEmery.
in district No. 5 has reopened for the *finJan. 3.
B.
ter
Mrs. fimeline McFarland, Mrs. Bye and daughter Mary, Benjamin
term,
teacher.
Tracy and Helen Saunders.
SEAL COVE.
Mr. and Mrs. Bye and Howard Pierce
Kendall K. Thompson and brother WilMm. Frank Rumill is very low.
liam, after spending the holidays with and wife spent Christmas with Mrs. Jere
W. W. A. Heath, who has been;quite ill,
Thompson and miah Greenlaw, at Oceanville.
; their parents, Clifford
Galen Hatch and wife, after spending is improving,
wife, returned to Boston Monday.
Jan. 3.
S.
Christmas with Seth Hatch and wife, have
Capt. W. B. Norwood and son Willard,
returned to their home in Cambridge, of schooner M. V. B. Chase, are home for
PARTRIDGE COVE.
The social at

_

Mr. Moore had been in poor health for
Miss Lissa Mayo was home from Mt.
about eight years, beicg confined to the
Holyoke college for the holiday season;
house the greater part of that time.
He leaves a widow, one daughter-Miss also several otner students from various
Bertha Moore, and two sons -Cecil, who schools.
Mass.
Charles Fuller, who has been employed
the winter.
is in the army, and Lewis, who has
Wilson Eaton is laid Up with rheumaAnsel Stanley and wife had at home
always lived at home, and who, with his in a Portland office for the past year,
Mr*. W. J. Harper, with son Julian, vissister Bertha, has been tireless in their spent the holiday season with his parents, tism.
on
Christmas their son Walter and ited her sister, Mr*. Sadie Murphy, at
Miss
Frances
has
to
Bar
care of their father. Mrs. Moore has been George R. Fuller and wife.
Salisbury
gone
family, of Oceanville, Stephen and family, Southwest Harbor last week.
Loss of
or Dis- almost an invalid for
Harbor for the winter.
of North Stonington, and son Harry, who
Jan. 3.
many years.
N.
Henry Trask, while chopping wood with
Mr. Moore was greatly loved and reJohn Merchant, of Sullivan, visited is employed on the steamer Catherine.
his grandfather at his mountain wood
tress
After
spected, and for a number of years prior
for
is
mistrust
It
to
become
possible
Jan. 3.
H.
to his illness was one of the selectmen of lot, cut his foot severely, confining him Walter Robinson and wife last week.
contagious. Such a thing may create a
the town. Besides his immediate family, to the house for two weeks.
1
William Emery, jr., has returned to
that should
OCEAN
VILLE.
and
will
react
on
all
the
he is survived by a large number of relamaledepression
Miss Myra Wilson, who had seemed school at Bar Harbor, after spending his
tives.
George Hatch, Lottie Lufkin and Ruth ! rial affairs of your community. If them
vacation at home.
Not be
The funeral was held Saturday, Jan. 1. much better for a few wrecks, had a rewere
no
other
reason
on
Bartlett came on Monday’s boat.
earth, you ought
E. E. McFarland and wife left last week
lapse and has been seriously ill again.
The interment was at Prospect Harbor.
to cultivate tbe habit of cheerfulness.
George E. Greenlaw ia home for a visit
Appetite is just a natural desire of the
She is now slowly improving.
for Washington, D. C., to spend the
Jan. 3.
!
Jen.
with bis mother, Mrs. Mary Greenlaw.
system for food necessary to replace natH. Mann and*wife came from Massachu- winter with their daughter.
ural body waste.
Loss of appetite or
Mrs. Carrie Thurlow and little son, of
Dr. Daniel*’ Horne Kenovator—for
TREMONT.
setts on Monday to spend a few days of
Misses Charlotte and Adelaide Mcstomach distress after eating indicates inhorse
Makes lilotxi— gives vim,
Eben B. Clark lost a horse to-day.
Mr. Mann’s vacation at Soathwest Har- Farland have returned to Bar Harbor, Pequot, Minn., are visiting Mrs. Tfaur- j your
I
or
is
a
digestion
dyspepsia. Over-eating
strength and health.
low’s parents, F. M. Trundy and wife.
Jacob Kellay arrived home from Bar bor, guests of Roderick Clark and wife.
after spending their vacation here.
habit very dangerous to a person’s good
Miss Alice Lane returned to her school
Harbor last week.
Miss Flora Gilley, who has been in a
William Emery and wife entertained a
genera! health, and insatiable appetite is a
^CUcrUsaucniA,
! William Albee and wife left Thursday Portland telephone exchange the past six few friends last Friday night to watch the in Rockland, Mass., Monday. She was
com mom symptom of diabetes
!
] accompanied by Vesta Joyce, who will
It is not what you eat but what you di- for an extended visisf' to Massachusetts months, has recently been promoted tc old year out and the new one Jn. Revisit relatives in Maiden.
the superintendence of several departfreshments were served.
gest and assimilate that does you good, and New Hampshire.
Dec. 31.
A.
a position of responsibility, thus
A.
Jan.
3.
ments,
dome of the
and
Friends
heaviest
here
of
Frank
strongest,
Rnmill, of
her ability in the work.
proving
healthiest persons are moderate eaters.
West
are
Treuiont,
|
pained to hear of the
OAK JOINT.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Schools opened here Monday, Dec. 27,
There is nothing that will create sick- serious illness of his wife.
n utv1 rt &s of child re a and adults hare worm*,
Cushman Alley has returned home from
Barbour spent Christinas in RockCapt.
in
of
with
Miss
Carroll
Beatrice
ness or cause more trouble than a disortu arc treated for other diseases.
Dec. 31.
charge
Kin.
The syrnpI
»m* are
land with his wife.
Lawrence, Mass.
mdierstion, foul tongue, offensive
the primary, and Miss Aquaia Richarddered stomach, and many people daily con»re:ith, sen*e of fullness. eyes «iu 1 and hearv.
Alice Minton, who has been teaching in
son of the grammar grade.
William Holmes and wife, of Minturn,
TRENTON.
tract serious maladies simply through disof
High school
itebimr
thenose, grinding: of lac teeth, alow
fever and often, in children, convulsion*.
regard or abuse of the stomach.
K. L. Moore, jr., who has been ill the will reop n next week, taught by Mr spent Christmas with Mrs. Holmes’ par- Addison, is borne.
We urge every one suffering from any ! past two
Plant, w ho has given general satisfaction ents, S. J. Stinson and w ife.
Chester Grindle was in Bar Harbor on
weeks, is better.
stomach derangement, indigestion or dysCtfUMUH last
Union Christmas trees made glad th<
The union grammar school has
been I business last week.
Mrs. Percy Moore and son Frank, of
H the best worm remedy made. Purely vegwhether
acute
or
Jan. 3.
chronic, to try Ellsworth
pepsia,
hearts of the children at the Congregaclosed the past week, as the teacher is ill
c.
.ahte.
Where
no worms are present.acts as
are
at
Albert
Falls,
boarding
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, with the disa tonic to correct stomach and towels, bure
tional church Saturday evening, Dec. 25
of pneumonia.
His parents came from
Jordan’s.
relict for constipation and biliousness. Aslt
NORTH
DEER
ISLE.
tinct understanding that we will refund
Even the older people were remembered ir Boston Dec. 29.
your drugs'-st for True’* Elixir.
Mrs. C. C. Young and son Henderson
their money, without question or formalChristmas was observed by a number of
the distribution of gifts. The Sundaj
"Ktrpt |ton and pour ehiklren veil:*
W. W. Kennedy is engineer on the
left Tuesday for Aiken, 8. C., for the
S*c.. CO*., ai.oo
if
after
reasonable
use
of
this medifamilies having Christmas trees at their
ity,
under the direction of Miss Bea
Vinalhaven until an engineer can be se- I
a CO., Auburn, Ms.
benefit of her son’s health. Miss Emilie school,
cine they are not satisfied with the results.
> trice Carroll, gave a pretty
program.
cured
for
the
steamer
Gov.
Bodwell.
It
is
"We recommend them to our customers Young accompanied them to Bangor.
Jan. 3.
Spray.
understood that Hollis Pettingill will go
Jan. 3.
Mat.
every day, and have yet to hear of any
! on the Bodwell.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
one who has not been be net! tied by them.
i
! Jan. 3.
Spec.
NORTH LAMOINE.
We honestly believe Bexall Dyspepsia
Mrs. Phoebe Temple, of Birch Harbor
Tablet! to be without equal. They are
Miss Hazel Kelley, who has been visit- is visiting friends here.
GOTT’S ISLAND.
made from the prescription of a physician ing relatives in Bangor, has returned.
These conditions come from overwork, a weak
Mrs. Nathan Banker, of Winter Harbor
Mrs. Charles H. Harding is visiting at
stomach, overtaxed nerves
who devoted his time to the study and
or feeble blood.
When you feel “all
{ Capt. A. B. Holt and wife are occupying was a recent guest of her sister, Mn
Atlantic.
in”—-hardly able to drag about, do
no
treatment of stomach troubles. They give their
ambition, easily exhausted and can’t sleep—take
energy,
Hen ry Hamilton.
cottage, the Eims, fox the winter.
I Mrs. Holsey Moore had a bad attack of
very prompt relief, stimulate the secreMrs. Abbie Austin is visiting her
Miss Gertrude Bickford has conclude* [ asthma this week, but is better.
tion of gastric juices, strengthen the di- |
daughter, Mrs. J. Wesley Bowden, at her vacation and returned to Biggin 1
Benjamin Higgins, of McKinley, is
gestive organs, aid to good digestion and North Castine.
classical institute, Charleston.
the
spending his Christmas vacation with
assimilation, regulate
bowels, and
Jan. 3.
Y.
The Christmas concert, which was post
friends here.
promote nutrition.
poned from Sunday to Monday night, wa 1
We urge you to try a 25-cent box ol
Supervisor of schools, £. B. Clark,
Drop by drop the offensive dischai-K
^ note what a difference
E
Bexall Dyspepsia Tablets, which give 1£ caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the hack a success, and the Sunday school realized 1 visited the school here Wednesday. The
they make in your condition. The stontsch is the
first to feel the good effects. Food tastes
sum
for
work.
its
At
the
end
of
of
good
treatment.
that
time
the nose Into the throat, setting up an ingood, the digestion is strengthened;
school is taught by Miss Bessie Young, of
days*
bowels and bile work
regularly, the blood U cleansed, and the nerves rested.
John 8. Coombs and wife opened thei p Corea.
your money will be returned to you flammation that is likely to mean Chronic
The whole system
responds to the tonic action of Beechaa*** Kite. Soon
if yon are not satisfied. Of course, in Bronchitis. The most satisfactory remedy hospitable home to a large party to a 3
Jan. 1.
Chips.
there is the buoyant
feeling of returning health.
tor Catarrh is Ely’s Cream Balm, and the rechroniccases length of treatment varies
lief that follows even the first application
causes headache, nausea, diz|
Constipation
Rev.
W.
Williams
TVatifl«s
I.
two
sizes
For such cases we have
larger
cannot be told in words. Don’t suffer a day
ziness, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic
Rev. I. W. Williams, Huntington, W. Va
which sell for 50 cents and fl.00. Rememwrites os as follows: •‘This is to certify tha t physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels sad
j longer from the discomfort of Nasal Catarrh.
Remedies
ii
ber you ean obtain Kexall
I used Foley’s Kidney Remedy for nervou 9 don't cure. Doan's
Cream Balm is sold by all druggists for 50
Regulets act gently and
Ellsworth only at our store—The Rexal cents, or mailed by Ely Broe., M Warren exhaustion and kinney trouble, and am free t
cure constipation. 26 cents. Ask your
drng- 1
Boxes 10c. and 25<u, with full directions.
say that Foley’s Kidney Remedy will do tL. I
I
office
Store. E. G. Mooss, cor. opp. post
Street, New York.
I you claim for it.” G A. Pabchsb.
J gist.—4 ««.
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Cause for Alarm.
Appetite

Eating
Symptoms
Disregarded.

|

—

TRUE’S Elixir

j

~~

Weak? Tired? Run-down?

j

BEECHAM’S PULS

Fresh Strength and New Life

I

COUNTY NEWS

Cole’* hill. For a time (eara were entertained of her recovering, bat she ie now

COUNTY NEWS.

lAgat Vtfitom*

legal IToticn.

A TKAVKLI.INO >*ALK»NAN
H. F. Beers, «l7-7th Ave., Peoris, 111., writes:
**I have been troubled for sometime with kid*
ney trouble, so severely at times I could
scaoely carry my grips. After using one
bottle of Foley’s Kidney Pills I have been entirely relieved, and cheerfully recommend
them to all.” Foley’s Kidney Pills are healing and antiseptic and will re tore health and
strength. G. a. Pane ns.

improving rapidly.
Collector’s Advertisement of Sole of Lands
ORLAND.
Millard J>igbton has nearly recovered
of Hmi'Kutdeot Owners.
of
the
from
winter
term
his
Mm
Flora
academy
A.
wboM
opened
illness
thrown
TIM
from
injuries by being
Sparrow,
Unpaid tares on lands s tasted In the town of
his carriage two weeks ago.
has been reported, is very low.
Jan. 3.
Southwest Harbor, in the county of HanMrs. Brainsrd King, ol North Bradford,
cock, for the year 1900.
Miaa Joy Hinckley left for Monticello
Examples of pluck are not confined
following list of taxes on real estate
Jan. 1.
wholly to the boys here. Nellie Pervear, ia visiting her parents, Virgil Holt and
of non-resident owners in the town of
THE
Southwest Harbor, afoiesaid, for the year 1900,
KifltoaB* mt Stamtaai
HIM Mildred Cbaae haa (one to Sedg- disregarding sero weather, walks to the wife.
committed to me for collection for said town,
Corner, four miles, to attend high school,
Miss Eleanor dross has returned from
wick to teach.
on the fifteenth day of Uaj, 1909, remains
and walks home every night.
Brewer
unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if
after
there
sixteen
teaching
Charles Greene spent a day or two in
said taxes with interest and charges are not
Jan. 3.
Xenophon.
weeks.
previously paid, so much of the real estate
Bangor last week.
taxed as is sufficient to psy the amount due
Mrs. M. E. Dresser is reported as quite
E. A. Bolter has had a telepoone intherefor, including interest and charges, will
NORTH CASTINE.
be sold without further notice at public sue
ill; also S. B. Holt, Virgil Holt, Mr.
sulted In his boose.
la K fleet Hot. 29, 1009.
tlon at Mason to hall, in said town, on the first
Dana Hall has a large crew catting
Feavey andothers.
Monday in February, 1910. at 9 o’clock a. m.
BAB HABBOB TO BAHOOH.
Miaa Hay Oartis haa returned to Cariboo lumber for his qiill.
Miss Lena Clement, who was recently
and Mias Hittie McIntyre to Presque Isle.
Ralph Snow is home from Fltchbarg, operated upon at the Eastern Maine gen- BAB HABBOB....1,
Name of owner, description Vain* incld in
Sorrento
The installation ceremonies of the Odd Mass., for the
of property.
ation <%chgs.
holidays.
eral hospital, is reported as rapidly re- Sullivan
Fallows and Bebekah lodges will be held
Mrs Abbie M, EllsMt
Desert
Fulton,
Ferry
and wife, of Castine, are covering.
Colby
Gray
land
hounded
worth,
S
Maine,
0.
Waukeag Fy.
Thursday evening, Jan.
on N by land J T R Freemau
visiting at Frank E. Witham’s.
The ladies of the Congregational society Hancock
& jtbers, E by shore, 8 by
The Udlee’ Congregational circle was
Franklin Road
Archie Perry left Thursday for Boston, gave an entertainment and sale of fancy
Ada Kimnall »nd
Hora.e
Jane
Wash’gt’n
entertained Dec. 80 by Mrs. Arthur Oray,
Stanley toelr*,W by town road.
after a vacation at his home here.
cooked food, etc., which was well ELLSWORTH
article^,
Cottage end atub'e. land
Ellsworth Falls
Mrs. J. W. Kane and Miss Emma Qrindle.
bounded on N by cemetery
Chester Webster recently cat his foot patronised. A good sum was realised.
j Nicolin
Mrs. Baker assisted.
lot, easterly by town road. 8
while chopping in the woods.
The many friends of Miss Grace B. I Green Lake...
badly
and W by land of Horace
Lake
Phillips
The week of prayer will be observed by
Stanley and others,
*2,618 * 66 2
Miss Annie B Conner spent Christmas Douglass regret to learn she is a great Holden..
Greet v. Everard H. Ellsworth,
onion meetings of the two churches. The
June
sufferer having acute muscular rheuma- Brewer
undivided
with
Maine,
one-halt
her
W.
G.
Conner
and
wife.
BANGOR.ar
parents,
services will be held with the Baptist
lot «t Ship Harbor, land
with fever. To-day her condition is
Mrs. J. E. Blodgett and Mrs. W. G. tism,
bounded on E by Aden lot. 8
church the first three nights and the rePortland.ar
as slightly more comfortable.
reported
Boston.ar
by Hboce, W by »liii> Harbor,
|
mainder of the week, closing Friday, with Conner, who have been ill, are improving.
N by mad. Undivided oneJan. 1.
D.
BANGOR TO
half lot. orth of ro.id at Ship
the Congregational chorch.
Wilbert F.. Ordway and wife were guests
Harbor, land bounded on 8
EAST SURRY.
Boston...lv
A union watch night service was held in of W. 8. Bridges and wife, of Penobscot,
by road, N and W by Elizabeth Maud), s er. E by said
the Baptist chapel Friday night. It was Saturday and Sunday.
Susie, wife of Walter Kane, who has Portland..lv
Manometer A
Farrow lot.
Unoivideu '.i Birch Cliff lot
well attended and much enjoyed by those
Miss Ada F. Conner has returned to been seriously ill, is improving.
Her
BANGOR.lv
f 40 a, bounded on north by
From
the
hours
of
10
to
11
a
soCastine after a few weeks with her many friends hope to see her out again Brewer June...
present.
town line, W on Beech Hill
Holden
road. 8 by Femaid's laud,
cial time was enjoyed and doughnuts and brother, George P. Conner.
scon.
Lake
east by Ecbo lake,
Phillips
880
1169
Then
came music, reading
coffee served.
Earl Johnson, of Machiasport, who has Green Lake..
Tbe school in the Km cry on district is
Goodwin, Frank J. Pawtucket,
Nicolin
It I, laud bounded on N by
of scripture, by Uov. R. L. Olds; prayer, in
several
weeks
Miss
with
his
Marion
Bpeut
session, taught by
grandpar- Ellsworth Falls
Coombs,
land of Jan es E Stanley, E
Rev. Charles Hargrove; special music, by of lalesboro.
by shore, 8 ami W by land of
ents, C. C. Johnson and wife, has returned ELLSWORTH
A W Bet- and cottage,
Wash’gt’n June
46 ai
1,500
quartette; address, which was a review of t
home.
Mrs. Porter Moulton, accompanied by
Franklin Road.
K *iRhn, Mary O, heiiscf. Philathe year, Mr. Olds; singing. As the town
Hancock
delphia,
Pa, land bcuuri-d on
her brother, Jay Dodge, left last week for
Misses Alice B. and Adelle J. Conary,
S
N by. private way of H Clark,
Waukeag,
Fy
clock struck toe hour of midnight, Miss
her home in Brewer.
W by land of H A Ininan and
daughters of Otis Couary and wife, of this Mt Desert Ferry
Mildred Bette! recited Tennyson’s “Ring
Sullivan
Robert Kuighn. 8 by land of
have been in Boston several weeks.
place,
Howard
of
the
steamer
Sorrento
Heath,
A Reeves, b by shore, s one
Capt.
out the old; ring, in the new”.
Field lot,
cottage thereon.
Britannia, with his wife, was a recent They will Rave Boston Tuesday, Jan. 4, BAR HARBOR....ar
M.
Jan. 3.
land bounded on N by town
for Palm Beach, Fla., to spend the rest of
guest of his mother, Mrs. Georgia Heath.
road, E by lai d of Young,
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
the winter.
Another
Dark and H Clark, 8 by land
daughter, Mias p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10 52
BKOOKUH.
Miss Mabel Wilson, who is teaching in
of H Clark. W by land ot Ru
Esther, is also in Boston, but will soon re- j p. m. connect with Washington Co. By.
fus McKay.
H Clark lot,
Mrs. E. A. Griffin Is very 111.
Brewer, is spending the Christmas recess turn home to
t Stops on signal to conductor,
land bounded on N by town
spend the rest of the winter
with her
Charles Wilson and
BUJEH1BL.

E. B. Kune and wife have returned from
South Blue hill.

M iaa Clara Frcetbey returned to Providence, R. 1., Friday.
Gardner Hinckley came from Rockland
Tuesday to visit his family.
Bert Anderson and Charles Tyler have
gone to Surry smelt fishing.
O. L. Fly© has returned to his school at
Bar Harbor, and Will Nutter to his at
Bluehili.

parents,

with her

wife.

Tbe Christmas trees and entertainments
at the Perkins schoolhouse Friday evening and at the Dunbar schoolhouse Saturday evening were enjoyed by appreciative audiences.
Fred F. Wardwell and wife were visited
Christmas by ten of their thirteen children and also

by twelve grandchildren
Vera, Thcrese, Hayden, Neil, Malcolm,
Kathleen, Paul, Albert, Marie, Arthur,
William Talnter returned to Beverly, Doris, Marion.
Maas., Friday, accompanied by his father,
Dec. 37.
L.

—

Samuel Tainter.
Mr*. Ada Shea

came

SARGENT VULLE.

from Bar Harbor

Saturday, called here by the illness of her , Mrs. George Jordan is visiting friends
in Cape Rosier.
sister, Mrs. Griffin.
Mrs. U. J. Lymburner and children are
Mrs. Belle Blake and Eldorus H. Bridges
guests ol her parents in Isiesboro.
were married at the home of J. J. Bridges
and wife Tuesday evening.
Miss Myrtle Nevells, of Brooksville, has
Th« y are
keeping house in Capt. R. C. Stewart's been the guest of Miss Grace Wood.
house this winter.
Mrs. James Bayard has returned from a
Mrs. Samuel Tainter died at her home
an illness
o a few
weeks. She leaves a husband,
two daughters- Mrs. Eugene Kane and
Mrs. Waiter Crockett, of this place, and
tw * sons—William and Clayton, of Beverly, Mnhs. She will be greatly missed.
Tne "vinpathy of the community is exto the family in their great batend
n i»t.
Services were held at her late
res v
hot'
•«n»day afternoon, Rev. E. E.
Small officiating.
Cnk Fkmme.

Tuesday morning, Dec. 28, after

NORTH BROOKJJN.

By

a

Je
Pari

t

Roberta has painted his house.
V u'»g is housekeeping for John

G
his h nit

Is ighton is slowly recovering
t borne here.

RebriinMtD
i

sent

of

in progress tor the predrama here soon.

are
a

P

iVrv^ar has bought the Haskell
Sargent wchk! lot of John Thurston.
H
> Burns has had to give up his
fiii ui on the Pemaquid, and is at home
<

~

X*1

SUKKY.

Boston and St John.

The hshermen have not d.^ne much the
past week. Although all have caught a
few fish, the catches are small, showing
that the use of Beines is breaking them
up just sb they have other Hsh.
Jan. 3.
S.

Harry Coombs, of Concord, Mass., is the
guest of his grandmother, Mrs. Ethelinda

Reduced Winter Fares,

$3.00
week’s ill-

a

Between Bar Harbor and Boston

ness.

Alden Conary and son Lester
logs and stave wood.

cutting

are

Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 0
Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
east Hariu r. southwest Haibor, Manset,
Stontngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for boston.
Steamer

The factory is closed and the young
are looking for other work.

a m,
men

Coombs.

Most of the men are cutting their wood,
but there iB no snow for hauling yet.

William Higgins, of the schooner Lyman
Law, is spending a few weeks with his
family here.

Wilfred Conary has returned to school
in Bangor after two weeks’ vacation.
Jan. 3.
Cbumbs.

Norf

Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll 900 am,
Mo .days and Thursdays for South Bluehlll,
Brooklln, Sedirwick, Deer Isle. Sargentvllle,
South Rrooksvllie, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

_

Mrs. Pitt W. Danforth, of East Orange
N J., is spending a few weeks with her
mother, Mrs. Lydia Gower.
A successful Sunday school Christmas
tree was held at the chapel Friday evening
Dec. 24. After a short program by the
children, Santa Claus distributed gifts

with

Miss Una Gray, of Penobscot, was the
guest of I. J. Cousins and wife Saturday
and

in excellent couditon add the full
added to the pleasure of the evening.

was

moon

At

0

apples

o’clock hot coffee, doughnuts and
were

served.

Dec. 28.

Sim»

William
week.

Howland arrived home

Sunday.

New turbine steel steamer Belfast leaves Boston nt5 pm, Tuesdays and Fridays for Rockland.
Leave Rockland

At a regular meeting of Bagaduce lodge,
F. and A. M., the following officers were
installed by B. H. Cushman, of Rising
Star lodge: T. T. Harvey, W. M.; C. H.
Babbidge. 3. W.j J. E. Bpwdep, ). W.;

a bountiful hand.
Saturday evening an enjoyable skating
party took place on the mill pond. There
were about eighty people present.
Tho A.

ice

RETURNING

NOKTH BKOOK8VLLLE.

ti Ji

N. SnoW, tt’easHPet’l

at

5.15

a

m.

or on

arrival of

steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, and Intermediate landings.

E- L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Cousins,

secretary] H; F -. ttoW, 8. D.; Roscoe Ingalls, J. D.; Floyd Black, 8. 8.; James
Campbell, J. 8.; Harry Saunders, tyler.
C.
Jan. 3.

ILcgal 2Cotiers.
STATE

OF MAINE.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lands
of Non-Resident Owners.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
big scallop catcher, Irving D. Olsen,
E»ton, of McKinley, landed passen-

Eastern Steaiostiip Goipany

BLUEHILL PALLS.
A. H Conary is ill.
David Friend is very feeble.
Stewart Conary is out after

Miss Vera Harding has returned to
Pittsfield, where she is attending school.

i.L

fcapt.

east of

C.

District Superintendent Haskell con- j
to proPassengers are earnest!
estly requestly
ducted service in the .Methodist chapel cure tickets before enter]
tfcering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falla and Falla to
Sunday evening and administered the rite especially
Ellsworth.
ot baptism to a large class of converts.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
General Passenger Agent.
The Surry primary school, taught by
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Miss Lena Sperry, closed Dec. 31. Those
Vice President A General Manager.
not absent or tardy were
Helen M.
Portland, Me.
Crocker, Mabel E. Kane and William W.
Williams.

visit with friends in Massachusetts.
Miss Fidelia Dow is spending the week
with her parents at North Brooksville.

Stops only to leave passengers from points
Washington Janet on
a Stops to leave nut not to take passengers.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
e

parents.

Jan. 3.i

A Thought for Every Day.
last

Thursday.

Unpaid

taxes on

lands situated in the town of

Bluehill' in the county of Hancock, for the

To him that lives well, every form of
life is good.—Johnson.

year 19 9.

road, E and 8 by Robert
Kaighn, W by Fred Young,
Kelley, Lizzie M, Tiemont,

Maine, land from John F
Norwood and is a part ot lot
No 3, on plan of S> lem Town
Junior, and described fully
in Hancock registry of deeds,
book 360, page 499,
Northeast
Lurvey, Reuben,
Harbor, Me, Allen Hopkins
lot. land bounded on N by
land of Setb Lurvey, E by
land of Alton Trundy, 8 by
heirs of Abbie Lnrvey, Why
Long Pond road. Isaac Lurvey lot, land bounded on S by
lsnd of 8 W Herrics, W by
land of George Gilley, E by
land of A I Holmes and Clark
brothers, N unknown,
Melindy, .’lice J, Avon. Mass,
Island House, stable aud lot,
land bounded on north, east
and west by land of H Clark,
south by town road,
Mooney, John P, Bangor, Me,
land bound*d on 8 by shore,
N by road, E by Kent, W by
heirs of John Dolliver and
barn.
Land bounded on N
by Geo Kent, Lucy King and
F Dolliver, E by Kent and
shore, 8 by land of Fanny
Mayo, W by land of Frank

6,975

3,700

172 61

92 70

McMullin,

Moore. Carrie N, North Ellswor h, Maine, land bounded
N and W by P. D.
Gilley, 8
by land of Beth Lurvey, E by
road and cottage,
Macouiher, John H, Hall Quarry. Maine, ptrt of lot No 105,
Land
containing 44 acres.
bouDdtd on N by town line,
E by shore, S by Hale. Grindle and others, W by Echo

A Good Reason.

Ed. Beal is employed in the store of
P. Leach & Co., during the illness of
Mr. Leach.
The many friends of Albert P. Leach are

A.

Ellsworth People Can Tell lou

Why It la

So.

Doan’s Kidney Pills care the cease of
disease, and that is why the cures are
always lasting. This remedy strengthens
and tones op the kidneys, helping them to
drive oat of the body the liquid poisons
that cause backache, headache and distressing kidney and urinary complaints.
Ellsworth people testify to permanent
cures.

Mrs. O. M. Alexander, 3 Washington St.,
Ellsworth, Me., says: “Borne years ago 1
suffered severely from backache. The
trouble was not constant but came on in
■pells, and often 1 had to give up and go to
bed for the lemainder of the day. When
1 arose in the morning I had a terrible
pain across my loins and was scarcely able
to get about. My mother, knowing of my
condition, procured a supply of Dean’s
Kidney Pills (or me at Moore’s drug store,
and I began their use.
1 noticed an improvement after I had finished the contents of one box, and as I continued with
the remedy my condition improved. From
that time to this 1 have never had any
serious retorn of kidney trouble andean
praise Doan’s Kidney Pills in the highest
terms. Doan’s Ki In y Pills proved just
as effective in my child’s ca»e, relieving
him of backaeke and greatly strengthening his kidneys.”
Price 60 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Mitburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents tor the United Btat»s.
Remember the name—Doan's-and take
no other.

glad
hope

to hear that he is
see him out soon.

recovering,

and

to

Fred S. Beal is able to attend to his
duties again, after haring been confined
to the house for several weeks.
All the students from this place who are
attending the academy at Bluehill returned to their school Monday.
Miss Nan J. Grindle, who spent Christwith her parents here, has returned
to her school in Haverhill, Mass.
Everett Bnow and George Whitehouse
Edare building a large power boat for
ward Bnow man, of Springfield, Mass.
mas

casual

incident of it.— Disraeli.

If you would make your mind strong,
you must give it strong food. Read the

best.—Anthony Trollope.
Tuesday.
It is vanity to wish for length of life,
care little that the life should be
well spent.— Thomas A. Kempis.

and to

Wednesday.
Laws and principles are not for the time
when there is no tempation; they are for
such moments as this, when body and
soul rise in mutiny against their rigor.—
Charlotte Bronte.

Impiety is the greatest of indiscretions.
Rivarol.

Banking.

Hev. Mr. and Mrs. Young delightfully
entertained the young people of the village at the parsonage last Monday even-

ing.
Jan. 1.

G.

EAST BLUEHILL.
Willis Witham has gone to Redstone,
N. H.
A. J. Long, of Waterville, spent Friday
with relatives here.
W. C. York took Charles Alley to Tremont last week in his sloop.
Nelson Candage had two hogs killed
last week, one weighing 453 pounds and
the other 448 pounds.
Jan. 3.

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

900

14 62

Street, G*o H, 50 Moreland St,

Roxbury, Mass, land from 8
W Herrick, bounded on N by
Great Pond, E, 8 and W by 8
W Herrick,
Wyman, Levi B, heirs of Ellsworth. Maine, undivided onefourth of tea (10) aces froth
J A Freeman, bounded on N
by private way of J A Freeman. E by J W Somes and
Eliza Robinson, 8 by said
Robir rod, W by laud of G H
Kittredge. Wa*d lot aud undivided bail of ten (10) acres,
bounded 8 by Ambrose ?*tauley'a latod, W by land of Wil-_
liaikl H Ward N by heirs of
Horace Stanley, K by town
road. See Haucock Co regisof deeds, book 820, page

A
now

opeu.

NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each. monthly pay
merits, 81 per share,

WHY

PAY

RENT

when you can burrow on your
a first mortgage and
re«iuc»- tt every month? Monthly
nu interest together
payments
wifi amount to but little more.,
than yon are now paymg for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

shares, give

R-

It is a dangerous thing to take a cough
mediciue containing opiates tuat merely stille
froley a
of curing it.
your cough instead
Honey and Tar loosens and cures the cough
and expels the poisonous germs, thus preKeventing pueumouia and consumption.
fuse substitutes and take only the genuine
the
Tar
in
and
package.
yellow
s
Foley Honey
£1. i. Pabchbk.

if

Ellsworth Loan and Building Ass’i.
is

OWN

YOUR OWN
For

HOME.

particulars inquire ol
O. W. Tamlby, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

A. W.'Kino. President.

worth (corporation), holds
claim by
incld in ! gage on a certain lot or parcel of land situunknown, d-scription of property.
Acres. Value. & chgs.
ate in Atnherst, in said Hancock county, described as follows, to wit:
Bowden. Alberts, house
Beginning at the northwest corner of Elijah
occupied by William
lot
Bissit,
9400
9 8 ee Richardson’s home lot, near the store occupied by William Johust >c; thence running
Goulet Grace E. South
street field of R G W
easterly by the line of said Richardson’s land
to the M. W. corner of lot No 39; thence north12
200
4 84
Dodge, eat.
erly by line of lot No. 39 to the cent**- of the
Emery, Charles H, the
Main road leading from Anthers'. corner to
Williard Dow and Fogg
Aurora; thence westerly and southerly by the
farms on Long Island,
center of said road to the place of beginning,
bounded on north by
containing two acres, more or less, with all
land of S H Chatto and
Carter
buildings thereon.
Amos
heirs,
Also ano< h« lot of land in said Amherst beb >u h and east by Blueing all and the same lot described as conhill bay. west by land
of B P Cole and arch E
veyed in the deed from Jeremiah T. Giles to
William J. Johnston dated October 14. 1835,
Cole.
130
99 2(
1,000
and recorded in Hancock county registry of
Emerv,Charles H, Brown,
deeds, in book 201, page 529. to which record
A Co. land
McAllist
on Long Island, boundexpress reference is hereby made for more
ed norm by land of G
particular description.
Said mortgage is dated August 7. 1908. and
W Grlndie, south and
Hancock county deeds, in
recoidei with
east by
Abbie Joyce
book
Tne conditions of said
451, page 440.
west
land
of
land,
by
30
300
6 7(
mortgage have been broken and remain unClarence Chatto,
performed, by reason whereof the underGray, Luther W, wood
signed mortgagee claims foreclosure of said
land and the Leonard I
105
186
mortgage aud gives this m tice for that pur4 V>
Gray wood lot.
Gray. Charles E, the
1,1910.
27
30
5f
Samuel A Gray lot,
Union Trust Company, op Ellsworth,
Gray, Charles E, the
By L. M. Moore, Treasurer.
the John A Staples lot
J. A. Peters, attorney.
near Sedgwick
town
2 44
50
76
Griudle,
J,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Medbury
laud on
house a><d
he has been duly appointed adminis800
6 7(
lot
Long Island.
trator of the estate of
Irwin, Walter R. DougJOSEPH CORSON, late of TRENTON,
500
10W
lass laud and buildings, 103
in the couuty of Hancock, deceased, and
Irwin, Walt, tt. Stewart
All pergiven bonds a- the law directs
laud and James Doug800
16 30 sons having demands against the estate
48
lass farm,
of Raid deceased are desired to present
Irwin.Walter R. Bluehill
45
200
4 84 tbe same for settlement, and all indebted
Mining Co. land,
thereto are requested to make payment imIrwin. Walter R, Mammediate!*.
Ansel L. Manchester.
20
2 44
75
moth Mining Co, laud,
Northeast Harbor, Dec. 20, 1909.
Walter
R,
Irwin,
Young
20
20
30
He-ckla mining land,
Thom, It W, bouse and
lot at E Bluehill oc425
9 10
lot
cupied by R B Long.
Walker Granite Co. land
at K Bluehill. bouudei
we-t by
highway to
Morgan’s bay, north by
H
A K Carter and A
Webber, east by Luther W Bridges, south by
sch 'olbouse lot, F D
Long lot ami W M
6 78
COO
Ward well land,
9

January

earn

of Hancock county:

I

that the Castine Water Company, a corporation existing under the laws of Maine, by virtue ot chapter 1M of the private and special
laws of the year 10*5. and ikt amendment!
thereof and the additions thei oto, said ooew
poratiou being located in Castine, to said
county, on January I, 1900, took under the
of its charter and gave notice that
authority
it should tske, bold and use as for public usee
the following described tract or parcel of
land situated in said Castine, to wit:
Beginning on the uorthwest side of High
street at land of Thomas B. Hale; thenea
westerly along said street about eight hundred and seventy>five feet to land of he late
Geo. H. Wither!**; thence at nearly right
angles along said Whberle line northerly
about two hundred and twenty-tbre< feet to
stake and stones; thence nortlieaste< Iv along
line o* land of s«l<J Wither!** and land of M.
J. Abbott ubi ut five hundred and -eventy-ono
feet to stake and stones on land < f said Hales
thence southerly on line of said id le about
nineteen ft el to *t ke and s onea; thence
easterly along said Hale’s land am ut two
hundred and forty*five feet to stake and
stones; thence along said Hale's land southerly about four hundred and hirty nine feet
to place of beginning, the abo\e described
premises being known as the Co lins h«anp”.
That the unden>igu« d nave t u stained damage by such taking and using of said *nd of
which they are the owners;
That the undersigned and said Water Company do nut agree upon the amount of compensation for such taking and using;
Wherefore. your petit loners pray that doe
notice be given by >our honorable board and
that you cause the danmg s lor such t king
to be assessed as provided in the act of incorporation of said Water Company
And further, yonr pMitfor.es allege that
said Water Company has :>t*uun to occupy
such land before the r. n ’i«ion of any judgment for damages for the taking thereof.
Wherefore, your pe itioi.ers p ay that the
r.
S lid Water
tjulreil to fil©
Company nu
its bond with your bo- or able board in such
sum and with su< > suri ties us may be approved by you conditioned for the payment
ot said damages, or a deposit with the clerk
of such sum as may
a
finally awardtd as
damages, with cosih ueu recovered by your
petitioners, within ninety days after notice of
the final judgment shall have been received
by the clerk ol com ts
Dated at Ellsworth, in said county, this 14th
day of December, 1909.
W. F. Collins,
Sarah L. Collins,
An nib Collins,
Frank I. Collins,
Willard F. Collins,
Annie E. Collins,
Mrs. W. C. Collins,
All by John A. Peters, their attorney.
>

»

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Court of County Commia*
siouers, October Term, A. D. 1909Upon the foregoing: petition the commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
inquiry into the
merits is expedient, and that the pet itionere
ought to be heard touching the matter set
forth in their petition;
Order—That the county commissioners meet
at the Castine House, in said town of Castine*
on Wednesday, the 16th day of February, A. D.
1910, at 10 o'clock A. M., and thence proceed to
view the property mentioned in said petition*
immediately after which view, a hearing of
the parties and witnesses will be had at some
convenient place in the vicinity, and such
other measures taken in the premises as the
commissioners shall judge proper.
And it is
further
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
pumose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested copy of *he
petition and this order thereon, upon .he
clerk of the town of Castine, a like copy upon
the Castine Water Company by serving said
attested copy upon the clerk of said corporation. and by posting up attested copies as
aforesaid in three public places in said town
at
least before
time
the
thirty days
appointed for said view, and by publishing the petition and order thereon*
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, the first
to be thirty days at least before
le time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think fit.
And whereas it has been made to appear
that the said Castine Water Company has begun to occupy the land described in the foregoing petition of W. F. Collins and others before the rendition of any judgment for said
Whereas the petitioners have asked in their
pet tion that the said Castine Water Company
may be required to file its bond to said petitioners with the county commissioners in
such sum and with such sureties as they may
approve conditioned for the payment of such
damages as may be awarded for such taking,
or a deposit with the cterk of said county
commissioners of such sum as may be finally
awarded as damages with costs when recovered by the petitioners within ninety days
after notice ox final judgment shall have been
received by the clerk of courts;
It istnerefore further ordered that the said
Castine Water Company file its bond o the
with the courfty commissioners of
[ancock county in the sum of three thousand
dollars (#3.0u0) with sureties to be approved
by the said county commissioners, conditioned for said payment or deposit as required
by the charter of said Castine Water Company. And that notice of this order be given
to the said Water Company together with notice of the petilton.
Attest: —John F. Knowlton, ClerkA true copy of the oetition and order thereon..
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

Eetitiontrs

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TITHEREA8 Georgie M Bridges, of Verona, Hancock county, Maine, by her
yy
mortgage deed dated December 30, 1896. and
recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 309, page 174, conveyed to the Bucksport
Loan & Building Association, a corporation
located in Bucksport, in said county, certain
real estate thus described in said mortgage:
I
The following described real estate with the
buildings standing thereon, situa'e in said
! Verona, and described as fol owe: beginning at the northeast corner of wood lot
owned by Richard Abbott; thence running
egrees east
south eighty six and two thirds
about thirty rods to an oak stake marked (16);.
thence south twenty three degrees eust sev:
(1848;
enty-five rods to a cedar stake marked twenon the shore; thence by 'he shote south
; ty rods to a stake standing on a cleft of a
large granite stone; thence north twentyseven degrees west ninety rods to a stake and
stoats; thence north three and one-third degrees east two rods to the place of begmni g,
containing twelve acres more or less, and beI ing the same premises deeded me by Rosie L.
Reserving howBowden. December 29, 1896.
ever from the aoove premises a s rip of land
twenty-five feet in width with the buildings
thereon standing on the shore front and same
as described in second parcel of land named
i in mortgage from me to said Rosie L. Bow en,
same date, both to be recoided in Hancock
! registry of deeds.
I And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
such breach of condition, the Bucksport Loan
A Building Association claims a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Bucksport, December 18, 1909.
Bucksport Loan & Builpinct
Associatio nv
By W. C. Conary, its attorney.
<

NOTICK OF

AMERICAN ADS

PAY BEST

Bluehill,

FORECLOSURE.
Daniel 8. Bunker, of Sulliin
the
van,
connty of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by his mor g*ge deed dated
November 20, 1893, ami recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, book 278, page 887,
conveyed in mortgage to Patrick JVlulhern of
said Sullivan, a certain real estate situated in
s id Sullivan, and bounded ano d- sciibm as
follows, to wit:
Bounded north bv College
land so culhd; on the east bv lands now or
formerly of John W. Hal Sullivan Harbor
Land Association, s. S. Bunker and Jesse
White (separate lots); on the south by laud of
said Je*se White, and on the west by'the College land so called; being the homestead of
said Daniel S. Hunker and wood 1 ts connetted therewith; being lots Nos. 29, 30 and
31, Divisiou 2, ou the town plan of said Sullivan.
And whereas said inortga e and debt
thereby secured was assigned to Carrie E,
Joyce, of Mt. Desert, in said county, by Bedford E- Tracy and John H. Mulhern, uimiaistiatoreof the estate of Patrick MU i hern, by
deed of assignment dated March 21. a a.
»9U2. and recorded in said Hai cock county
registry of deeds. Viar. JS. 1902. book 372, page
167. This is to give public notice of mv claim
bv said mort.izag^ and assignment on «:iid real
estate, and that the com itions in stui mortgage are broken, by reasou whereof l claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dec. 10, a. d. 1909
Carrie E. Joycb,
By Geo. R- Fuller, her attorney.

WHEREAS

THE

Char. A. Snow, Collector
of taxes of the town of BluehiU.
Dec. 21, 1909.

d

I rpHE undersigned, W. F. Collins,of Gloucuu! JL tor, Sarah L Collins, Annie Collins.
Frank I. Collins and Willard F. Collins, ail of
Watertown, Annie si. Collins, widow of Frank;
L. Collins and Mrs W. 0. Collins, widow of
the late W. O. Collins, all of said Watertown,
being ail the heirs, including the widow of
the late W. C. Collins, respectfully represent

taking, and.

ers

Monday.

—

THE

STATK Or

Rublication

Lake.

O'ConDor, Patrick, Waleka,
Florida, lot A, land bounded
on N by land of Catherine
Davis, E by land of F»-rnald,
8 by road, west by Davis and
M O'Connor. Lot B, boun ed
on N b> road. E by land of M
O'Connor. 8 by shore, W by
land of Catherine Davis. Lot
C, land bounded on N by
Catherine Davis, W by land
of M O'Connor, E by land
Julia Gallaher, E by shore.
Lot D, bounded on 8 by land
of Catherine Davis, W by said
Davis and M O’Connor, N by
road, and E by brook and

following list of taxes on real estate
Sunday.
of non resident owne s in the town of
Wade Grindla returned to Bates college
Friday.
Bluehill
Via
the
aforesaid, for the year 1909. comwhite
way
Mrs. Georgia C. Hail,
thiB week.
If yoa would not cease to love mankind, mitt d to me for collection for saia to»n oh
to attend
prayer-meeting Wednesday
the 27th day of April, 1909. remains unpaid;
Prank Binder is spending the holidays you must not cease to do them good.— and notice is
hereby given that if said takes
evening, was stricken with paralysis on
try
225
7 91
with interest and oharges are not previously
with his family here.
Maria Eschenbach.
so much of the real estate taxed as is
A. L. Mayo, Collector of
paid,
S. B. Condon is able to attend to hia
Me
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, inSaturday.
8
ut
Invest
taxes of the town of
Harbor,
ffltDical
Southewest Harbor, Me., Dec. 20,1999.
What else can joy be but the spreading cluding interest and charges, will be sold
business again, after a short illness.
without furtner notice ut public auction at
said
in
on
first
town
hall,
the
town,
Monday {
Mrs. Harry Peterson spent Christmas joy.—Byron.
NOTH'K Or FOKECLUBURK.
in February, 1910, at 9 o’clock a m.
Sunday.
is hereby given that the underweek with her parents, F. S. Beal and
1 "T^OTICE
be
rule
Union Trust Company, of Ellsshould
the
of
a
not
signed.
Religion
life,
wife.
Name of owner, or ownmcrttax due
a

gers here

MAIMS.
Hancock m.
To the Honorable, the County Oommisetoaeft

STATIC OF MAINB.

j

V

Hie stables and showing wbat their
bringing up baa been. I'm hoping that
yon may decide lo consider to settle
down among us after Sliding a devoted husband—one perfectly willing
to die for you any time, of day or

At

Two-Bar
Ranch
Tha Manager Gat lia Imtfaa
Iim and Ofcayad Tkaa

By DONALD ALLEN
Copyright. ISOS, by Aaaodatad Literary rrma.

A manager, a housekeeper, a cook
and twenty-six cowboys made op tbe
complement at the Two-Bar ranch, and
every one except the manager was laboring nnder suppressed excitement.
No orders bad been promulgated, but
tbe Saturday afternoon bad been devoted by unanimous consent toward
washing up, combing hair and brlugIng out white shirts and red neckties.
Two weeks previously old Jim Bradshaw. foreman, who was supposed to
be deep in tbe confidence of tbe manager. had said to tbe storekeeper on
Lame Calf creek:
"Tom. old Two-Bar is coming right
to tbe front in a business way.”
"As to bow?’
“Going to have a telephone line over
to the railroad.”
“That ain’t so much.”
"Going to fit up an office for the
manager witb desks and chairs, same
as a New York broker’s office.”
“Nothing to brag of.”
"Going to have a typewriting machine.”
“Lots of folks got ’em.”
“And now hold your breath, yon old
swindler, while I tell you tbe rest
We’re going to have a girl to ran the
machine.”
“No-oo!”
"It’s a fact Coming from Chicago.
She’s goSmarter'n chain lightning.
ing to be stenographer and typewriter. Yes, sir, she is. and no other
blamed ranch for a hundred miles
around has got one. Old Two-Bar is
ahead on the game.”
“Well?” queried the storekeeper aft-

long pause.
“Well. I’m here to give you a tip.
If yon haven’t got two dozen white
shirts in stock, send for them quicker
than lightning.
Send for red neckties.
Send for silk handkerchiefs.
Send for real doth collars, and send
for perfumery and toilet soap.”
er a

“Why?”
"Why. you galoot?

j

our

I

|

’<

HJNTY

(XHJNTY NEWS.

NEWS.

BUCKBPORT.

BTONINQTON.
Mr*. C. C. Cou.tns baa goue
for lb. winter.

The week of pnjw will bo observed by
onion services in Um two eborcboo.

to Portland

J. O. Hannon end family an
the holiday* In Boaton.

Mn. J. W. Tripp with little ion, of
Clinton, it visiting her mother, Mn. H.

.pending

B. Storer.

Schooner Methesbeela loading atone at
the Benv.no. Granite Oo. tor New York.

By BUSAN P. LOWRIE.
[CMpyrtsht. IMS. by American Frass Association.!
There are many thing* that are consldered superstitious which may be
We
outcropping* of nature'* law*.
scientist* can trace animal life back
to the eery cicatrlcnla of the egg.
which I* an embryo living being, but
we cannot tell why two people will frequently think of the same thing at
In other words,
the same moment.
we have never made a beginning In
the science of mental telepathy, either between living people or between
the living and the dead. This I* pre-

Min Abbie Seed is home from the
Deaoooeee training school, Boston, for
the holidays.

Owen Staple*, who ha* been a gneat at
W. B. Thurlow’s, baa ntnned to Ohatin*.

THE MOTHER'S PROBLEM
Of »«MK ttreag,!
A eerloue problem which preecnta liaelt to ercvr mother withgirla to ralee,
la theee daye. The eylgeantoa of achoot
life, the harry end routine at every-day
duttee, the erttflelal environment of
modern clvllliation, make It more
difficult to relee etroop, healthy plrte
then ever la the hletory of the world.

O. F. Follows and wits, of Bancor, wen
•nests of J. K. Emsry and wile for i few
Boye relee tbemeelvee. Giro them
days last week.
room, (fire them liberty, ead they will
Miss Marian atom left Monday eTen- grow ttp he-’ thy at leant, without much
Statement.
|
Ralph Tbnrlow, alter two week*’ visit
ins on her return to Washington after worrying. Bnttheglrta proeenta earCowboys came rrom orner rancnes. 1
with hi* parent*, ha* returned to Boaton
but were run off as faet an they apspending the holidays with her parents, loue problem.
university.
R. B. Storer and wife.
peared. Travelers rode out of tbelr
Ho«DU7MtMntMn<nvMiif
Mr*. Jamea Q. Thorlow, of Peqnoit,
At tbe
way, bnt were discouraged.
The many friends of Howard Dorr, of worrying »boat their daughters. NerMinn., i* visiting her pamnta, F. M. North
end of three months the Two-Bar
Penobscot, sympathise with him vous, pony girl*, with pooc, eaprtetoua
Trnndy and wife.
ranch had the reputation of being at
in the death of hit wife, which oocornd appetite*, bloodless, listless, a constant
loose ends, and the manager’s quarterHenry C. Smith and wife have gone to at the home of her daughter, Mn. B. B. anxiety to the mother. Hew shall she
New London, Conn., to visit their daughly report elicited the following reply
solve her problem? To whom shall ah*
Croxford, In Brewer, Jan. t
from eastern stockholders:
liminary to an eiperlence given me ter, Mm. Bert Bray.
At the last meeting of Biverriew Be- turn for helpf Each ease is more or
What Is by one of my moat gifted pnplls short"Not at all satisfactory.
Schooners Annie Ainslee and Lncy E. belcah
lodge the following officers were less a study by itself, and cannot be
the matter ont there?"
Friend am loading granite at the Crotch eleeted: M.
ly after she bad taVen a husband,
O., Jennie Whitman; V. Q., solved by any general rale.
remem“I have a stenographer and typist,” j
she
said, “you
“Professor,”
island quarries for Now York.
Page;
secretary, Marian Lace;
This is tbs way one mother solved the
Evelyn
was telegraphed back.
! her that 1 once confided to you that
Rockland Rehekah lodge and Joshua treasurer, Elisabeth Snowman; trustees,
problem. Mrs. 8chopfer,WA Prescott
“Then discharge or marry her.” were I there was a mystery In our family.
Davis lodge, 1. O. O. P., will bold a joint Burke Leech, Ethel Towle, Josephine
Av*., St. Louis, ho. In a letter to Dr.
tbe Instructions.
! that when I was a child my nurse was installation
early in January.
Pierce.
Hartman, says: “My daughter Alice,
Tbe manager was a man of action. ! dismissed for the mere mention of It
The Rockland basket ball team cam*
A telegram was received here Saturday four years of age, was a puny, sickly,
He bad never discharged a stenogra- to me, tboatrh she bad given me no
to play the Stoning*
announcing the deeth of William M. Roes, ailing child since she wag.born. 1 was
pher from h)s employ, and be was not Viea of what it was. Well, the even- Wednesday evening
her. When we com*
a scon of 20-9.
going to begin then—not If Miss Gla- ing before my marriage while explor- tons, winning by
| of Beattie, Wash., when he had resided for always doctoring
sler would accept him and tbe other ing a garret for some needed article
Daring the heavy storm of Saturday some thirty years. Mr. Ross was formerly mencod to use Peruna she grew strong
alternative. She blushed and said she 1 came upon a trunk, which 1 opened nigbt^tbe tug Betsy Boas caught fire. A a resident of Bucks port, the only sou of and well.”
Another mother, Mrs. Martha Moca,
would, bnt wanned to go back to Chi- and found to coutaln sundry knick- good part of the woodwork and the pilot- the late William and Hannah Bose. Be
She is being was a wheelwright by trade. Mr. Bose R. P. D. 8, Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin,
cago for a couple of weeks to see her
One house wen destroyed.
knacks. nil evidently very old.
:
mother.
patched op so she can be taken to Rock- was sixty-one years old. He leaves s savs: “Oor little eight-year-old girl
: was a daguerreotype of a girl, anothhad a had cough, and was in a general
land for m pairs. One of the quarry scows widow and two sons.
Tbe men got bold of the news an er a
pasteboard box tied with a faded
She had several
near by her was also burned.
The cause
hour later—that Is. Old Tom told them ribbon. I
The annual reception of the October run-down condition.”
opened the box and found a
who could give the child no reseparately and collectively that any of small piece of wedding cake, dried to of the dm is unknown.
club was held in the Elm street church doctors,
and the mother no encouragement.
them who wanted to bid the angel a
Capt Samuel Oos* left Wednesday for vestry Friday evening, Dec. St, and was a lief,
crisp. Girls, you know, sleep with
good by would find her In tbe office wedding cake under their pillows to Vineyard Haven to look
after
bis delightful social event. Readings by Miss
Finally, she got a bottle of Peruna
awaiting them. It was white shirts influence their dreams.
I took the schooner, the Maude Sewart, that is Maude Andrews, of Augusta, and solos by and commenced giving It to the child,
to be Just what sha
and red ‘neckties again; It was more
piece 1 found away with me and that waterlogged near West Chop. She is Miss Emily Merrill, of Brewer, were and It proved
hair oil and perfumery.
They said night slept with It under my pillow.
loaded with coal for Province town. This greatly enjoyed. The officers of the Oc- needed. When sha commenced taking
nothing to each other, but they read
is the second vessel Chpt. Goes has had tober c|ub are Mrs. Frances C. Homer, Peruna the child had to be carried.
“I dreamed this dream:
If a husband |
each other’s thoughts.
Now the mother says she la playing
“1 was walking in one of those old wrecked within a few weeks, the other president; Miss Jennie Homer, vice-presicould keep that poor girl at Two-Bar fashioned
gardens still common In old being the Eugene Borda. Them waa no dent; Mrs. Evelina Bragdon, secretary; around all the time.
she should have one. It was Old Tom New
Her dosing words were: “Ton have
Mrs. Helen White, treasurer.
England, and more so In the insurance on either vessel.
who lined them up and sent In the southern
deal for her. She la the
Jan. 3.
states. Inclosed by a high
The reeper service at the Franklin etreet done a great
_Nihil.
The first man bad his wall.
first man.
we have, and It meant lots to
Through a vista of trees and
which ni postponed owing to only girl
church,
BLUEHliX.
ns to have her cored."
speech all ready. So did the second, flowers 1 could see the rear of a house.
the eerere storm ot Dec. 26, was given
the third and down to the last and
Hr*. Willis Osgood, who has been quits
These are samples of many letters
Through a door opening on to a porch
Jan. 2.
It was adapted
Bondap
evening,
those speeches were all alike. They came a
is now improving.
Hartman Is receiving, com*
young man and a girt. The ill,
from the old German coatom ot observing which Dr.
began with a bow and a kick and a man wore a frock coat with brass butfrom tho hearts of loving
Willis H. Osgood, whoso ready and the twenty-seven days of advent
the ing straight
by
lump In tbe throat and proceeded:
tons. a profusion of neckwear and efficient help is kindly and courteously lighting of a candle and repeating a mothers. While the different schools
“I bears, marm—I bears that you are trousers
strapped beneath bis shoes. given in the various gatherings and prophecy ot the coming of Christ on each of medletne are bickering and di .Taring
going away for to dwell In our midst He carried a cane. The girl's dress services connected with the work of the of the
ae to theories and remedies, Peruna
twenty-seven days preceding His
no more.”
on giving pen.isner. t
was covered with flowers, and' her Baptist church, was made the recipient
birth. The twenty-seven days were rep- goes right steadily
“Yes. I am going back to Chicago.”
relief. After all, It is cures that tne
hair, parted in the center of her bead, of a gift of money in recognition of bis resented by twenty-seven
young ladies,
“During your stay here, marm, yon was plastered down over her temples. i willing helpfulness. This token of es- who marched
want. Theories ars of little
teem from his friends is gratefully apprein, singing, after ligbt- people
j
may have observed—you may have tak- The two came toward me over a walk ciated
account.
Mr. Osgood.
the
candles
by
and
the
repeating
propbe| ing
en notice that 1 have cast my eyes on
bordered with boxwood, and as they
The remains of Dr. Frederick A. Merrill ciea. The program which fallowed conyou as often as possible, and that with drew near 1 recognised the girl whose
of scripture reading by the pastor, Washington, and occupied the line of
sisted
were brought here from Dorchester, Maas.,
the greatest possible respect It has
daguerreotype 1 had seen in the trunk f Jan. S. Dr. Merrill’s wife was formerly Bov, Alfred Barrett; prayer. Her. E. J. po«U from Fort Washington, on the Pobeen a case of love on my part and 1 in the
garret The man's face looked Mias Lizzie Ober, of this place. For years Block; music, chorus ot yoong ladles; tomac, to Fort Mahone, on Anticosti, a
am now here to offer you my hand and
|
familiar, but 1 could not place It
I the family has occupied the old colonial readings. Hiss Frances Lyons and Hiss distance of about fifteen miles, remaininir
heart and promise to do everything in
"They were talking excitedly, but cottage on South street, owned by Mrs. Bebeoca Fogg; song, four little girls; end- there doing garrison duty nntU Septemto
make
I’m
you
happy.
my power
what they said I did not hear. Indeed. Merrill's slater, Mrs. V. P. Kline, of Cleveber, US, when he was mastered out of
a recessional illustrating the comrough, but I’m tender. I ain’t educat- 1 didn't bear their voices; 1 only knew land, as their summer home. Miss May ing by
mand to “carry the light of the gospel to service and returned to Maine.
Ober
the
remains
of
ed. but 111 never ask for a divorce.”
Dr.
Merthey were discussing some subject of rill accompanied
Jan.
S._C.
here, as his wife is also ill of pneu- all nations”, the twenty-seven yoong laAnd tbe reply each one received was vital
Importance to them. Suddenly monia. Besides his wife he leaves two dies marching out carrying the lighted
tbe same:
CRANBERRY ISLES.
a wooden door In the garden wall open- daughters-Edith and Both, and one son—
candles and singing.
“I feel honored, but must tell you ed. and another man entered.
Dr. 8. S. Wake Held baa been In town tbe
He. too, Arnold. The elder daughter is now Mrs.
Jan. S.
J.
Mazon. The family have much sympathy
that 1 am to marry tbe manager on was
young and dressed in the same from
'pact weak, returning to Rockland Monmany friends.
my return.”
fashion as the man walking with the
day.
XT. DESERT.
Jan. 4.
M.
And when the last bad filed In and
girl. On his entrance she gave a cry,
Wedding cards were received here
Ice has closed the harbor toahipping.
filed out Old Tom suddenly broke and the two
EAST SULLIVAN.
young men stood and glar,
the marriage of
forth:
Schools am open, after the holiday re- Saturday announcing
ed at each other. There was some conLewis Stanley, of this place, and Mias
Mrs. Charles Doyle Is home from Har"Now. you crosseyed, lop shouldered, fusion In
cess.
my dream from this point rington.
Leah Sawyer, of Bear island. All wish
knockkneed gang of galoots, the turtle-' for awhile, and the next feature 1 reAustin Richardson has moved hia family them a
prosperous and bappy married
Mrs. Dallas Hanna is visiting her home
doves have got through cooing. Cupid's member
to North Jay.
distinctly was seeing the man in
life. They will reside with the bride’s
Orand Manan, N. B.
got a bustle on him. and if you don’t who bad come out of the bouse with
The officers of the Eastern Star will ha lather on Bear island tor tbe present.
hustle around and bring Two-Bar back the
girl pull his walking stick In two j The Christmas tree and sociable at the installed to-night.
Charles Stanley, of this place, and Mias
to her pristine glory I’ll turn loose and
pieces, separating it just below the hall Friday evening was largely attended
James Allen and Abe J. Somes have re- Elisa Stanley, of Otter Creek, were marbury tbe whole of you in one graver
handle. The upper part was a long, and greatly enjoyed.

Because every
ranch is going to come
loping over here and Inquire for them :
very things and isn't going to worry
Because why?
about prices either.
Because every man is going to tall in
;
love with that girl before she gets
within a mile of the ranch and is
going to dress up and let her see what
There can’t but
a Jim dandy be is.
one man marry her. and the rest of
the gang will shoot him.”
It was a tip.
The shirts and other
things were sent for. and the boys
loped over.
Forty-nine cent white
shirts went for a dollar and a half
and no questions asked.
Perfumery
and hair oil met with a firm market
Bed neckties were in great demand.
And now tbe great day bad finally
arrived. Old Tom had been sent over
to the railroad with the buckboard to
Knew All Their Trick*.
bring back the young woman and her
“Gentlemen.’* aald Frederick the
trunk.- Every man bad volunteered to
Great. “1 am entirely dissatisfied with
make tbe trip, and when Old Tom bad
the cavalry. The regiments are combeen selected
tbe gang
gathered
pletely oat of band; there is no acaround him. and its spokesman said:
curacy, no order; the men ride like
“There’s got to be a square deal or
tailors. 1 beg that this may not occur
bloodshed—no flirting or soft talk to
again and that each of yon will pay
get ahead of tbe rest of us. You've more attention to his
duty, bat I know
got an old woman down on tbe Brazos, bow things go on. Ion think 1 am not
Tom. and if you don't own up to that
up to yoor dodges, but 1 know them all
girl that you have off comes your and will
recapitulate them.
scalp.”
“When the season for riding drill
Four boars later tbe backboard waa
comes on the captain sends for the
Fifteen
sighted with a Beldglass.
sergeant major and says: 'I have an
minutes after the announcement It
appointment this morning at —. Tell
coaid be made oat with tbe naked eye.
the first lieutenant to take the rides.’
While It waa still a mile away tbe
So the sergeant major goes to the
cowboys formed In doable line along senior subaltern and
gives him the
tbe road to the boose. At half a mile
message, and the latter says: 'What!
they removed tbeir hats and paired The captain will be away? Then 1 am
oat their shirt fronts. At twenty rods
off hunting. Tell the second lieutenant
their red neckties blushed furiously.
to take the men.' And the second lienAnd now Old Tom, having tbe digtenant. who Is probably still In bed.
nity of a Boman senator, drove the says: ‘Wbat. both of them
away? Then
▼chicle between the llaes, and the 1
will stay where I am. I was np till
veiled lady bowed right and left as
3 this morning at a dance. Tell the
every man bent his bead and scraped
cornet 1 am III and he mast take the
his right foot. Nothing farther coaid
rides.'
Finally the cornet remarks:
have been desired by the most criti‘Look here, sergeant major, what Is
cal.
the good of my standing ont there In
“And what does she look like?” was the
cold? Ton know all about It much
demanded of Old Tom as be reached better than
lJUo. Ion go and take
the stables, .where they waited for them.' And
so It goes, and wbat must
him.
be the end of It all? What can 1 hope
“Boys, she’s cate. Sbe’s a looker. to do with such cavalry before the
She’s going to set hearts afire and
enemy?”—“History of Frederick the
cause forty different murders.
Too Great”
might Just as well go into convention
and resolve that every galoot of yon
His Head For TrHIes.
Is going to fall head over heels in
They were sitting tn the gloaming,
love with her at first right.”
planning the home to be—at least she
Old Tom's prediction was fulfilled. was planning. George merely listenEvery nun as he got sight of Miss ed, pondered, listened and sighed.
Glazier fell In love with her or thought
“And we’ll have one of tb'«e lovely
he did. In a week discipline waa lax; velvety Turkey carpets for the dining
In a fortnight there was none at all. room. George!” she cooed.
“Oh. my pet” he lilted, “wbat n
Every cowboy on tbe ranch wanted to
alt around looking pretty, and tbe trouble the crumbs and cigarette ashes
Chinese rook didn’t have time to wash would be on a Turkey carpet
1
half the white shirts awaiting him. can't bear the thought of my sweetOld Tom stormed and tbe manager heart brushing and brushing, and
complained, but things continued at making those dear, sweet little hands
Few of the men rough like the hands of any common
sixes and sevens.
coaid make an errand at the office. It housemaid!”
was only while the typist was walk“What a head you have for trifles,
ing out that they had sight of her dear!” she loyed softly.
Three or four got up the nerve to ap"Tell yon whnt we’ll do, dear!”
proach bet. and tbe bearing and lan- cackled George. “We’ll toss for It!
were
alike.
of
all
of
them
They Tails for the Turkey carpet beads for
gaage
bowed ami scraped and cleared tbetr linoleum!”
throats and said:
Clink! And the Itaoleum bad It
“Good evening, marm. I'm hoping I
"How lucky!" murmured George as
I'm
this
aee you well. marm.
he picked up the double beaded penboplng
to
I’m
boplng ny. “How lucky It Is to have a head
country appeals
you.
you won’t mind the galoots a-peeping for trifles- two beads, tn fact!”—Lonat yoa from behind tbe bank boose and don Tit-Bits.
man on

I GLIMMER FROM
BEHIND THE OIRTM

night.”

And Miss Glazier would smile and
blnsh and reply that she liked the
country and the people and She cattle
and the wolves i^tl jack rabbits, and
the man would back away bowing to
the ground to assert to his comrades
In waiting that he bad made an Impression and to be called a liar for the

i

Annoonoement* an out for the wedding
of Capt. Billing* Dow and Mi*a Alt*
Qnenlaw.

1

1

|

turned to Bowdoin.

ried In tbe church at Otter Creek New
Year’s eve, returning home Saturday. A
reception was held at the home of Mr.
Levi Ellis, a native of Btoekton, who for Stanley’s parents Saturday evening, and
gation.
several yearn had lived here with his the bride eras warmly welcomed. They
Ospt. O. P. Bragdon and wife entertained
will go to housekeeping In their new home
Ward, died sod[ on Christmas day. The party numbered daughter, Mrs. William
as toon as it is reedy for occupancy.
of
“I awoke in one or those Horrible
flewasalSaturday,
apoplexy,
fifteen, and was a jolly combination of
conditions produced by bad dreams. children and
eigbty-flve yearn ot age, and until a
grandchildren who brought
OBITUARY.
Bad mine been tbe consequence of well-filled baskets to make one more tew days before his death, was hale and
Much sympathy is felt for the relatives
I hearty. He was a kindly man, and had
some internal ailment like Indigestion
bright Christmas day at the old home.
of Mrs. Caroline M. Rice, who passed away,
I made many friends here.
I might bare quieted down and gone
James A. Durney and daughter, Miss
after a long and painful illness, at her
to sleep. But my seeing in tbe girl tbe |
Jan. 4.
J. C.
|
have
been
in
town the past week
Natalie,
home at Sutton last Tuesday. Mrs. Bios
person whose likeness 1 bad found in
before leaving Bar Harbor for their home
lived on this island in her young days,
tbe trank convinced me that I bad
AMHERST.
in California.
They will make several
moving to Sutton about tarty years ago,
been carried back to some scene enF. W. OilM ha* goo* to Eddington to
i
on the way, including a visit to
where she brought up a large family
acted in tbe past Consequently 1 pus- stops
work
for
Arthur
Bobbin*.
D. C.
of children, six of whom survive her.
sled over It till morning and arose on | Washington,
Jan. 1.
The cottage meeting will be held this
H.
She had seen much sorrow, having lost
my wedding day, having slept only a
week at Ur*. W. Q. Orcott’s.
five children, and her husband, who
few hours. At breakfast father, noticSOUTH BLUE HILL.
Mia* Gertrude Nickerson and brother dropped dead twenty-one years ago. She
ing my appearance, looked at me anxMil* Linds Oandage hu returned to
Winfield v 1*1 ted their si*ter, Hr*. Charlea lived to the age of eighty-one years
iously and asked me if 1 were ill. I
Somerville, Mate,
and nine months, and had wonderful eyeTorrey, in Maneet, recently.
lold blm my dream.
lira. Charles Ferrin haa gone to Boston
"After my return from my honeyThe ladies’ aid *oci*ty met with Ur*. sight and hearing.
to visit her children.
Mrs. Rice had been tenderly cared for
moon father told me tbe family aeEdmond Qile* last week. It will meet
the last fifteen months at the horns of her
cret.
Brooks Grey and wife, of Bluehill Balls, with Mr*. Sarah Bobinaon thi* week.
My grandmother, his mother,
oldest son. Wilbert Rice, and his no lees
was a New Orleans creole. A coquette, spent New Year’s day with Cecil
Seth O. Hanaeom, an aged citizen, died devoted wife.
Gray and
One of her daughters was
she had encouraged two suitors. Tbe wife.
Dec. 22 at the age of seventy-two year* with her during her illness. Three months
scene 1 bad dreamed bad been enacted
she
was
taken
ill of Bright’s disease,
and
*e
con
ago
teen
after
Anderson
and
month*’
of
North
day*,
Avery
many
wife,
in tbe garden behind her fatber'a
He was mustered into the and with heritable Christian spirit bore
Sedgwick, epent New Year’s day with ■affering.
her
with
sufferings
bouse In that city. My grandmother Hollis Eaton and wife.
great fortitude. She
United StaM* army at Belfast Aug. 10, leerae tour sons and
two daughters, behad chosen tbe young man who bad I
in
Co.
3d
Maine
sides
boats
of
and
D,
volunteer*,
friends, to mourn her loss.
There was a pleasant family gathering at 1883,
entered tbe garden with her.
His
Funeral services were held here at the
was transferred
to
Co.
17th
D,
Maine, church
the home of George Bickford and wife
Sunday forenoon, Rev. A. P. Macportrait, taken when he was about Dec. SI. in honor of their
and again to Co. 0,1st Maine
l
Donald officiating. The flowers were prodaughter Vera’s June 6,1884,
forty years old, hangs In our drawing eleventh birthday.
June
1888.
Inter be fuse and beautiful.
heavy artillery,
4,
room.
No likeness of my grandmothwas transferred to the department of I
Jan. S.
Roomer,
Wallace Hinckley and bride, who were
er remains, except tbe daguerreotype,
married
Dec.
visited
friends
here
a
few
24,
which was taken a year before tbe
flObmitcnunu.
crime. Indeed, she would never have days last week. They will leave for their
lira. f
her portrait painted, living a retired home in Vanoonver this week.
was Mias Clara Cole, of Seaville,
life, burdened by the thought that she Hinckley
had been the cause of the tragedy. who is well known here. CongratulaTbe weapon used was a sword cane, tions are extended.
Jan. 3.
C.
AYER’S HAIR VIGOR
much in vogue in that day.”
When tbe narrator ceased tbe inStop* Falling Flair
An Elegant Dressing
SEAL HARBOR.
quiring look she gate me told that
Destroys Dandruff
Makes Hair Grow
A. M. Havey is visiting relatives here.
she wished to know if I had any theof Sulphur. Glycerin. Qulnm. Sodhim
Composed
John
causes
that
Gatcomb
and
wife
of
tbe
natural
had
Christmas
ory
spent
Chlorid, Cap*lntm. Sage. Alcohol,
Water, Perfume. Aik your doctor hit opinion of iucii a hair
transported her back to witness what in Bangor with relatives and friends.
thin piece of steel. With It be rushed
upon the man who bad entered last
and stabbed him.
The steel withdrawn. 1 saw the red blood gush forth.
The girl fell over on a bed of flowers
in a faint.

j

Bev. Mr. Purdy invited the grange to
be present in a body Sunday morning,
which made a surprisingly large congre-

Pearl Bordeaux and Walter Allen have
returned to Kent’s HUl.

|

Does not Color the Hair

had occurred more than sixty years
Him Barbara Stinson, who has epent
before. I said this to her:
the holidays at home, has returned to her
“As prior to tbe flfteenth century school in Portland.
there was a vast continent—AmericaMrs. Marcia Taylor is very ill, and hat
unknown. except through report, to returned to her own
home, where ehs will
tbe people of tbe world, there is and
spend the rest of the winter with her parhas always been a realm of spirit, ents.
soul—call it what you will—whose
Jan. 3.
Melvin a.
manifestations are so vague, tn which
truth and error are so inextricably
The three Heal Harbor schools closed
mingled that as yet we scientists have Monday.
no data on which to begin to work.
Miss Elizabeth Mscomber, who has
Some day some one will make—accibeen attending Coburn classical Institute,
dentally perhaps—a discovery wblcb
Waterville, was home for the holidays. A
will open up a new continent in the
party was given by Misses Phyllie end
world of psychology. Then these scatElizabeth Macomber in honor of Miss
tered experiences which are now merei Marion Woodward, of Ellsworth, who
ly the glimmerings of realms concealtheir guest last week.
ed from us will take shape.”
Jan. 4.
Elma.

Iwaa

preparation.

WHEN YOU ARE PALE

I

k

I

There is something wrong. The simplest way to bring health
to the body and color to the cheeks is to correct the faults and
weakness of the system. An occasional dose of the true “L. F.”
A
Atwood's Bitten gives prompt relief from headache, biliousness,
ta'
and kindred ailments. The slaujar i family remedy
indigestion
far eanetipation lor fifty years.
35 cts. a bottle at your dealers.
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Indian Points Me.
,

—Mas. E. P. Higgiks

